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EQUIVALENTS

1 Indian Rupee U.S. $0. 13
1TT C n -,1. I 7 , 1/1 U. S. D~~~~~ ~ ~~~~ollar R.7. 5.

1 lakh 100 thousand
1 crore 10 million

1/ Following devaluation of June 6, 1966.
The previous exchange rate was Rs. 4. 76
for one U.S. dollar.
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This report is the product of a Mission which visited India in
October-November 1966. Most memDers of the Mission spent four to five
weeks in India, some were there for shorter periods. The Mission had two
separate but closely related purposes. One was to examine the important
changes made in Indian economic policy in 1966 and the manner in which
they were being implemented. The other was to examine the proposed Fourth
Five-Year Plan and the aid requirements associated with it.

This volume constitutes the Main Report of the Mission. It is
supplemented by several volumes which deal with individual sectors of the
economy or particular programs, and especially by Volume II which treats
"Agricultural Policy in India".

This Main Report has four parts. The first briefly reviews India's
experience in the Third Plan period. The second part describes and analyzes
the major changes in policy and program instituted by the Government of India
in 1966 in response to the experience of the Third Plan period. It notes
that these - including the shift of emphasis to agriculture, the invigor-
ation of the Family Planning Program, the devaluation of the rupee, the
partial decontrol and liberalization of imports and the relaxation of con-
trols over industrial investment and production - were important changes,
that they are being fully implemented, but that there has not yet been time
for their effects either to be felt to any significant degree or tc, be
observed and evaluated.

The third part reviews the proposed Fourth Five-Year Plan, its
general ohre1tives, its income growt.h and phvsical production targets, the
size of the expenditure program it projects, the composition of the invest-
ment and production programs it calls for, the resources which it u-ill
require and which may be available from domestic and foreign sources, and
our judgmrient of the Plan, the pol-cieS it embodies and the prosnpe-1s for its
execution.

The fourth and final part of this volume sets forth our estimates
of the approximate amounts of capital inflow which may be reqluAred nnd
appropriate in the Fourth Plan period if India is to make significant
economlc pr---ess, ad of the pt of this i-nflow whicnh should be assistance
from the Aid-India Consortium. We focus then on the crux of the matter,
nmely, Ir.dia's . , e A-te p rAoble,, ,d -s 4m..A, requii,4 .ntS of food

aid, non-project aid, and project aid. It is emphasized that food is the
14uh _ ±L_y . LLL. UU4. 1~iL.~ .4. A .LUJ IUV '~ -i-U,111ediatel-y- critvical bott.leneck ir. th-1,e Indi-an. devell0oment progaan a+
the success or failure of the new policy directions binges importantly on
the supply- of food i4n this year. Lines of action on India's part are
indicated which we believe would make for effective use of this aid together
witn Indiats own resources.

It is well tnat we state our general -view at the outset tLhat,
although the Fourth Plan provides some useful perspective, Indian economic
policy is in a state of transition, The precise aritnmetic of the Plan
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should not be taken literally or regarded as a blueprint which is to be
followed inflexiblvy India's economic development program will be formu-
lated and altered from year to year. IWhat is of paramount importance is
what is do'tne now to carrv forward the gnnuinelv coooerative effort which
the Government of India and the aid-giving nations have initiated. What
should hp ridone in fuvture vars should rest on actual nprformance. At this
time the effort deserves continued and solid support to ensure an adequate
tr_il of the new policies and programs whi(ch we helieve offer the best
promise of significant economic progress in India.

This report is very much the product of the work of all the mem-
be__. So1he MU4 ; Sshi.& o+n, m In+.tr P'r. +.,n Y-4 +A n a h h Pn

_v ' v_~ vASv . LJz.L I.L , va *6s t3.JtJLtt?IaS_v A.v .4v.SJ. - __ *D---

assumed by only a few of them - by the Mission Chief aided by his deputy
in. the case of th-Le MA"InJ Reprt, w- w4 . lede-o +1-, Ie- agic-a fgrnin in

the case of Volume II, and by others as indicated in the particular papers.
I'Lle 1111ssion mr-LbLoers wertee:

Bernard R. Bell
wi-r zLarn £q, - Gi.n.iAA
Sir John G. Crawford
Jean Banetn
Kenneth A. Bohr
Atle Elsaas
W. David Hopper
Stanley Katz
Donald C. Kimmel
Stanley Please
Sheldon J. Segal
Lorne Sonley
Wilfried P. Thalwitz
Armand M. J. Van Nimmen
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BASIC DATA

Area: 1,262,000 sq. miles.

Population, 1966: 500 million (approx. est.)

Rate of growth, 1962 - 1966: 2.5% p.a.
I1a OC I _Ol . 9 cn 

Population density (per sq. mile): 396

Political status: Independent since 1947.

Gross national product, 1965/66: Rs. 234 billion.

Rate of growth, 1960/61 - 1964/65: 4.7% p.a.
19u64/6U5:; +7.7

1965/66: -3.7%

Per capita, 1964/65: US $64 1/

Gross domestic product at factor cost, 1965/66: Rs. 211 billion.

of which, in percent: Agriculture: 45
Mining: 1
Manufacturing: 19
Commerce & transport: 17
Government & other services: 18

Percent of GDP at market prices:

1965/66 1955/56 - 1962/63

Gross investment 15 10
Gross savings 13 8
Balance of payments current

account deficit 3 2
Investment income payments 1 1
Government (consolidated Centre/States)

current revenues 16 15

Resource gap as % of investment: 15 17

Money and credit:

Conversion: 1 rupee $ 0.13

1 $ 7.50 ruoees
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Rate of chanige
i'iarcn 19066 rast three

Rs. billion (Last Friday) Fiscal Years (%)
Total money supply 45.30- +11
Time and savings deposits 24.84 +13
Commercial bank credit to private

sector 19.58 +19
Other lending to private sector 4.22 +33
Rate of change in prices:

Consumer prices (monthly average): + 9.5% 3/ +10.21
Wholesale (monthly average): +13.7% 3/ +10.6%

Public sector operations (Rs. billion):

1950/51 - 1965/66
1965/66 (est.) Rate of change

Government (Centre/States) current
receipts 37.20 +10.7

Government current expenditures 20.48 +10.8
Surplus 16.72 + 9.3
Public investment expenditures 36.27 +18.5
Total external assistance to

public sector 7.18 +13.0 /

External public debt (US $ million):

1962 - 1965
1965/66 (Annual Average)

Total debt outstanding 6;915 It;5°°
Total annual debt service 323 245
Debt service ratio (%) 20 16

Baac of' na>yments (US $ mi1llion):
1960/61 - 1965/66
Arvnual rate of

1965/66 Change (%)
Total exprorts 1624.
Total imports 2,803 +4-3
Net i hsl =

Net current account balance -1,227 -5.5

1965/66 1960 - 1964
kUCorUmiodAity con-cenJtration of exportUs J/ J47L
Gross foreign exchange reserves

(k iiY d1' LV y-r

(or 2.9 months' (or 3.2 months'
iiiipOl'ts) imTport4s)

flXfl ~~~~~~~~AtA~~~J IA - ,.nIPVI U5 

DI'F position ($ million):

1966 1960
Quota $750 $600
Drawings $425 $128
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External financial assistance (US $ million):

1965/66 Average 1961 - 66 (est.)
Commitments 7/ Disbursements Commitments Disbursements

Total 1.552 1,598 1,212 1,197

Soft assistance
(inrc.- PT. JRln) 1 1,27 290 822

Hard. assistance 125 308 519 375

U.S. 960 903 551 705
TIRD/IDA 245 224 178 136
Germany 86 97 129 93
TY v Al. an I no 70U . J4. V4 0- I a

Japan 60 65 58 37
TTC'OT .. Ao .' ~U'J-< rn.a. 80 42 87w 

Canada 41 41 36 26
rrance 20 17 24 9

IBRD AND IDA OPERATIONS (US X million)

A. Past operations Amount committed. 8/ Amount disbursed.8/
IBERD 1,000.5 825.1
IDA 890.5 553.3
Total 1,91.0 1,37d.4

B. Terms of IBRD/IDA operations Weighted. average
(January 1, 1961 - October 31, 1966) Rate of Grace Repayment

interest period, period.
(p.a.) (vears) (vears)

2.16 8.7 1S1.3

1/ Exchange rate of Rs. 7.50 = US $1.00 adopted. June 6, 1966; prior rate
-wJas Rs. 74. = TT $1.00.~4. (VJ IJt ~P±. UV.

2/ Percentages calculated on the basis of net d.omestic product, 1960/61 prices

3/ iM4erch 196) to March 1966, monthly average.

4/ 1960/61 - 1965/66.

5/ Jute, tea and. cotton yarns and,manufacture.

6/ Includes net drawving of $137 million from the IFl in 1965/66; reserves were
$604 million as of end. December 1966.

7/ Pledges by consortium members, plus PL 480 commodities.

8/ Total loans and credits net of cancellations as of January 31, 1967.
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qlVM,MAODV

1. The record of economic progress in India in the fifteen years
of the thIe - --4 -- A -l- rxed 4d 1 -te whole 1-. -- v 4ry - IAf ) .-

Aggregate output grew but at the quite modest rate of 3 to 4 per cent
per year, whIch has not greatly exceeded the rate of pop-ulatLionU growth.
Industrial capacity was expanded, diversified and modernized as a result
of lar-ge investments, and industrial output increased Dy 6 to 7 per cent
per year. No comparable modernization of agriculture occurred. Although
over the fifteen-year period agricultural output increased by about 3 per
cent per year, the rate of increase appeared to be declining in the later
part of the period. Simultaneously tne rate of population growth aJas
increasing, and India was experiencing increasing difficulty in feeding
its enormously increased populatlon and in providing productive work
opportunities for its rapidly growing labor force. There was only very
modest improvement in average living levels in the fifteen years and
virtually none in the Third Plan period. Import requirements grew with
the investment program and the enlargement and diversification of indus-
trial production but export growth lagged behind. Capital import, largely
in the form of foreign aid, grew continuously, although even by the end of
the period it did not add more than about 4 per cent to domestic resources
or amount to more than about one-fourth of gross investment expenditure.
It was difficult at the end of the fifteen years to record great progress
toward ultimately self-sustaining growth although the possibility of such
progress was discernible.

2. In the fifteen years the broad structure of the Indian economy has
not changed very much. Some 60 to 70 per cent of the labor force is still
engaged in agricultural production and still accounts for approximately
15 per cent of national output. Ten per cent or less of the labor force
is employed in industry and accounts for close to 20 per cent of national
output, only a few percentage points more than at the beginning of the
fifteen-year period. The remainder were providing services of one sort or
another. Agriculture was still characterized by low yields per unit of
labor and land. It was almost entirely labor-intensive and animal.-powered,
and used little equipment and machinery, modern tools and implements, or
plant protection materials and fertili7.er- l though fertili2zer consumption
was growing rapidly by the end of the period. Irrigation facilities had
beren extensivplv ritvr lnnpr- hut. irntp.-r 1t.TnCq iirPf fnr t.hp mTn.-. inrt. -ln nn

extensive rather than an intensive basis, principally to provide protection
against drought, rather than to opti-imize outut Seeri d -variei 7n com.mon

use were selected with principal attention to their disease and pest resistan1
rathe f-nv. thei 'r4 &ld qU7tiS +- z the 11 .pr seed" indust.r'rwtas
altogether inadequate. Although agricultural production had increased

ight+ly mrore thmn population during twhe fifteen-Yrer period, the rend rate
of increase appeared to be declining and was not adequate to meet the growing

~~ .3X.IJ. WW" ~JLtZ.L 0 d.LU %J L4±CL.L C2r .L L,tJL ULU. d. LL1kIULL.~ . US tULlu L w±I'.

approximately half the increase in output which had occurred seemed to have
ee.Li theLC resll JL L 0f etensison o1 the area c-LUL-vaueu, for wicLhIl ILUrLLhe

opportunities were increasingly limited.
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3. In industry the rate of advance had been greater. Although
industry's share in total national output had not increased very much.
a significant transformation had occurred within the industrial sector.
Large, modern factory enterprises by 1965/66 accounted for well over half
of all industrial output whereas fifteen years earlier small primitively
operated workshops and household operations had been predominant. Pro-
duction of the basic industrial materials, including iron and steel,
aluminum and basic chemicals, of fuels, including both coal and petroleum
products, of industrial machinery and transport equipment, and of a great
variety of consumer goods had increased greatly. Transport facilities,
especially the railways, and electric power generating and distributing
facilities had also been greatly exp-anded. or the end of the period,
however, a considerable amount of industrial capacity was seriously under-
utilized principally for lack of im.ported production materials, components
and spare parts. Furthermore, many of the large industrial complexes in
the public sector, in which great resources had been invested, were either
not quite completed, and were producing very little, or, where completed,
were not -roduc-g in vo-lues or at cos's cori,ujierisurade wlt 'le capit i
invested in them or their capacities. Industry was operating in a highly
protected selLer's market characterized generally by chronic shortages,
inadequate competition, inflexibility in response to market conditions,
low levels of eff ciency and high costs. In addition, the scale of some
public sector enterprises was troublesomely large and that of some private
ones was uneconomically small. Government direct investment in industry
and Government controls over imports, investment, production and, to a
'Lesser extent, prices and materials distribution, in some ways stimulated
the growth of industry but in others retarded its growth and fostered its
inefficiency.

L4. In the fifteen-year period the Government had been successful in
mobilizing for investment and for Government consumption purposes a steadily
increasing share of the available internal and external resources, and the
Plans had, despite their deficiencies, been effective instruments for this
purpose. A substantial part of the resources so mobilized had been used
to expand the capital base, a large part had been used to expand essential
Government services such as educational and health services, but in the
latter years a considerable part was being used for non-productive purposes,
including notably defense. Capital inflow had been predominantly from
governmental and inter-governmental sources. Although there were a large
number of collaborations with foreign private firms which provided technical
assistance and manufacturing processes, the amount of private capital invest-
ment had been relatively small. The total amount of aid provided by foreigr.
governments and inter-governmental organizations was large in the aggregate
- amounting to approximately $9 billion net of principal repayment in the
fifteen years - but small - perhaps $20 per capita in the entire fifteen
years - in relation to the size of India's population and the enormity of
the task of transforming India into a modern economy. Capital inflow added
relatively little - 3 per cent or less per year - to total domestic resources
but amounted to approximately one-fifth of gross investment in the fifteen
years and filled many of the critical gaps in India's domestic production.
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5. In the fifteen years the balance of payments gap widened appre-
ciably. In part this reflected the continuous growth of imnorts required
for expansion of the productive capital base of the economy and for the
operation of a much larger and more diversifiea industry. In nart; however,
it reflected the lag in agricultural production and in the developrnent of
exnorts- The basic st.rategy of the develomu-pent plans called for thle maximim
possible allocation of resources to the expansion of industrial capacity
and of the related power and transport facilities. The hope or expectation
had been that food and other agricultural production would grow adequately
wiv+hout req11ring sig.-Ificant a OCation o1f scarce m+aterial reso1 -es eithler
to build fixed capital (except for irrigation facilities) or to provide
c-,-rent produc+, 4i o .i.puts. T,.s hope was tsappo:.ed a.nd it also proved
impossible, for both political and human reasons, to restrain the demand
for foodd o%ports grew bout not as much as nationaal output and accordingly
lagged far behind the growth of imports. In part the slow growth of exports

*.L4.UU U LU 4 OJ 1LL ±LLd±ULILLU LL J.L-L a U .1. El 4.". LLreflected tAle 'laggar-d growth of agr-icui-hral outpult. In pt, it ref. lectedV
the character of the planned development itself, with i-ts emphasis on
material balances and on physically balanced growth, and its relative neglect
of comparative cost and comparative advantage. The resultant emphasis on
im1port substitution and the lack of effective policy to st'iulate export
production, combined with the newness of much of industry, its characteris-
tically high cost and not very efficient output, and an over-valued rupee,
all militated against any significant export growth. The widening balan-ve
of payments gap was f^inanced first by the use of the large foreign exch-:ge
reserves which had been accumulated earlier and subsequently by increasirng
amounts of foreign aid, Although part of this aid, notably food aid, was
provided on what was essentially a grant basis, and part on very soft
terms, foreign debt and annual service payments on this debt grew rapidly
and, by the end of the Third Plan period, debt service was rising above 20
per cent of exports and becoming a large and unwieldy element in India's
balance of payments,

6. India's economic progress in the Third Five-Year Plan period was
disappointing. In 1965/66, the final year of the period, aggregate national
income in real terms was only 14 per cent above the 1960/61 level. On a
per capita basis it was where it had been five years earlier. The year
1965/66, in which income declined, was an abnormal year, marked by severe
and widespread drought, by a short-lived but costly war with Pakistan,
and by the consequent partial interruption of aid commitments and flows.
Even leaving aside this year, however, progress in the Third Plan period
was no greater than in the preceding Plan periods, there was little improve-
ment in average living levels and no evident progress toward ultimately
self-sustaining growth.

7. The disappointing progress of the economy and especially the
disruptive food shortages and price rises of the last years of the Third
Plan period led to a reaDpraisal of policy by the Government of India
during 1965 and 1966 and to a number of important changes in policy and
proeram. One of the most important changes was the shift of emphasis to
agriculture and the initiation early in 1966 of a well-conceived program
to accelerate the growth of agricultuiral production. This nrogram embraced



the allocation of greater resources to agriculture in order to provide
large.- suppi5es 0o th.e physical iputs r-equr-ed, icludlng fertil zer-s,
plant protection materials, high-yielding seed varieties and water, along
WiUL the estab'LShment of inimuml s-upport prices to prod-ucer-s jetS a.t an
incentive level, and a larger volume of agricultural credit. The program
was designed to take advantage oI research breakthrougn in India and else-
where which made available new high-yielding varieties of rice and wheat,
and also of hybrid corn, sorghum and millet. It included efforts to expand
domestic production and distribution of fertilizers, agricultural chemicals,
pumping equipment, and, on a limited scale, power equipment, It also pro-
vided for immediately larger imports of all these materials.

8. Simultaneously the Family Planning Program was reorganized,
energized and provided with virtually unlimited funds. Here, too, the
program was designed to take advantage of a technological development,
namely, the intra-uterine coil, which provided a simple, inexpensive device
suitable for mass application.

9. In June 1966 with the agreement of the International Monetary
Fund, the Government of India devalued the rupee. Shortly after, with an
undertaking that an attempt would be made through the Indian Consortium
to mobilize the amount of non-project aid estimated to be required for the
purpose, the Government substantially removed administrative controls over
imports of production materials and also significantly removed or relaxed
controls over industrial production and investment.

10. In August 1966 the Government published a Draft Outline of the
Fourth Five-Year Plan which gave effect to the new policies which were
already being implemented, and which called for an investment program about
50 per cent larger than that of the Third Plan period, supported by a
higher level of internal savings and a higher level of external aid. The
Plan aims to increase National Income by 1970/71 to a level 38 per cent
above that in 1961/65. or at the compound rate of 5-1/2 per cent per year,
measured from 1964/65 (although at the rate of 8 per cent per year measured
from 1965/66). It calls for foodgrain and other agricultural production
to reach a level in 1970/71 about one-third higher than in 1964/6',, and for
industrial production to increase at the rate of about 9 per cent per year
from 1965/66. It projects total imports during the Plan period at approx-
imately $18 billion or about L5 per cent more than in the Third PLan period,
and exports 36 per cent higher than in that period. It estimates that the
gross inflow of canital reauired will be almost 810.3 billion, that
approximately $500 million may be provided by private investment, and the
balance bv foreign aid. includine $A1 L billion of food aid and $8-3 billion
of other types of aid.

11. Although the projected Plan investment figure appears large it
is in fant small in relatinn to TndinIt needs= rtth rmri despite the

probability that the efficiency of execution will not be improved with
dramatic speed, it does not seem on the whole beyond India's capactn r yto
implement. The level of internal savings for which it calls does not appear
to be beyond the bonds of possibilit+y provided that the i.ncreases in output
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and income projected are approximately realized and that non-Plan expendi-
ture on the part of the Government, including especially defense expenditure,
can be kept within the limits projected. The Indian planners have, in
estimating the growth of income. assumed that the specific physical pro-
duction targets will be achieved with a lag of about six months. A lag of
roughly a year seems more likelvy but such a lag is not likely to reduce
the amount of capital inflow required in the period ending in 1970/71. The
most critical ronstraint; in short. annpers to be the amount of foreign aid
which may be available.

12. Given approximately the amounts of aid assumed, and continued
movement hy +he Government of Indin in +te new policy dirnt'nn.-- it ne-ms
entirely possible and likely that both agricultural and industrial output
and agg e income will grow approxJ-ately as est__ated, although with
some lag. Specifically, provided that the necessary supplies of the physical
*¶in"114-c n" mn'e ~ nwn4 3 In..1 .4..1.4 . rr '"+A14 iMV's ni'A +ljo0 1,14 p--.puts are rmde avo --a le. , 4.cLudg epecia'y fert ili2U e a-.d the Idth-

yielding seeds, and provided that incentive prices continue to be offered
and farr rei is.44 --- Ardd food-A-i productinshudrec hele

of 110 to 115 million tonnes in 1970/71. The evident determination of the
n ,r .--- 4 4., - -n.,A A,' 41,' - ---,,..,. - - -4 - .. -A 41,' ..4 -,t'. --.l,V n =

WAJ' ~. LA4IL~J..V U UJ jJA. V.J V U L IVJ 4.t.j..LJIVU ~ C1J.LU 4.41k VJ.JJV. 4IAD .1V~4J..fL'LQ ~ VJJ

Indian farmers are the basis for this judgment. In industry, continued and
fur,w-4- deo-.ro of-lp.D -dcino- e',-,tir,o controls o~ver14..L %" v4 e UVdAe1. nlU'JlJ .L 0. 1 JdiJUJ. 1 re, A . ;VJ ..LU11 VI- r.L.LA1U,i1C2-LU.LVL 1J.L .j 44 JL. 4)V L

investment and production, an adequate supply of imports of production
m-at.er-La, 4LIU a LLu L'eri Ud rilore e.IiiUilI'L vU UU'LL 01 0o L;o+CL.J.14 caai.V ar -±l -e y

to produce the growth of output forecast, although some lags are likely to
occur. There is also for the firstt tune the prospect adlU the Uegi| :nni of
a family planning program sufficiently effective to cut the rate of popu-
lation increase to less tnan 2 per cent per year by some time in the 1970s.

13. The Plan is not to be taken as a precise blueprint of future
action or an exact forecast of developments. It provides a generally
reasonable perspective view of the future which is usef-ul mainly as an
aid to decision on the actions which need to be taken in the present. At
this time the Indian economy is in a state of transition. New policies and
shifts in program have only very recently been instituted. Encouraging
beginnings have been made in the implementation of the policy changes,
although it is too early for any significant effects to have been felt or
to be observed and evaluated. These encouraging and hopeful developments
are obscured at this moment by the misfortune of two successive years of
severe drought. The direct costs to India of the food imports forced by
this situation are heavy, despite the fact that substantially increased
food aid has been provided. The impact of sharply rising food prices on
costs and prices throughout the economy and on demand for other consumer
goods has been very great. Furthermore, the efforts of the Govermaent to
restrain price rises by cuts in Government investment expenditure have had
depressing effects on output and on private investment demand. The result
is the anomalous situation of unused industrial capacity, unemployed labor
and, possibly, slow utilization of non-project aid. The immediate bottle-
neck is food and consequently the paramount necessity at this time is an
adequate supply of food which can only be provided by food aid or by other
aid which releases free foreign exchange resources for the purchase of food.
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14. The primary recommendation to the aid-givers at this time is
therefore that food aid be given which would provide or permit import of
approximately 10 million tons of foodgrains worth $700 to $800 million in
calendar 1967. The second recommendation is that non-project aid in the
amount of $900 million be provided for 1967/68 by the Aid-India Consortium.
This is the amount estimated to be required to supplement India's earned
foreign exchange resources in meeting the prospective 1967/68 demand for
licenses for the import of production materials. It is estimated on the
assumption that the food bottleneck will be broken and that India's invest-
ment program will then move ahead on the basis of a reasonable degree of
utilization of existing industrial production capacity. If these twJo types
of aid are not provided in approximately these amounts there is serious
danger that the recently instituted policy and program changes will have no
visible effect and will be discredited and abandoned. The new policies and
programs offer the best promise of significant economic progress and require
continued solid support if they are to receive an adequate trial.

15. In addition, project aid commitments are required along with the
other two types of aid suggested if they are to serve the purpose of
furthering expansion of India's productive capacity and output. Project aid
commitments for 1967/68 in the anproximate amount of M6O0 million are
recommended. This amount appears to be consistent with India's efforts to
accelerate the growth of output and to maintain it at the rate of 5 to 6
per cent per year. At the same time it is not so large that it would permit
tnn manyr nfw nrnoPje+ st+.aqrt..s and( int.rnbinr inflenxihility inton th nrogram nf
the next several years.

16. The amounts of aid which India should receive after 1967/68 should
be determinen onther + basis of developm;ents in the coming year, icluding
especially the effectiveness with which India utilizes the 1967/68 aid here
nnrnn,nnAc,A ni alonr .g4 with +^ha other, resoa¶rcaes i. avin

1
to i+.a4 Tv. +his period 

India should be expected and assisted to take actions which will accomplish
th e b-a sipuoss i c --- It shares -Wiu the aid -g:-ers. These should inc-lude:

(a) Contin.ued vgorous movement in the new policy directions.
Specifically this means continuation of the new agricultural program, further

effo +s to a,-.'n fer+i'izer,. n prodctio a-r,.d~ +oan,i- en
4
s+ foea- . pr iv-aat 

4
arter

prise in this effort, continuation of the movement toward import decontrol
anu .- lUeraizatio.n, f--ur-vhte- rU.LaUUaLlQor e±.frnLavorI01 of uie reziairiing conl-
trols over industrial investment and production, and vigorous prosecution
of the nL-V r.jLU1gz r.-grairi.

(bL UTXMeuJ.aLU Luruler steps wo epanu eUporbs.

(c) More effective uti'Lzation OI existing production iacilitie .

(d) Reconsideration and possblDe deferral of plans to establish
new capacity of certain types in the light of the true potential of existing
facilities and the possibility of expansion of that potential.
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(e) Further effort to attract and enlist foreign private capital
and experience in other areas besides fertilizer production.

(f) Determined restraint and reduction of non-productive public
expenditure, including defense expenditure.

(g) Exploration of opportunities for mutually advantageous
economic cooperation with Pakistan.



INTRODUCTION

Developments in the Third Plan Period

1. India's economic Drogress in the Third Five-Year Plan neriod
has been disappointing. The final year of the Plan, 1965/66, was in fact
a Year of disaster. marked by the moSt sepvre drought in many vqr.i hyr a
fortunately short-lived but nevertheless costly war with Pakistan cmd by
the nartial and tempnrary interrupntion of nid commitmnts and flows wAich
were one of its consequences. The setback which these events gave to the
Indian eennnomy marde the finaml miftnrom rof +he TV-h.A P1!0n, rio4d me.-11tseA
by developments between 1960/61 and 1965/66, even more disappointing than
it app-Ared at +he end of its f4rst fotr years.

2bnormal as lthe yr-7 196 W7 d l a4f/ d l ,Awas, and as mauchas it
interruptd t_en s of the preceding years, it did not represent a complete
discrwvn+ i,mi4 wits T th 41i +.Ikq g.g.-A 4 i 4-4n w,er- -h-4. of the

.- __ _ -,I - .* - c.. &1-.J.-J .6.LJ.5 CLA" LALJ.LQ WVL1 V.L. 1C411.L r6 aA, VL~ VW6,1o . 'A

preceding years. Rather it accentuated them and brought them into sharper
focus.* Econ.o,mic progress was disappo',ting not only in, terms of t,he
relatively modest expectations projected in the Third Plan, but, more

importntlyJ-n relatLon to, Indlia,S U.ErgenLttand massive nes n lot;mk-z ^_|5w _r4A_ W _ T 3 _ w V __ _ UZ__ _ _LIU _ LL_ _ U

what it was widely believed by observers both in and out of India might
have been achJeieved W.VLL4 WM- LbOreoces Uau wI a-v1aiabla.

r3.ThLe funldcau-IL- is t-aa-t iuring sh-e r dPri.an period total
output grew only modestly. In the first four years of the Plan period
Gross Domrestic Proauct appears to nave grown at the average rate of a
little more than 4 per cent per year, but, with the drop in output which
occurred in 196_/66, growth in the entire five-year period was only about
14 per cent. Population grew more rapidly than during the 1950's, at an
estimated 2-1/2 per cent per year, or, in the five-year period, by virtua Lly
as much as total output. In absolute numbers the population increase was
a staggering 55 million. Expressed in l965/66 prices and translated into
dollars at the Rs. 7.50 - $1.00 exchange rate, GDP increased from some-
thang over $c7 b oilIlion to about $31 billon and, in per capita terms,
remained at the level of not much more than $60 per year. Agricultural
output, altnough it appears to have been increasing at the long-term
(10 years to 1964/65) rate of about 2-1/2 per cent per year and although
in 1964/65 it was about 10 per cent higher than in 1960/61, fell well
(about 10 per cent) below the 1960/61 level in 1965/66. 1/ Growth and

1/ The available evidence suggests that the long-term trend rate of growth
of agricultural output was a declining one, having been more than 2-1/2
per cent over a longer than 10 year period (see Volume II).



decline of both foodgrain production, which represents about half the
valu of .l. agrcul- tua-' produ tion., and of other -,1-ictiaral production

followed this pattern.

4. Industrial production grew more rapidly and by 1965/66, value
added in iidustry ald lliirng, includi-ng smiLall enterprises, was estimated to
be 35 per cent 2/ higher than in 1960/61. Production in the so-called
organized sector, which includes 01 i-r lairnig and factory establishments
employing more than 10 workers and which in 1960/61 accounted for somewhat
more than half of all industrial production, grew mlore rapidly and increased
more than 40 per cent in the five-year period. By 1965/66 the industrial
sector as a whole, employing not more than 10 per cent of t1he total rnumer
of workers, accounted for roughly 20 per cent of Net Domestic Product and
agriculture, employing perhaps 70 per cent of the total number of woriK-es,

accounted for more than 40 per cent.

5. Given the relatively modest growth in output and income during the
period it was impossible to achieve the full measure of increases in invest-
ment, or capacity expansion, and also the improvements in living levels which
had been anticipated. The import surplus, which increased during the period,
largely as a result of an increasing flow of foreign aid, augmented domestic
resources, but, in the aggregate, not very much. Even in 1965i66 the import
surplus amounted to only about 3.6 per cent of GDP. 3/ The increase in the
import surplus in the period was less than 7 per cent of the increment in
GDP. The Government did, however, succeed in mobilizing and using an in-
creasing share of the total resources available, by increased taxation 4/ and
by reservation for its own use of an increasing share of private savings.
It was also the recipient of a major part of the capital inflow, mostly
foreign aid, from abroad. These together permitted a large increase in both
consumption and investment expenditure on the part of the Government. The
increase in its consumption expenditure was, however, larger than the increase
in its investment expenditure and of the increase in the former approximately
half was for defense. Gross investment, public and private together, and in
this aggregate public is the larger part, increased by perhaps a third, or

2/ This is the figure from tu'he document entitled "TIMaterial and Financial Bal-
ances of the Indian Economy, 1964/65, 1970/71, 1975/76" prepared by the
Perspective Planning Division of tne Planning Commission which underlies
the published Draft Outline of the Fourth Plan. Data presented in the
Draft Outline itself indicate a figure below 30 per cent. The difference
appears to express in part a different estimate of the growth of output
of small enterprises.

3/ Calculated at the Rs. 7.50 per $1.00 rate. This calculation is technicalJ
inadmissible since other magnitudes in the 1965/66 National Accounts wouLC'
have been altered if in fact the Rs. 7,50 per t100 rate had actually pre-
vailed in 1965/66. Nevertheless, valuation of imports and exports on this
basis rather than on t+he basis of the 16A5/66 offilcal exchange rate con-
veys a more realistic approximation of the relative magnitudes of domestic
output -A P41 + a ,.A ------

ovvU+ andL% ofL mpor+Ws .d exApor+s.

4/ Tax revenues increased from 8e4 per cent of GDP in 1960/61 to 12,1 per cern
in 1965/66.
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much more rapidly than total output and income, in the five-year period and,.
the estimates suggest, represented about 15 per cent of GDP in 1965/66 as
compared with about 13 per cent in 1960/61. As a corollary, gross domestic
savings appear to have increased from about 10-1/2 to about 12-1/2 per cent
of GDP, suggesting a marginal rate of about 17 per cent. / OGvernrment con-
sumption expenditure apparently increased from approximately 7 per cent to
11 per cent of GDP and, as Dart of that. defense expenditure from less thnn
2 per cent to almost 4 per cent of CDP. Aggregate private consumption expendi-
ture appears approximately to have kept pace with popul-ation growth in the
first four years but not the last year of the Plan period so that average
living levels were lower at the end than at the beginning of the Plan period.

6. Although as alreav stated the impr+ surplus in the aggregate added
less than 4 per cent to domestic output throughout the period, and although
even in 1965/66 imports am.otunted to less than 10 per cent of rpT thLeir
strategic importance wras considerably greater than that figure would indicate.
Imports f illed particular gaps in domestic production. They were, throughout
the period, especially important to investment expenditure designed to expand

pr d ctio capaci~'ty Alt+ -"g-i' T_14 -,J.- 4--~- 1-~-- '-i l -- camab…"od]ctlon napaci+. .Yntoh nLidian indusry becamde increasuirLY C apgable
of producing a wider range and larger volume of the materials and equipment
required for exansion of industria, tralsport arnd other capacity, the in-
creasing amount and diversity of capacity being established required that
this domestic output of capital goods ue both supplemented and complemented
by imports. Furthermore, nearly 211 of the domestic output itself was in
some degree dependent on supplies of imported materials, parts and components.
Import was not important in either the domestic production or the total supply
of consumer goods otlher than food. Only negligible imports of finished con-
sumer goods other than food were permitted or occurred and the import component
in domestic production of such goods was much smaller than in the case of
investment goods, though not entirely absent. Food, however, became a large
and Jicreasingly important part of the import bill during the period, reflect-
ing the lag in food production, a sharp rise in food prices, and the necessity
of averting the most extreme privation. With these particular gaps in India's
domestic production to fill, imports during the period became an increasingly
important constraint upon the growth of domestic capacity and output;. The
task of fitting limited import capacity to the objective of the greatest
possible expansion of production capacity and to other demands became increas-
ingly difficult and complex. 6/ Almost inevitably, as the machinery of
administrative control over imports became more pervasive and restrictive,
the resulting inefficiencies and negative consequences multiplied. Mainte-
nance of the rupee exchange rate established much earlier, in the face of
rising domestic prices and costs, did nothing to alleviate the problem or to
contribute to the efficient allocation of resources.

7. Imports, despite the restraints imposed, increased between 1960/61
and 1965/66 by almost $500 million or 21 per cent, as compared with the in-
crease of about 14 per cent in output. The increase was almost entirely in

5/ This marginal rate figure is in terms of the current prices of each year.
In constant 1960/61 prices, the marginal rate of increase in gross domestic
savings was about 22 per cent between 1960/61 and 1964/65.

6/ The difficulty and complexity was heightened by the fact that aid, which
financed so large a part of imports was for the most part country-tied
and commodity-restricted.



two types of goods, foodgrains and machinery. The fact that imports of

production materials as a group did not increase reflected in part growing
domestic output of these materials but in part especially severe restriction
of imports of these goods with the result that there emerged during the
period a considerable amount of under-utilized industrial capacity. This
was attributable in part to the general preference of many aid-givers for

capital eoods as an object of finance and in part to the preoccupation of

the Indian authorities with capacity expansion rather than utilization.

Despite the imnort control system which attempted to afford complete pro-

tection to Indian industry, the pre-devaluation exchange rate provided
pnowerfull incentives to impnrters to nrocure from foreign in preference to

domestic sources.

8. Exports increased during the period and in 1965/66 were approxi-

mately $300 million or 23 per cent highr than in 1960/61, The increase is

probably somewhat over-stated as a result of a number of statistical changes
and the exclusion of Goa from. the earlier yearas figres. In any case.

however, the result was for a number of reasons less encouraging than the

figures might suggest. For one, the increase was less than the increase in
imports, so that the trade gap, which was already $1 billion in 1960/61,
widened by $200 illion. For another, exports even irn l 6%5/66, and valued

at the Rs. 7.50 = US $1.00 exchange rate, amounted to only 6 per cent of GDP.

Mlarginal1l1y, 4U1he icremien-t in exyortlus was a smalAler percentage of the incre-
ment in output than in the case of imports. Furthermore, very little of the

i1.crease in expor- s was from, the rie-weru- ndusL -es or W-s of n.on-tradi+-onal

products. Only a tiny percentage of the increase in industrial output found

its way to export markets. Finally, an irncreasing part of total exports

required the provision of special financial benefits, some in the form of
tax incentives and some in the form of import entitlements which gave the
exporters the opportunity to earn premiums, directly or indirectly, from
sales in the domestic market. The adsence of a larger anrd more solidly basec
growth of exports has been an important defect in the Indian performance.
It has been attributable in part to the aDsence of a wider, more stable and

less arbitrary and selective financial incentive such as might have been
provided by an exchange rate basically more favorable to export. It pro-
bably also reflected the lag in agricultural production which might other-

wise have been a source of additional export.

9. Given the facts that neither agricultural nor industrial output
increased as rapidly as had been expected, that food output increased less
than required by population growth, that imports could not fully cover the

shortfalls, that substantial resources were diverted to defense, that there

was a desire to expand governmental services and a reluctance voluntarily
to trim investment expenditure, the rise in prices and the pressure on the

balance of payments which were experienced were inevitable. Although the

rise in food prices in the Plan period ran counter to any initial plans of

the Government, it was recognized in the latter part of the period that
such a rise, along with the guarantee to farm producers of minimum support
prices, was desirable as a part of the effort to stimulate increased food-
grain production. What was contemplated along with the minimum assurance
provided by support prices was some improvement in the relative prices re-
ceived by food producers. The extent of the lag in food production, however,

produced a very large rise indeed. Wholesale foodgrain prices (according



to the official index which may understate the reality) rose 4h per cent
between March 1961 and March 1965 and 57 per cent from March 1961 to March
1966, despite the moderating effects of increasing imports of foodgrains.
Prices of all other commodities measured by the index increased 13 per cent
in the four-year period and 28 per cent in the five-year neriod. :rn part
the rise in other prices reflected the difficulty of preventing such large
and sharp increases in food prices from being reflected, even though with a
lag, in costs and prices elsewhere in the economy, to the detriment of the
food producers gain and of export, Fknancial policy which pioght have been
able successfully to manage a lesser increase in foodgrain prices without
substantial in-reases in other prices could not cope wit-h one of the mnagnr-
tude which occurred.

10. There was a steady increase in the import of cereals during the
Plan period; theL- value, dnluding freighnt' , was aost $00 Mlllon "n

196h/65 and in 1965/66 was $740 million, or some $360 million more than in
1960/61. The international pajments effects were fortunately mitigated by
the fact that 80 per cent or more of all cereal imports in the period were
provided under PL 480 or similar arrangemients. In the latter part of the
period, however, with the changes made in these arrangements, 20 per cent
or more of the c.i.f value of rL h80 grain imports represented do"lar pay-
ments and it was beginning to appear that less favorable arrangemernts might
be on the horizon. The increasingly serious impact of lagging agricultural
production on the overall development of the economy led many in India and
elsewhere to question the wisdom of tne policy of depending for increased
agricultural output mainly on increasing inputs of labor and extensions of
physical land area and on a system of cultivation which provided very low
returns per unit of both land and labor. 7/ It appeared that the hope that
it would be necessary to provide only minimum scarce imported and domesti-
cally produced materials for use in agriculture, and that these could be
largely reserved for use in expanding industrlal and transport capacity,
could not be realized and that this was contributing to a lower rate of
growtn of total output in the economy than might be achieved by an altered
policy and program.

11. In the case of industrial investment and production, the expansion
of output achieved in the period did not seem commensurate with the resources
applied. In part this reflected the emergence of under-utilized capacitye
already mentioned. In part, however, it reflected inefficiencies of various
sorts in the planning, design, construction and operation of the public
sector enterprises which had absorbed so large a part of total investment
resources. In part also it reflected comparable inefficiencies in the
private sector of industry, fostered and compounded by the extensive govern-
ment controls over imports and investment which helped to create and preserve

7/ There was, in addition, investment in irrigation facilities which in
part permitted larger input of water in the production of a given
crop on a given land area. In part, however, irrigation was designed
to extend land area either by permitting double-cropping or by bringing
new areas into cultivation. The emphasis fvurthermore was on major
projects which, as conducted, were very long in gestation.
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an excessively protected and non-competitive industrial environment and which
limited speed and flexibility of response to changing conditions. A cur-
ious aspect of policy in the industrial sector was that on the one hand
the Government, in the laudable effort to capture the economies of scale,
sometimes chose public sector groduction units so large as to be excessively
difficult to manage or to bring into production without inordinate delays
which wiped out the return on investment promised. On the other hand, in
the economic and social interest of preventing excessive concentration of
control and the elimination of competition, Government sometimes prevented
the establishment of private sector production units of economically-scaled
size. All these phenomena together appeared to offer the opportunity, by
changes in policy, for greater returns on investment than were being ob-
tained during the period.

12. The develoDments of the Third Plan period also indicated that
limited imports were one of the chief factors restricting the rate of growth
of the Indian economy. Although for the reasons mentioned above maximum
returns were not being obtained from the import resources available, the
margin of additional output and capacitv growth which a more efficient use
would permit was probably not large enough adequately to relieve the con-
straint upon growth imposed by limited import canacitv. Wlhether nrovided by
greatly increased export, by increased private capital inflow or by foreign
aid, increased imports could have significrnt1v ae.-elerated the rate of
growth of output and capacity in the economy.

13. Two central conclusions may be drawn from the above observations:
first_ +that. ina nmnho, f respect +.'he poliies and nrnmarn of +'h.e Govprn-

ment of India were important obstacles to India's economic progress; and,
secor.d, that ever. if thesepoice and prlograr.s ha bee desirabl alerd

it was unlikely that India could have made satisfactory progress in in-

supporting and sustained growth unless the inflow of capital from abroad,
.di specnifical"4a y olf aid, bhad been lny.u.4- larger.

h1. A- o-- the deficiencies of Tll-4Ad DnIr -4lic- and progra-A1s1ere:

L4L~L~.a. LJ. ~ UiJ. .L~U.l UU.L ~ C1.L4A UI.4 L LL -aic to
(a) N -,r"a- eng d c6. clu e .-elative n.eglect of A^cuA tdhe re-luct;c VW

allocate to agriculture the resources necessary for an effective effort
to acceleraLe adeq7uately the growul of agr-icult-ur-al prod-uct.onL;

(b) t,he absence of a massive anld vigorous programrL of popJUlato1n
control;

(c) the maintenance of an exchange rate for the rupee which
discouraged the growth of exports and of import-substituting production,
resulted in the mis-allocation of resources, and required the use of an
extensive and growing system of administrative controls, ana selective ana
variable subsidies in the attempt to overcome these effects.
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(d) the oDeration of an elaborate system of administrativre con-
trols over imports, industrial investment and production, and, to a lesser
extent, prices and the flow of materials, which promoted inefficiency in
the use of resources, fostered non-competitive and inefficient production,
and created 'rowth-defeatine rigidities throughout the economy:

(e? imhalanne in the al1nnqtion of foreign oxnhaqnge resolirces
which left a substantial part of domestic industrial capacity, incluiding
canacitv to produce nAeded cnpnita1 goodsi seriou.slyO ijnr-iiti1i zed;

(f) deficient preparation, evalut1io+An., constru+tion, management
and operation of public sector investment projects;

(g) reluctance to take full advantage of the opportunities to

(h) a sor.ewhav over=exparsiony public expendi t,,we p'c I I CZ
the lag in food output and the difficulties in effecting even more rapid
Iincreases in tCXationV1 than-LJ wereV achieLved;

(i) deficiencies in caurraungem.ent4s for obtanin d evaluating\.J UV± I%.V 11 L~1IV1,).UL V'~,..kLA L V LU~ U-L±LE

information on current developments in the economy and, partly as a result,
inflexibIlity in the cond-uCt o planUs and progr-aUs and inadequate coordiLa-
tion of Center-State and other operations.

15. Another obstacle to economic progress was the increased diversion
of real resources, of foreign exchange, and of Government revenues, to
defense purposes during the Third Plan period, triggered initially by the
Chinese attack of 190%2.

16. Finally, it seemed evident in the course of the Third Plan period
that not only was an increase in the level of aid necessary to significant
economic progress but that an increase in the proportion wnich financed
imports of production materials was necessary and desirable to permit fuller
use of India;s domestic manufacturing capacity and provision of adequate
supplies of agricultural inputs. It was also evident that improvement of
the terms of aid was desirable if any given quantity of gross aid was not
in the future to be excessively reduced by debt service payments.

The Long-Term Problem and Strategy of Development

17. Some longer perspective along with an assessment of development
in the Third Plan period is helpful in consideration of current Indian
economic policy and the Fourth Plan. India in 1950151 at the outset of
the three Five-Year Plan periods was a nation of some 360 million people.
Some 70 per cent of the working force was engaged in agriculture, perhaps
10 per cent or 15 million people in industry, including household industry,
mining and construction. Less than 3 million were employed in factory
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establishments. The textile industry dominated inidustrial product:ion.
Agriculture contributed 50 per cent of national product and industry about
16 per cent. Between half and two-thirds of the value of agricultural
output was represented by foodgrains; the balance consisted principally of
other food and fiber crops, including cotton and jute, and of some plan-
tation crops such as tea and coffee. Agricultural production was for the
most part conducted with little in the way of inputs but human labor and
animal power. Techniques were relatively labor-intensive, with some 10u
million workers operating on about 300 million acres of cultivated land.
Yields were low, probably even lower than possible with the existing tecn-
nology. The major part of the grains and other foods was consumed by their
producers or in the rural areas where they were produced. Jute and cotton
provided the raw materials for the textile industry, which produced for
export as well as domestic markets. Comparatively little other large-scale
modern industry existed, though there were the beginnings of a steel
industry producing almost 2 million tons of crude steel, sizeable production
of coal (about 33 million tons), some production of iron ore (about 3
million tons), and some production of cement (about 3 million tons). Pro-
duction and refining of petroleum was negligible. Fertilizer produiction
was virtually non-existent. Electric power generating capacity was only
about 2 million k.w. and the distribution network was small. The rail
transport network was comparatively well developed and widespread, though
not adapted to heaviv traffic loads, There were less than 100,000 miles of
surfaced roads and about 100,000 commercial vehicles in operation. Inter-
national trade was not important, with exports and imports each representing
about 6 per cent of national product and equalling about $1-1/4 billion per
year. A fair-sized entrP-epreneirial grnun existed and operated the major part
of existing industry.

18. With the First Plan the Government of India set out on a course of
action which, wi+h minor variations in mphasis,; has remained consistent
throughout the fifteen years of the three Plans. Broadly it aimed at a major
change in the strc++tue of t-he ec^nomy by a great expnnsinn and diversi-
fication of its industrial capacity. Although the need for increases in
agricultral prod-uc+Ae%n was recognized and frequiently declared it was not
considered that this required a structural transformation, a significant
change 4n technology or important investanent except to expand irri-gation.
Investment resources were to be reserved primarily for expansion of industry
and the related necessary expansion of transport and power capac ity= It was
recognized that savings would need to be increased and it was believed that
-4creased resources for i4.-,e+ hadfor the mosst pat+e 'o bMnhiliz hy

J.Lil~ -11 %A C)JU .L1 ' i n ven1 V er v4L& 5 ~W WC' *~.- L- - - - _ ... 1

government through tax and other measures. This fitted with a preference
Prar0 --- AZ--4 _ -_I1- - A 44A -+Io,nnm .L &n incJ. asing dircu gov.a.me1nt role in produl.cvil'l SLAr o'.'.5 Co. n .

activity. It was intended also that, although investment in fixed pro-
duction~L1 asses UULU UV JJeLpesdU harL U, part of iJcrem.en..La. resources LJould

be used by government for a great extension and improvement of education
annu LAr- HuLL Ol±Vau CuI Pi LUUJ.U LIILLJ U CZ r LQ. A J.pe, iLL a g.pvVt con=

sumption and living levels, particularly those of the lowest income segments
of the population.
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19. Although it is sometimes remarked that Indian planning has had a
deliberate bias toward "building machines to produce machines", it is
probably a more accurate observation that it has proceeded, both implicitly
and explicitly on the principle of balanced growth. 8/ The technique of
planning has relied heavily on material balances. The focus has been upon
physical production requirements and investment in the creation of capacity
required for the achievement of physically balanced growth. Almost, though
not necessarily inevitably, planning has been to a high degree for self-
sufficiency. It has not been centrally concerned with comparative cost, com-
parative advantage or comparative return on investment. It would not be correct
to say that these criteria have been ignored but they have come into play not
as the basis for investment decisions, but as marginal considerations which
might, in extreme cases, modify decisions made basically on other grounds.
Contributing to the acceptance of this planning approach is the fact that India
is a very large country, with potentially, at least, a market large enough to
permit maximum economies of scale. Even today after all India, in terms of
aggregate national product and income is larger than all but about half a
dozen countries of the world. The foc.us on domestic balance therefore does
not necessarily deprive India of the economies of scale and does permit it
to gain thP 0tr.nl economies which given the interdependence of production,
balanced growth may yield.

20. There are, however, a number of economic disadvantages and costs
*^Thic,'h ~-e mirnposed bhdy tbi -a pl n. for For one, intern-ational trade

figures in this type of planning only awkwardly. Investment in production
for export markets and produCtion for. sucb. ar.k.etS is ignot a really integral

part of the planning operation. Export reflects for the most part traditional
pre-Plan investmOentt and production and the disposal of more or less a identa
surpluses of newly created production capacity and output. Import reflects

u -;_~~~~~~~~~~~ +V, -~v,A ~ ~rq '~
hor.e prodduct'ion gaps regarded as It-rleporary and, witAhn" +w o.sofpys

possibility, to be filled as rapidly as possible. Hence the emphaSis on
i-m, port substitution and entification o imp u Li " V oppor=
tunities on largely physical rather than comparative economic grounids. Hence,
also, the concepts frequently expressed, that export prices or premia sho ULd

be set at the levels that are "needed" to dispose of "surpluses" and that all
producers should be required to expor t some fixed proportion of their output.
Hence, also, the tendency to view with suspicion the profits from some exports
which may grow out of genUine comparative auvantage.

21. Another cost wnich India seems to have incurred partly b;Y -viLrtue
of its basic balanced-physical growth planning conceptions is that involved
in investment in long-gestation capacity to provide output needed to satisfy
rather distant physical requirements. It is not always certain that, with

8/ The fact that serious imbalance has developed between food production
and food requirements or demand is not an exception to this obser-
vation. This imbalance was not planned. It represents over-reliance
on the hope that agricultural production would increase with little
investment input and the belief that food demand could, if necessary,
be restrained.
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proper time discounting of all the anticipated ultimate benefits, these
are the investments wnich most further the long-term growth of the economy'.
The ultimate economies of scale which some of these projects offer may be
wiped out by the time required for their realization.

22. Perhaps the most important disadvantage of the Indian domestically
balanced growth planning, as it has been conducted, is that it has tended
to accentuate imbalance in India's external accounts. The basic conceptions
which governed public sector investment and production operations and govern-
ment controls and influences over private sector operations created an en-
viromment not conducive to export. Yet, given the ever-widening range and
number of gaps in domestic output as production is diversified and techno-
logy changes, imports needed to maintain growth tend always to exceed anti-
cipations. With export tending to stagnate, a trade gap larger than expected
has tended continually' to appear. The attempt to press investment to the
limit of available resources, the lag in food production, and rising domestic
costs and prices have, of course, stronglv reinforced this tendency.

23. The results achieved in the fifteen years of the three Plans are
much obscured and in part vitiated by the enormous growth of population
which occurred in the period. One might sAv in fact that it has been a
triumph simply to feed and clothe, however poorly, an additional popul.ation
of 130 million and to nrovide some productive employment for perhaps )i to
50 million additional persons. The enormity of the investment that would
have been required to provide productive wrork opportunities employing modern
technologies defies comprehension. Accordingly', it is not surprising that
the broad stmrcture of t-he Indi wan economy' has not changed very much in the
fifteen years since India launched its First Five-Year Plan. At that time
agriculture produced almost half the national product and the proportion
now is about 42 per cent. 9/ The proportions of the population living in
rnral areas and d-epeng on agricuflQre "or a liv-ing are about the same as
in 1950, crop pattern and cultivation methods are much the same. The
changes in the relative sizes of the manufacturing and ser-vice sectors ha-ve
been small with the former increasing from 16 to 17 per cent of national
incore nd the latter from about 35 to about 40 per cent.

24. 5Wwrithin this broadly static picture, however, there has been a
major transformation of the industrial sector. In 1950 more than 60 per
cent of value added boy mnufacturing was from small-scale, more or less
family_type enterprises. Now the proportions are reversed and 65 per cent
cor-es fror,. factories with fixed assets worth Rs. 2.5 million or more.
Furthermore, there has been a marked shift toward metals, machinery' and
chem,icals which have increased since the mid-fifties from about 15 to about
40 per cent of industrial production whereas the textile and food processing
industries have fallen from 60 to less than 40 per cent. Crude steel pro-
duction has increased to more than 7 million tonnes, coal production to 70
rnillion tonnes, iron ore to 23 million tonnes, cement to 10 million tormes,
crude petroleum to 5 million tonnes, petroleum product refining to almost 10 mil-
lion tonnes, and machinery output of all types has grown dramatically. Installed

9/ The comparison is in constant prices of 1948/49. In current prices
agriculture, because of change in relative prices, accounted, in
1965/66, for closer to 50 per cent of net national product.
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nating freight on the railways to 200 million tonnes, and the number of
commercial ve-icles in ope-ration 'io mrore Lari _00V.U'J.

25. Tnese important beginrnngs Of a modern industrial structur=e together
with the expanding force of trained and educated manpower and the basically
rich land and water resources, if effectively used, provide a far better base
for economic progress than existed fifteen years ago. The Plan investment
expenditure which brought this productive capacity into being in the fifteen
years, expressed in today's prices, would probably amount, very roughly, to
about Rs. 300 billion, the equivalent of h40 billion. in the same period the
inflow of foreign aid, net of principal repayments, has been approximately
$9 billion, and this has been supplemented by a much smaller amount of net
private capital investment. Speaking again in very rough terms, aid from all
sources and of all types has amounted to a little more than $20 per capita in
the entire fifteen years - Less than the people of some more fortunate
countries have received per year. The contrast between the two figures - the
large one for aggregate aid in the fifteen years and the tiny per capita one -

illustrates one of the problems in viewing the Indian development effort in
proper perspective namely the difficulty of comprehending the sheer magnitudes
involved.

26. Overall in the fifteen years, national output increased by 62 per
cent or at the rate of a little more than 3 per cent per year, and per capita
output or income by 18 per cent, or a little more than 1 per cent per year.
These, however, are modest rates and together with the particular developments
of the Third Plan period were disquieting and led to a reappraisal of policy
by the Government of India during 1966.

NEW POLICY DIRECTIONS

27. The preparation of the Fourth Plan was delayed beyond April 1, 1966,
the be%lnnina of the Fourth Plan period, as a result of the war with Pakistan,
the accompanying partial interruption of aid commitments and flows, uncertainty
with respect to the future of aid and the necessity for the rethinking of a
number of important aspects of economic policy. The Draft Outline of the
Fourth Plan was not completed and published until August 1966. For more than
a year prior to the publication of the Draft Outline, however, the need
for alteration in Dolicies and Droarams had been under discussion within
the Government of India. The note prepared by the Planning Commission
as a basis for discussion at the Sentember 1965 meeting of the National
Development Council (which consists of the Cabinet plus the Chief Ministers
of the States) clearly stated the necessity for giving genuine priority
to agriculture in the allocation of resources, for stimulating the growth
Of P-norts - for fill-er and m-ore PffeptM ve uti 1i 7ati on of exi sti ng fari Ii tie

and for increased dormiestic savings. The Council accepted these
rnmmendationn and direted thnat the FVnoirth plan Draft Outline give effect
to them. In March 1966, pending completion of the Fourth Plan, the Annual
Plnn for /7 w It expressed hese decisions, nn+.o1-r in
its emphasis on agriculture. Finally, in the spring of 1966 the Govern-
r.et of' TInAd .r J "^vr. +the 1 .r B -P +of the ,nej pol J t4 he- + vIvn4

of India intended to pursue in a number of critical areas, and of the
aro 'A &nd -eo i nihi s>mae ou1A be requiredA in16,/7i,our+ -A +,.,. ,.. -4' - ,4 ,.1, 44.P-4.,.A 4-a, O ACA ,

QJ'4L%.4.W. I V %J4. V-J-.A V I. L .. U 0 V.L4. U U %A " % LV J. Z1'..jU.LJ V,% "I1 LL'' 
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order for these new policies to be instituted. The Government requested that
vh"e B 1- atte.pt to bl-ize this n-eessry s Ip-prt from the Aid-In ia Con-

'As ~ ~ auu ~pV I tflJ U.kJ..L...,. It.- 15 *%~tflIO_ LrAF--V- -

sortium. Early in June 1966 the Government informed the IMF that it proposed
LIU e1 value theL- r-upee alnd reques-teud TFUnd agreement. '- tL reques were et,

The Fund agreed to the proposed devaluation and the Bank, on the basis of the
new policies outlined, agreed ito atteempt to mobllize $19000 ma on of nor.-
project aid for 1966/67, the amount it estimated would be required to make
pos3ible the decontrol of imports proposed by the GoLver-ment of India. There=
upon in June 1966 the Government took the actions it had proposed. 'The specific
steps taken to implement the policy decisions are described below.

Devaluation

28. On June 6, 1966 the par value of the rupee was changed from $0.21
to $0.1333, equivalent to a 36.5 per cent devaluation, or a 57.6 per cent
rise in the rupee prlce of foreign exchange. This move was combined with a
reduction of customs duties. The standard rates of duty on imports of capital
goods and raw materials were reduced from 45 per cent and 50 per cent, respec-
tively, to 27.5 per cent; the standard rate on processed industrial materials,
including cormponents, was reduced from 70 per cent to 50 per cent. The duty
on consumer goods was kept at 100 per cent, while foodgrains, fertilizer,
contraceptive materials, and newsprint remained duty free. Agricultural
machinery was given a concessional rate of 15 per cent. A few materials,
notably copper, tirn and stainless steel, remained subject to special rates.
A few other imports also continue to bear additional protective duties, and a
fair number of items are completely banned, via a published list.

29. The impact of these measures was to raise the cost of imports by
about 40 per cent on the average; by 39 per cent for capital goods and pro-
cessed materials, 33 per cent for raw materials and 57.5 per cent for other
imports. It is to be noted, however, that in 1965/66 about $130 million of
imports (a relatively small part of the import total) had been movinig through
the import entitlement system; with the entitlements transferrable at premia
of 100 to 200 per cent, the cost of one dollar worth of these imports had been
about Rs. 11.19 to 17.60, including import duty, as against Rs. 9656 to 11.30
now, again includinrig import duty.

30. On the export side, the devaluation was accompanied by the imposi-
tion of exDort duties on about a dozen commodities, including notably tea,
jute manufactures, raw cotton, iron ore, coffee, oil cakes, hides and leather,
gnd tobacco, At. this time; following some ahnnes in the originally deter-
mined duty rates, the export duties on the major commodities subject to such
duties are, epnesd as a nr rntage of the ex-dutv nrice, as follows:

Tea = 21%
Jute manufactures 30 to 40%
Raw. cotton - 23%

(Bengal Deshi)
0l1 cakes - 20 to 26%
Coffee - 8%
Iron ore - 21%
Tobacco - 20%
,UN -ie and ^n eal.hr =
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In addition, the import entitlement system and the special profits tax
credits, which had provided subsidies to selected exports, were abolished
but, in August 1966, cash export subsidies were established for a limited
number of commodities, including many of those which had received substantial
Premia under the imnort entitlement svstem. These were either 10. 15 or 20
per cent of f.o.b. value and are reported to be calculated to equal 25 per
cent. of domestic vnlue adeid.

31. The net. pffe^t. nf these variouis steps was to raise the effective
exchange rates for all except a very small part of India's exports and to
increase the degree of unifor.mnty in +hese rates. The extent. of the increase
in the effective rates was not uniform, varying from a few per cent for a small
part to 57.67 per cent forn zn . p of exors the ma-oir- rtnvr'. rneing

in betwqeen. The number of different effective rates was reduced but; is still
Large, ardA 4t1- systeh, 4is -u,^ 4 the 4 a1- do A o -. L U^4O -as -the didnder

the import entitlement system but are stable unless altered by decisions to
cLhaLnge ex-or-J Itolax and cash0 suLbsiauy ratIes. Speci.lJ.4L.y J gru of '

which in 1965/66 accounted for approximately 60 per cent of total exports are
subject to eAport taxes rziun-girg -ino,,, a mld -t-ly -'0-1 o 4r.;

effect were benefitted to the extent of 13 to 40 per cent. Another 25 per
cent of 1965/66 exports (mrostly agricultural cofLodities) have benefitted to
the extent of 57.6 per cent or almost that. Another 6 per cent of 1965/66
exports (ncluding some oI the newer engineernug goods, iron and steel, and
sugar) now receive cash subsidies of 10 to 20 per cent of f.o.b. value.
Taking into account the abolition of some off tne pre-existing arrangenents
they have benefitted to the extent of somewhere between 10 and 30 per cent.
For the remalning 9 per cent of 19651/66 exports, including some cotton tex-
tiles, the present effective rates are either no higher or are even lower
than the earlier ones. It is difficult to be precise about this because of
the fluctuating values of the premia which had been received under 'the old
system. Finally, all commodities which were not exported at all in 1965/66
will now receive the 7.50 rather than the 4.76 rate, a benefit of 57-1/2 per
cent.

32. So far as import is concerned, the rise in the rupee costs of all
imports is sizeable, and should, combined with the reduction in administrative
controls over imports, tend both to rationalize imports and the allocation of
resources, to reduce aggregate import demand, though not aggregate imports,
and to stimulate domestic production of commodities which can compete at the
new level of import costs. It is too early, however, at this point,
for the effects to be observable. This is equally true iitlh respect to
the impact of devaluation on exports. Sortie observers have cormented
that exports appear to have declined in the several months after deval-
uation for wqhich there are figures. The im,portant fact is
that neither an increase nor a decrease in exports in the months immediately
following devaluation would be meaningful as a test of its impact, since in
the Indian circumstances the effects could only be expected after some time
and after the new export prices had exerted influence on both investment
and production. Aside from this fact there is some doubt about both the
figures themselves and the underlying phenomena. The rupee figures derived
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f Uv U uata, if translated into dollars at the old and the new exchange
rates for the respective periods, indicate that exports in the five months
iollo-1,ing devaluation were $91 million (or about 15 per cent) lowyer than in
the immediately preceding five months, and $95 million lower than in the
June-October period of the preceding year. There is some uncertainty,
however, about the rates at which the trade receipts were being reported in
customs documents. If some of the foreign exchange receipts were, subsequent
to the devaluation, being expressed in rupees at the old rates in the customs
documents, the effect would be an under-statement of export receipts. More
importantly, however, there was an interruption in trade, especially with
the rupee trade area of Eastern Earope for some time following devaluation,
pending adjustment in the prices of exports. Furthermore, prices in some
external markets were declining and the impact of the 1965/66 drought upon
the supply of agricultural commodities for direct export and for the jute
and cotton textile industries was being felt. About all that can be con-
cluded is that judgment of the actual impact of devaluation on India's
exports will be possible only after a much longer period of time has elapsed.
There is, however, no reason to doubt that. if domestic cost rises do not
overtake the changes in export exchange rates, the devaluation should have
a stimulating effect upon both investment and production for export.

33. There is, however, room for doubt with respect to the apDropriate-
ness of some of the export taxes and the adequacy of the export subsidies.
In the case of jute textiles and tea there is some iustific2tion for exnort
taxes. In effect they represent an effort to exert monopolistic power to
maximize foreign exchange earnings from sales of onmmodi tA e5 the wiorld dem3 nd
for which is price inelastic. The difficulty, however, is that India does
not have a comnlete monopoly and that, in +he absence of commrodi-try agreements
among the several producers, India has been losing ground to Ceylon and a
number of newer producers in the case of tea, anrd to Pakistan ar.d sbtitute
products in the case of jute textiles. In the case of the other cornmodities
subbect, to exprn'±. taxes Trdia has nothing resembling a monopoly position
and the argument for these taxes rests principally on the supposed in-

taxes may of itself restrict the supply response. In the case of the export
subsidies - forn wThich t-he infant industry argument can legitiatl be made
it is doubtful that they apply to a sufficiently broad range of commodities.Tn amount, at 25 per cen+ of domzestic va ue added, they sho- A

taken together with the usual provision for rebate of import duties on
materi 0s used ir 1L± their produiction. I U li,y bLt noUtedLI d1ti co.ect; IL,L L 1h,
the reduction of import duties which accompanied the devaluation reduces the
handic6y VVap J.%.,, 'I whhU.L.L Up. uof ie d ubLu prVuccorLU1 L-_,puoe on e.A4Jr.tU. .L.f

remaining protection should be further reduced, along with the absolute
protection provided fV- o uluu P-UcUtUs Dy the Uanlned 1lst o1 impuorts, thIe
handicap to exports would be further reduced.

Reduction of Administrative Controls Over Imports (Liberalization)

34. Near the end of June 1966, a few weeks after the devaluation, the
uover-nment of india took its first steps toward the removal of administrative
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controls over imports.

35. As the central step in the operation, the Government designated
59 priority industries which account for about 85 per cent of the value of
industrial production. All producers in these industries were permitted to
apply for and to receive licenses for the import of production materials,
spare parts and components actually used in their production operations in
whatever amounts they desired, subject only to the condition that no items
on the published banned list could be imported. It was also provided that
within the limits of the total value of the license, the licensee could
himself determine the amounts to be used for any of the items covered by
the license. The critical changes in policy here were that the decisions
with respect to the total auantity of materials to be imported and to the
mix of items within this total were shifted entirely from the Government
administrator to the producer and that the scrutiny of each individual
license application for purposes of the so-called "indigenous angle
clearance" (to determine that none of the items could he procured in India,

whatever their cost) was abandoned. The first change meant that Government
was no longpr detprmining production level9 for anrd alocating markets
among individual producing units but was leaving them free to make their
own productinr level dete-rminations nnd to compete for the market. The
second change meant that there was no longer an absolute ban on the import
of anything which was produced in India and no lonarabvslute prot;ection
for such production against import competition, except in the case of those
ite+msz on t+he pbish1-e1idrn InnedA lis+ Tlhe~ +TaI,O hr.ges n cas consider-.bly re-

duced the time required for the processing of licenses which in itself had
made for ^^Cn increse co msts T ; ^; ,,n,r ; y ; Ai, c+v'5T *h e i4 c 4 m

to say that in June all or even an important part of Indian production was
suddenly. exposed 4to 4-tern.ational -omie-;4+-- MI . 1 Ah banne T,I, whih iO u.LLuLLy .A'JD%-L4 U AJ .I U~.11 . U-L1J1C0L %,VA .. U.1e .11 ~ t J.Q L~1 -~

extensive, prevents this although, as has been found in the last few monthis,
itL Uoes notu in-cludlue e -ve,ry item p.l1rodu±cueU in Iniuna... ± . Itd.u ihad Lot be -L4Le in-

tention of the Government, however, in this first step to introduce inter-
national competLtion at least to any sig±iHflcant degree since it was thought
that the introduction of competition among domestic producers would in it-
self require substantial adjusuments and that furthler adjustuflents had bes be
deferred for the time being. The technique of freely licensing the imports
of all production materials reqi-red by certain industries seem,ls superior to
the Open General Licensing technique because under the latter technique some
of the materials required by producers might still be subject to ad-inlis-
trative allocation. This would in effect mean administrative determination
of individual firm production levels and would vitiate one of the central
purposes of decontrol.

36. Simultaneously other steps were taken, on a more cautious but
nevertheless considerably liberalized basis. Small enterprises, non-pro-
ducing importers, and producers in non-priority industries, were permitted
to apply for and to receive licenses for the import of production materials
they required in amounts which were multiples of the amounts licensed to
them in earlier years. No decontrol of finished capi'tal goods imports was
effected.

37, Processing of license applications was comparatively speedy and by
the end of October licenses had been issued in response to virtually all ap-
plications received except in the case of the non-priority industries where
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the processing was still under way. Although the initial regulations were
different, it has now been provided that all licenses issued are valid for
a period of twelve months. It has further been provided that additicnal
licenses may be requested whenever either letters of credit have been
opened to the extent of 70 per cent of the value of the licenses or ship-
ments to the extent of 90 per cent of the value of the licenses have been
made. The shipment requirement is only 50 per cent in the case of the
rupee trade area. On the basis of the licenses already issued by the end
of October 1966 plus estimates of those still to be issued, the Government
has forecast that total licenses issued or foreign exchange allocations
made for maintenance imports 10/ in the year 1966/67 will be approximately
$2.3 billion as compared with71.3 billion in 1965/66 and a little more
than $1.6 billion in 1964/65. All three figures exclude: (a) amounts
allocated for capital goods not financed by project aid ($267 million in
1964/65, $64 million in 1965/66, and an estimated $100 million in 1966/67);
(b) allocations for the import of food and the payment of freight on PL 480
shipments. We will revert to this subject, but it may be noted here that
the amount of maintenance imports licensed in 1966/67 is substantially higher
than in either of the two preceding years, more than 40 per cent, or $700
million, higher than in 1964/65.

38. There has not yet been sufficient time for the import decontrol
and devaluation steps to have had any significant impact on the economy.
The time required for the placement of orders and the actual receipt of
goods is such that it was unlikely that any flow of imports in response to
the licenses issued could occur prior to December 1966 or January 1967.
As of the end of the calendar year, no such flow had become apparent.
Although data wiith respect to the placement of orders are currently being
compiled by the Government of India, no information is available at the
time of this writing indicating to what extent or how ranicflv the licenses
issued were being utilized. The latest systematic data available on indus-
trial production (The Industrial Production index) relate to the mont+h of
October 1966. On a seasonally adjusted basis the overall index shows no
change in the level of industrial prodirtion in recent months or as compared
with the earlier part of the year although, for the five months June-October
1966, it is about ) per cent higher than it had been a year earlier. It is
the general impression of observers that this situation did not charnge in the
next two months and that as of the end of the calendar year there had been no
pickup in industrial production. Wtlhether this reflects only the fact that
there had not vet been time for an increased flow of imported materIals to
occur, or whether it reflects a general slackness of demand and posSibly
even mLuch less than full use of the import licenses issued is uncer 4

1.

We will return to the issue of slackness of demand, one which has wide
implications .

10/ "Maintenance imports" is the somewhat misleading term used in India
for imports of production materials, components and spare parts as dis-
tinguished from finished capital goods. The "maintenance import" cate-
gory sometimes also includes finished consumer goods, of which the only
one quantitatively significant is food.
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ReLaxat.io of Cont;.ro.ls OJVer . sr1 Ir .5 estrLer.t and .P roducti

37. At approdLiLately thLe same time as the Government took the steps
of devaluation and partial decontrol of imports, it took several important
steps to relax the restlrictve controls it had exercised, ' ia the industrial
licensing system, over both investment and production in industry. The
steps taken were all in the direction oI permitting decentralized decisions
by producers themselves acting competitively in response to the market and

price system. One of the steps was to exempt entirely a considerabae number of
industries from the industrial licensing requirement. In May 1966 eleven
industries, including iron and steel castings and forgings, electric m,otvors
of less than 10 horsepower, cement and gypsum products, and a number of other
important ones, wqere so exempted. In July several more were added to the exem tl
list and in November twenty-nine more, again including important ones, wlere
added to the list. This meant freedom of entry into these lines of production,
and, for existing producers, freedom to expand plant and production. Freedom
to expand plant was still, of course, not absolute, since if imported machinery
and equipment were required for the purpose, the necessary import licenses had
to be obtained, but with more and more machinery and equipment procurable in

India this is now a less serious restriction than in the past.

40. A second step in this area was to authorize firms operating under
industrial licenses (which not only limit plant size and output but specify
product and process) to diversify their production, provided that products
other than those specified in their licenses do not exceed 25 per cent of
the value of their output and are not on a forbidden list of producta reserved

for small enterprises, and further provided that additional imported equip-

ment is not required for the purpose.

141. A third and possibly the most inportant step was to abandon (with-

out formal announcement) all restrictions imposed by licenses on the volume

of production. This, of course, fit with and increased the importance of
the unrestricted import licensing in the 59 priority industries and the
liheralized import licensi ng elsewhere,UL/

Capital Issues Control

12. A less substantivelv imnortant sten but one which is symbolic of

the change in policy was the recent elimination of control over the capital
issues of companies whose canital struc-ture met certain standard condiitions.

Agricult ure

13. By early 1966, the Government, of India had formulated and adopted

what it called "The New Agricultural Strategy".12/ The Annual Plan for

. , I ~~ ~~~~~~~~~-_ A.-.,41 IflAY7'
1/ A recent furtner decontrol measure of im-portace n arioursce "I 11Vl 1967)

was the removal of all Government Controls in the steel industry and the
transfer of responsibility for the regulation of steel pricing and distri-
bution to a committee of producers.

12 / Set forth in a number of documents published in i96>5 by the Department
of Agriculture of the Government of India. See Volume II of this Report.
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1966/67 along irith actions taken both prior and subsequent to its approval
represented the beginnings of implementation of this strategy. The subject
is discussed more fully below where we deal wTith the Fourth Plan and in
more detail in Volume II. This reflects a decided shift in Government
thinling with regard to agriculture. It seems entirely clear that the
Government accepts and is acting on the necessity for diverting real re-
sources to the task of increasing agricultural output, even at the expense,
in the very short run, of industrial claimants. It is also restructuring
industrial investment and output in order more fully to provide the inputs
required by agriculture. There is a coherent and, in our judgment, well-
conceived program to inereaae agoricultural nroduction- notwithstanding
that there are many problems to be solved and difficulties to be overcome
in executing it. ThAre- is alsn in tnnn1r4tiin- TvThiGh never edcsted before
for marked gains in output as a result of the development of new high-yielding
seedc variptine_ Finallyi there is-, T!+th +.he higph -relat.ive. nric_-es now prevai-lingr

for farm and especially food products, a vigorous response on the part of the
r,._A 4* _VV A AV_M__farm nrrnAi.,a-er 'rln^mhTe.o T^- +hQQQ,, +Iir-oni Tn+nY- Q +hO t:inhl +w of--- "_r- prdces Th- omiato of these theefatos, the A

a newz technology, the willingness of the Government to provide the necessary
fir.ancial and ma+erial resources and, under present price conditions, th
vigorous response of the farmer, together represent the most dramatic and
encouraging development in IndT a today. It+ provides the mjor basis Por
our belief that the possibility exists of considerable and rapid growth of

6s~~~~~~~~~~ 4a-4 4 -_ 4.U v c vHu U 0 X uWu V si i iv -- | v-nJ nn,J- L u.a U L L. I d .1.11 .1L .JL.O aiu LIAC v, J. UI%- IVJAL J

continued intelligent direction of economic policy, the odds on Indian
econo,ric progress have -.pLroUVted1. "is ~ Ui b.Lt dlZt depress.g fures

of the Indian economic and social scene today, in wJhich a second year of
droughtv, among other things, concelis Vhe chan,ge for the better in ag;- -
cultural policy and program.

44. As already indicated, a number of actions have already been taken
in furtherance of the new agricultural program. One was the establishment
of minimum Government support or purchasing prices for foodgrains at levels
wnich provided stable incentives to farmers and established quite favoraDle
relations between output prices and those of purchased inputs such as ferti-
lizer. As it happens, the rise in grain prices, with the severe drought oI
1965/66 and the partial one of the first part of 1966/67, has left these
support prices far behind, and revision is now required. Tne action was,
however, of operative significance when it was taken. Major in its impact
was action to import sizeable quantities of new high-yielding varieties of
rice and wheat developed elsewhere and to begin the process of adaptation,
multiplication and production in the Indian environment. Simultaneously
steps were taken to increase the volume of commercial production and the
use of high-yielding hybrid corn, sorghum and millet seed which had been
developed under a combined Rockefeller Foundation and Indian research pro-
gram. This is discussed more fully in Volume II. Another and in somne
respects the most significant action was the allocation of substantially
increased amounts of foreign exchange for the import of fertilizers and the
beginning of serious action to expand the domestic production of fertilizers.
This was especially important because of the key role that fertilizers play
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in the new strategy and technology and because the provision of large
quantities of fertilizer, whether by import or by domestic production, pre-
empts substantial amounts of foreign exchange and investment resources.

Fertilizer

b5. In 1965/66 the Government allocated for the import of fertilizers
t.he equnivnlent of .$63 million. ,an nnmoimt substantiallv in excess of' alloca-
tions for this purpose in any prior year, and in the face of reduced. avail-
ability of' fore-ign evxange resources. Tn 1Q66/67 allocations for this
purpose have been further increased to $268 million and the resultant supply
Will far exceed that cf` earlier vr.r Tn rP'pmhPr I96< the Government. in
the effort to stimulate both foreign and domestic private investmrent, in
fertilizer productio-n, annonred that all ferqn+.izr p 1JCe lPnsed nrior
to Miarch 31, 1967 would be free of price and distribution controls for seven
years after they began production, subject onlyr to the retention hy the
Government of an option to purchase 30 per cent of their output at a. nego-

t14 r liatueCAI pr ce rm, T _11 Or1 'I 047 A-A^A ;_A _ A_ -- ---- -+ n 4 ln n e+of1 h.
LWLd. L9\,L CJ* ±S i i ll; 1d1 U LCIA _).L, JL' v d.±JJ. X LjJ.L '- A& - c a- , -.. _ -2

but in our judgment mistaken, effort to speed the decision-making process
of potential private investors. &ubsequent7 the Governument dispatched
abroad a team of officials to attempt to interest and provide information
Do) foret~Iign LoVipWLes -w±4 e^pe nUC in Ue fertl.l-er ind±ustry. 4FS last

effort for a variety of reasons has thus far produced little result. Simul-
taleoausly, the Governrment pressed ahead with the plannang and negotiation of
arrangements for financing and building a number of public sector nitrogen
fertilizer plants, in some of whicn private cownpanlies ere to be partners.
The efforts of the Government to obtain private foreign investment were
strongly opposed and attacked by many elements in indiar political life.
The a-ttacks appear to reflect in part the hostility to and suspicion of
private foreign enterprise which exists in india and other countries.
These attacks have not brought about a retreat in policy but appear to
have deterred greater efforts by the Government in this direction. The

net result has been that the efforts made have not been as vigorous or as
fruitful as hoped and do not ensure that domestic fertilizer production

will mqtrh reqnuirements and demands at anv time in the next five years.
Nevertheless they have not been entirely T!ithout result.

46. Approximately 1,000,000 tons of additional nitrogen capacity,
principally in eight new plants, is now in constructlon, about two-thirds
of it only just started. Arrangements are being made, but have not been
completed, for the establishment of an additional 600,000 tons of nitrogen
capacity, principally in three large new plants to be constructed at Goa,
Kanpur and Mangalore. If these three plants should materialize and if their
actual construction should be started early in 1967/68, then, with the
450,000 tons of existing capacity (which is not likely to produce more than
350,000 tons in 1966/67) and the 1,000,000 tons under construction, total
production capacity by sometime in 1970/71 would be about 2,000,000 tons,
though production in that year would certainly be substantially less. By
our estimates, it is not likely to exceed 1.3 million tons. In that year
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fert4iizer requrerents, if the agricul'tural production targets are to be
met, are likely to be from 2.0 to 2.4 million tons. Capacity, in view of
the need for cont-inued growth of nitrogen supplies, should however be well
-n excess of these figures.

47. Of the one million tons of capacity under construction, 100,000
tons are in addition to existing plants, all pu-blic sector except a single
very small one. The remaining 900,000 tons is in eight new plants. Of
these, four with an aggregate capacity of approximately Ul5,000 tons are
entirely public sector plants; two with a combined capacity of 285,G0O tons
are mixed pu7blic-private, one with the Center Government and foreign private
capital as partners and the other a State Government-private Indian capital
combine; the remaining two plants, with a combined capacity of 200,000 tons,
are entirely private, one of them involving Indian capital alone and the
other Indian and foreign capital together. The 600,000 tons of capacity for
wihich it is hoped final arrangements will shortly be concluded is in three
plants, two of which are partnerships of Indian and foreign private capital
and the other a Government-foreign capital combination. Although these
facts are encouraging, it is clear that fertilizer production will lag behind
requirements throughout the five-year period. Whether it will catch up
subsequently depends in part on the extent to which arrangements can be made
for more participation in the effort by foreigm companies, with the requisite
experience and management as well as capital.

Population Control

48. In the hitherto rather somnolent area of population control or
family planning there are also new and encouraging developments, indicating
that the Government of India has now begun to conduct a vigorous, determined
and purposeful program. This subiect is discussed more fullv in Volume IV
of this report. Here we summarize some of the developments which have
occurred in recent months-

49. A separate Department of Family Planning has been established
within the 14inis try of Health, headed by senior and able men willing and
able to exercise authority, provided wcith supporting personnel commensturate
with the needs of the program, and armed with the knowledge that they have
complete support at the highest Cabinet levels. It has been malde clear a-so
that there is no budgetary ceiling on the program; ample allocations have
been made and there is assurance that hese w.ill be supplemented if e auSted.
Furthermore, the States have been assured that the Center will provide 90
to 1O0 per cent of all funds they spend on the Fam Planing Program ir-
respective of agreed ceilings on expenditures for Health in the State Plans.
All States have now established State anA TV strict Family Planniing Bureaus
and progress has been made in the critical and difficult task of staffing

ther. withte J),,00 special ist'Cs requijred. Mfearts have been fo-u-nd o:f lofferin,g
more than the usual salary scales in order to attract medical personnel.
Efforts are being rade to enlist private doctors in The program by providing
them with free supplies of IUDs and paying them fees for insertions. An
I7UJ manufuacturing plant has been established at Kanpur and is now turning
out 30,000 devices per day along with inserters. Distribution arrangements
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are simple and effective so that there is no supply problem at any level.
Another development has been the establishment of a "Task Force" of doctors,
employed by the Central Government for assignment to Districts that are pre-
pared to utilize them. These doctors, both ladies and men, are paid a
premium wage scale. The present authorization is for 200 general practitioners
and 15 specialists, but this limit will be raised if the need requires and
the supply permits. For the long run the Department of Family Planning is
offering 1,000 fellowships to medical students. in return for a commitment
to work one year in the Family Planning Program for each year of fellowship.
During 1965. five hundred fellowships were offered and over four hundred
accepted.

50. It is estimated that by the end of 1964, India had about two million
couples practicing co^ntraception, by me2ns of ei+hrteriliz21qt40n or the
use of conventional contraceptives. TJith an official Family Planning Program
haiHny ghpenin iQl +i took n decade tolp. renach the f.TTro million mark Rir

mid-1966, eighteen months later, the four million mark was reached. It is
encouraging that the advent of the TUD has not caused a relaation of efforts
w^zith respect to other methods, i.e. sterilization and condoms. The incomplete
talyI. for TTTTJ insertl^vn fr, Janua-- tk--gh A'-u- 19I6oAA is 6A n0,0 7r-H-i1

the States not accounted for included in the estimate the total is probably
'7.^n rnon .. +h -911-'k 4 - - 4 , ---- 4 - ~4- , th -ri- +;4 Z^44 on ^ tut-] ffo
f vv , vvv. 'J W ULu &J J.O .L v .LIJ.'.. IJJU.u LL o U 1 W .L.LJ. t VC . -r U . . .uvS.

first eight months of 1966 can be estimated as 350,000. With the winter
m,onLts aheadCL, CtraditionlkJ11l_y ,moret- act:U_ve for. halthCJ_l progra,ms~I, the flnalJ_ 1966

tally of IUD and sterilizations may have reached two million for the single
year's perform,-,ance. JLLU11VUt11 stjUUacks caII U r.;u adIIU Cute toUV Ue e cd

and although the new effort has not gone nearly far enough to disclose the
motliva"ona'l, tecn1Lcea anu other problems u Us ,may yet be eLIUUUinteIru
there is now a basis for hope that the program as it is enlarged will bite
sufficiently widely and deeply to put a measurable brake on population growth
in India in not too many years.

Other Changes in Policy and Program

51. The policies and programs described above and others are expressed
in the Fourth Plan. Tney are subsequently discussed further in the conUe.U
of the Fourth Plan. At the same time the Government of India has not waited
upon formal adoption of the Plan to effect these policy and program changes.
It has moved ahead on the basis of the $900 million of non-project aid pro-
vided by the Consortium in 1966 and the expectation, insofar as assistance
was required for the purpose, of the continued receipt of the necessary aid.
As we have attempted to indicate, a number of the new policy and program
directions represent major changes which could have profound effects. The
present period is a distinctly transitional one; it is far too early for
the effects of the new policies and programs to have been felt and it is
too early for judgments of their success or failure. The circumstances seem
clearly to call for continued support of the Government in its present
efforts.
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THE FOURTH. PLJhN

Introduction

52. The Draft Outline published in August, 1966, as it states, "sets
out the substance of the proposals of the Planning Commission for the Fourth
Five Year Plan". In effect, it constitutes the proposals of the Executive
branch of the Government offered for consideration by Parliament, the State
Legislatures and the public. It is also the framework within which more
detailed programs and specific measures are to be elaborated. It is intended
that after consideration of the views and the more detailed proposals of
all concerned, a final Plan will be prepared and submitted to Parliament
for approval, perhaps in April 1967, following the elections which are to
occur in February. The discussion which follows here is based on the Draft
Outline, on a series of unpublished documents which underlie and elaborate
the Draft Outline and on discussion with the Indian authorities. In a number
of instances, these latter documents and discussions reflect work done
subsequent to the preparation of the Outline and some alteration of it.

53. The Plan is in one sense an ambitious one. It aims at increasing
the National Income by some 38 nercent above the level achieved in 1964/65
or at the compound rate of 5 1/2 percent per year over the six year period.
The drop in National Income in 1965/66 means that the National Income)
target for 1970/71, the last year of the Fourth Plan period, is 50 pe!rcent
above the 1965/66 Tlvel. The Plnn nims tn non±tinnpt tn innr-si- inve.;tment
and internal savings more rapidly than national income and calls for a
l:nrapr infIrw in oth gros. s and ne+. trmns of fo-raeign capial, nminnn+.l V
foreign aid, than in the Third Plan period. It expresses the fundamental
commitment of the Government of India to economnc progress and Also the
widely shared and deeply felt desire for the earliest possible elimination
of dependence on foreign id. In another sense, howTever, the Plan is a
modest one. Although it strains at the bounds of the resources which may
beic availab1e, it recogrizes th eeelimits th>ey impose and it goes only
a small part of the way toward meeting India's massive and urgent needs.
It W-ouidv A 'filld, Iepese.tii V1A. gri AU Vo.-y VrLy 11LWc r,.ds progress

on the long road toward the goals of economic development.

The Size of the Plan

5h. Total proposed Fourth Plan expenditure is Rs. 23,750 crores, in-
cluCd-gRsJ. 16,000 crores 1 e p-ublic sector andu Rs. ( 7,50 crores in the

private sector.la/ Of the proposed public sector expenditure, Rs. 13,600
crores are ±investment expenditure, for the creation of fixed assets and
the expansion of inventories, and Rs. 2,400 crores are current outlays which
are to cover the recurrent expenditures during the Plan period for tne operation

12/ All expenditure, income and other related estimates for the Plan period
are in terms of June 1966, post-devaluation prices. There has been
some further appreciation of internal prices since that date, but
unless this should continue,, it would not sigr±ificantlty alter the
Plan estimates.
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ofP fa~ciliti-4es a 1d programis which becort-ze operative during the peri.ol. Ail
of the estimated private sector expenditure is for investment in fixed assets
or inventWries.l3/ Total proposed investment expenditure, according to the
Plan documents, is therefore Rs. 21,350 crores.4A/ This is the equivalent of
$28.5 billion or an average of $5.7 billion per year.

55. How big is this proposed investment program? in terms of needs
obviously and in terms of utilizing India's labor resources effectively, it
is not big at all. Indiats labor force is estimated at present to number
approximately 170 million. It is expected to grow by about 23 million during
the Fourth Plan period, or an average of h.6 million per year. If' we assumed
that all the existing labor force was employed and was equipped with suffi-
cient capital to permit its labor to be reasonably productive, an assumption
which is patently false, the proposed investment expenditure would provide
for each new entrant into the labor force about $1,200 of equipment, tools
and other capital. This is a small fraction of the comparable figure any-
where in the western world. Or, taken in relation to the average size of the
total labor force in the period, the proposed investment would add about $30
per head each year to the capital stock, hardly an amount likely to bring
about a significant transformation in technology or productivity or to modern-
ize the Indian economy except over a long period of years. These are very
crude and aggregative measures but they help to indicate that the Plan is ncit.
in one sense at least, an ambitious one. The Indian authorities themselves
estimate that the investment program thev propose, given its particular mix
of technologies, will result in the addition, in the Plan period, of some
4 million to the existing number of totally unemployed, which thev estimate
to be about 10 million. These, too, are extremely rough estimates which
ignore the phenomena of under-emnplyment nnd highlv lnnnroductive emnloyment.
They are cited only because they help to put the size of the investment
program in some perspec-tive.

13/ Plan investment is all investment expenditure other than that for the
renlacement of fixed asse4ts. It- is more tan "netl invest,.ment" 1 con-
ventionally defined, since it includes expenditure financed by the
excess of depreciation provision over actual replacement expenditure.
It is in fact a better measure than net investment conventionally
defined of in.vestmernt which crealtes rew product-ve assets. In es'
mating resources available for Plan investment, replacement expendi-
tures in both Ute puUl±c add private sectors are separately provided
or allowed for and are not counted as available for Plan investment
purposes. Replacement expenditures are smaller than depreciatiorn
provisions and part of the latter are therefore resources available
for Plan investment. in projecting Government Flan outlays, current
non-investment expenditure on facilities and programs established in
the Plan period is included because in estimating Government savings
(Government receipts less current expenditures), these particular
current expenditures are not counted as part of current expenditure.

1-" This figure is a slight understatement since the methods used for
calculating investments to be made in shipping and aircraft in the
Transport sector understate their costs by approximately Rs. 280
crores.
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56. How big is the proposed Plan expenditure in other terms? It is
difficult to compare it with that either planned or actually made in the
Third Plan period, because the facts are not fully knowm and because of the
large price changes which have occurred. The Third Plan projected total
Plan expenditure at Rs. 11,600 crores (in 1960/61 prices) and the Fourth
Plan documents report actual Plan expenditures, in the current prices of
each year, to have totalled Rs. 12,730 crores. ",is figure, however, com-
bines actual figures on public sector expenditure which, in the current
prices of each year. exceeded Plan figures by l percent, with the pTln-ned
rather than any actually reported figure on private investment, and proba-
bly therefore understates the fact. Taking this fact into accoLunt alono
with the apparent time distribution of expenditures and price changes,
Third Plan total expenditure might, in 1965/66 prices and at the present
exchange rate, be the equivalent of at least Rs. 15,000 crores. This would
suggest that in real terms proposed Fourth Pla n expen-nditure may be approxn -
mately 50 percent larger than actual Third Plan expenditure.

57. Looking at the matter in another way, 1965/66 Plan expencditure
public and private together and taking accoulnt of the change in the ex-
change rate, may, for purposes of comparison with the projected Plam expendi-
ture of Rs. 23,750 crores, be e about Rs. ,,50 crores. Con`nued
at this level for five years it would amount to Rs. 17,500 crores. Proposed
Fourth Plan expenditure is 36 percent larger. The question then i; whether
Plan expenditure at an average annual level about one-third higher than in
1965/66 and in +-4tal about 50 percent higher than in the Third Plan period
is "too big". We have already indicated that it does not seem so in terms
of Tn dia's needs and opportunities. It may be so in terms of the investment
resources which can be made available, a matter which is only partly under
Tndia's control. TW e explore this question further below. There is also,
however, the question of India's capacity to use effectively for the Plan
purposes resources of the magnitude proposed.

53. Does the Plan call for a larger program than can be undertaken,
planned in its specifics, and managed effectively by India's civil servants,
its corps of public sector enterprise managers, its business entrepreneurial
group, and its farmers? Are there or can there be quickly developed the
specific project plans of which the investment program consists? Can they
be put in train and carried forward sufficiently rapidly to permit the
mnagnitude and pattern of investment expenditure contemplated? Our judgment
on this matter is that the answer to these questions is on the whole "yes".
We qualify this immediately by saying that we do not believe that t;he entire
investment program can be executed or the entire investtnent expenditure
made by March 31, 1971. The setbacks of 1965/66 and the current year have
brought some loss of momentum. New policies and new programs call, in some
cases, for the creation of newi institutions and new mechanisms, for the
mobilization and deployment of technical personnel, for changes in procedures,
for coordination of efforts and for a whole series of decisions. A11 of
these take time, and some will take more time than is allowed in the Plan.
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Furthermore, the planning, the organization and the conduct of many programs
and the management of many operations and facilities is seriously deficient.
Weaknesses in Indian planning and management and cumbersomeness and delay
in procedures and decision-making will not be eliminated overnight. A great
many of the projects which would constitute the program are not yet ready
in the sense that, if the resources were today available, construction or
even detailed design could begin immediately. Furthermore, there are many
areas in which neither design, construction nor oneration could be handled
without experienced outside assistance, in the form either of foreign private
investment and entrepreneurshin or foreign managerial and technical assistance
to Indian government and private organizations. The amount of such assistance
required is greater than the amount. used heretofore hult is not so great.
honever, as to be beyond the bounds of reasonable possibility. It may be
beyond the boulnds of indian willingness to seek and accept the necessarv outside
..ssistance, but whether this will be so remains to be seen. Our general

judgment remanins, howeever, t-hat gi-ven some improvemaent in management, given
g:illingness to permit private foreign investment and collaboration in someareas and the use of outside personnel assistance in s+t,r forms ,Cs TTl 

and given a continuation of the new willingness to relax and eliminate
GovernAMental controls and to decentralize decision-makLing, the Plan investment
program projected is not too big to be undertaken in the period.

59. We distinguish between the undertaking of the program and its
com,pletion. As we have already stated, we doubt that the entire inVes±itment
program can be completed or the entire investment expenditure made by March 31,
1971. Correspondingly we doubt that all of the output expected from newly
established capacity or newly undertaken programs will materialize within
the Plan period. The Indian autnorities themselves assume that there will
be a lag of perhaps six months in the achievement of the physical output
targets of the Plan and in their forecast of the overall growth of national
olutput and income in the Plan period discount accordingly. A rough ap-
proximation on our own part is that the lag might more nearly approach
a year, or stated in another way, that, given the necessary resources,
the Plan might be executed in the 5 years beginning April 1, 1967.

Resources for the Plan

60, In examining the probability that the resources required will
materialize, it is necessary to consider separately internal savings and
net capital inflow. As projected in the Plan documents, the general out-
line of the matter is as follows. Gross investment in the period, including
Plan and replacement investment, is estimated at approximately Rs. 27,000
crores and net (Plan) investment at Rs. 21,350 crores. Capital inflow net
of principal repayment and capital amortization is put at Rs. 5,385 crores
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(the equivalent of approximately $7.2 billion).15i/ This leaves the re-
quired internal savings at Rs. 21,615 crores gross of replacement and
Rs. 15,965 crores net. At the rate of growth of output projected in
the Plan documents the cumulative total Gross Domestic Product will be
approximately Rs. 152,000 crores. Gross investment would therefore be
17.8 percent of GDP and gross internal savings required 14.2 percent of
GDP, taking the period as a whole. As we have indicated, investment and
savings are projected to rise more rapidly than output and income in the
Plan period. Between 1965/66 and 1970/71, gross investment is projected
to rise from about 15 percent to a little more than 18 percent of GDP
and gross domestic savings from a little more than 12 percent to almost
17 percent of GDP. The import surplus is projected to decline from about
3½ percent to less than 1½-s percent of GDP. The marginal savings rate
implied is high, about 25 percent. This compares with a marginal gross
savings rate in the Third Plan period which appears to have been in the
neighborhood of 20 percent. It would not be surprising, however, if the
much hipher incomn growth nroiPrt±,P.d for thpi Thtirth Plan npriod shouild
have associated with it a much higher savings rate.

61. In the net terms more commonly used in India, the projection
follows a similar pattern. At the rate of growth of National Income
projected between 1965/66 and 1970/71 we estimate that the cumulative
total Nfational Tncome in the Plan period would be Rs. 127,000 crores.
Plan investment in the period is projected at Rs. 21,350 crores or 16.8

±15 The Lraf OU V `ne Jndicates cap-la' -inflow- reuie as ).) ilo
J.Jf/ TheJ DraftL nutL.L J_1 .L.( U.I Ue UdJ.. L .L UV .j J1ZV ± J4.L1UU 1eu Y U.L4. L.L&.L..A i-1

gross plus $1.4 billion of food aid, less $1.7 billion of principal
repay-went, leaving $8.1 billion of net capital inflow. Thi, is the
equivalent of Rs. 6,075 crores but in their calculations the Indian
authori ies take th is w be only Rs. 5,385 crores by deducting from
food aid the cost of freight and a number of other items. This re-
sults in an understatement of estimated net capital inilow. The
internal savings estimates are correspondingly somewhat overstated
buui in estimVating Government savings the IIdian autbhorites have
not counted as items of current expenditures the freight and other
items netted against food aid. In addition, since publication of
the Draft Outline, estimated import requirements have been increased
by $0.7 billion and the $8.4 billion estimate of gross nonfooa aia
has accordingly been revised upward by the Indian authorities to
$9.1 billion, so that net capital inflow required is now estimated
to be $8.8 billion. Since the additional imports are to substitute
for previous-ly expected domestic output, this $0.7 billion, which
is the equivalent of Rs. 525 crores, reduces the domestic savings
requirement to that extent. This reduction is not taken into ac-
count in the discussion which follows.

16/ The Plan documents estimate the figure at Rs. 132,500 crores by
calculating growth at 5.5 percent per year from the 1964/65 base.
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percent of National -ncome. Net internal sav-igs of R 1,6 crores
(including in savings the Rs. 1,700 crores by which depreciation provi-
Sion exceeds re Otcel,wn+ -xceledy)re wo,rueml,-d represent appnr -ia+e,ly 12 A npr-
cent of National Income in the period. Net domestic savings, defined in
tbhe ab'ove ser,se, are pro-,ected 4o inres fro -. ----- - pe4-rcent1 ofl .WTat-ionaldm45. d.5d4£.iV~ ~ ~ H±LJJ J U. LCJ .L.LL..L U el . 1-, JLI WAL V. OLJ jJK.I,-~ U IV. 'C U-i.a4

Income in 1965/66 to 1h48 percent of National Income in 1970/71.17/ The
-- - -1 -- 4.A .dLi ±tA'..L) . Q LU -r _uu dgc-I ct dI 4. a"LLy.a'U6rg;,al net sa-vLn.gs ra'ue im,pliedd is cu percent,s again a sdust-ant-. aql
higher rate than in the Third Plan period.

62. These estimates make clear that the Plan projections of in-
creased internal savings rest on two basic assumptions, that the projected
rate of growth of income and output will be achieved and that the rate of
uomestic savings can be increased more rapidly than in the Third !i)an
period and more rapidly than income. Roughly 60 percent of the total
domestic savings projected for the Plan period would materialize even if
both income and savings rates remained exactly where they were in 1965/66.
The remaining 40 percent, or the anticipated increment in savings, is
expected to arise out of the combination of the projected increase in in-
come and the rise in the rate of savings. In approximate numbers, and
in terms of net savings: the total net savings estimated to be required
in the Plan period for Plan investment of Rs. 21,350 crores, are its. 15,965
crores; at the 1965/66 levels of income and savings, net domestic savings
available for Plan investment would in the five years be about Rs. 9,500
crores; the 47 percent increase in income projected from 1965/66 to 1970/71
and projected accompanying increase in the savings rate is expected to
provide an additional Rs. 6,465 crores. It is evident that any significant
shortfall in output and income or in achieving higher rates of internal
savings would seriously affect the possibility of mounting an investment
program of the size projected, unless the inflow of capital were to be
larger than that assumed. Some additional financial resources for invest-
ment can probably be provided by deficit financing and expansion of credit
to the private sector if the food supplies required to permit mobilization
of unemployed labor should be available. The extent to which this may be
possible without inflationary effects is, however, uncertain and probably
limited.

63. Where are the savings to come from? Such data as are available
suggest that in 1965/66 personal savings accounted for about 60 percent
of net domestic savings, corporate savings for another 20 percent and
Government savings for the remaining 20 nercent.18/ It is estimated that
about half the personal savings were in physical assets such as farm tools
and equipment, housing and similar assets- and about half were in financial
assets, including bank deposits, provident funds, Government and other
securities. and other similar assets. Pa-rt. nf' the personal savingrs in the

17/ In this calculation we have taken the exchange rate at Rs. 7.50 per
$1.00 in both 1965/66 and 1970/71.

18/I Ts,1 g in "l,net savings" the excess of depreciation ovspro ions over
replacement outlays.
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form of financial assets were voluntary, part compulsory or contractual.
Although the Govrernment plans to multiply mechanisms to attract cersonal
financial savings, the Plan projections count on these and non-
financial personal savings increasing only slightly more rapidly than
income. Approximately the same assumption is made with respect to corno-
rate savings. The major means by which the Government expects to increase
the rate of savines is by increasing Government tax and other receipts
from the public much more rapidly than it increases its current expendi-
tures. It anticipates that 'with the built-in elasticityr of existing
taxes, revenues from these taxes will increase more rapidly than National
Income. It a1so plans to increase certain tax rates a-d to institute new
taxes. Furthermore, it plans to increase prices or rates charged for com-
modities and services sold by public ent-erprises. Fina-1ly JAUpro^oses to
restrict very carefully the growth of both Center and State Government
current expenditures, that is to say, all expenditures otbher than Plan
expenditures.

6h. More specifically, the Indian authorities estimate that the
built-in elasticity of existing taxes (Center and State) is such that
revenues from these existing taxes will increase at the compound rate
of 8.8 percent per year and will rise from 14 percent of National Income
in 1965/66 to 15 percent by 1970/71. Experience in the past suggests
that this is entirely possible, provided, of course, that national in-
come rises as projected. Wontax receipts are expected to rise at about
the same rate. They estimate further that total non-Plan expenditure of
the Center and State Governments can be held to an increase of 8.1 per-
cent compound per year. This is on the basis of an increase of only 3.8
percent per year in defense expenditure, which represented more than 30
percent of total non-Plan expenditure in 1965/66, a 16.4 percent annual
increase in interest payments, and a 7.9 percent annual increase in all
other non-Plan expenditures. The difference between the 8.8 percent annual
increase in current receipts and the 8.1 percent annual increase in. non-
Plan expenditure is estimated to provide Government savings of Rs. 3,345
crores in the five-year period. In addition, public enterprises are ex-
pected to yield increasing surpluses in the five years on the basis of
the rates and prices they were charging in 1965/66. In the five years
t.hese surpluses are expected to total Rs. 1,345 crores. Beyond these,
however, new taxes or higher tax rates and higher prices or rates on the
part of public enterprises are to be instituted and are expected to yield
Rs. 2,700 crores in the five-year period. M4easures already put into
effect in 1966/67 are expected to yield one-third of this total. All of
these efforts to increase taxes and rates will be difficult and some may
affect costs as well as after-tax income. It seems entirely possible,
how;ever, that, properly selected, they can be effected. Perhapns the most
critical single element in the calculation, however, is the outlook for
defense expenditure. If it can, in the Fourth Plan periodj be held to
the levels projected, or lower ones, then the chances of realizing the
projected Government savings are much imnroved, if as in the Third Plan
period this proves not to be the case, then the prospect for Government
savings is much dimmer.
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65. The C-overnment also plans to continue to borrow from the
public, in some cases tapping voluntary savings and in other cases
reserving for its own use certain involuntary or contractual savings, suchas
the Provident Funds. It will channel back to the private sector some
part of the funds mobilized, but there is serious question whether with
the possible impact of increased taxes on private savings and the Govern-
ment draft on such savings, there will be adequate resources left for
investment in the private sector. The answer depends in part on the
extent to which Bank credit to the private sector, in agriculture as
well as industry, is expanded. The fact that it is the Government's
intention not to incur deficits in this period offers encouragemenlt
that the private sector will be able to obtain from the banking system
the substantial resources. including the long.-term capital v that it
will require. Budgetary support of the long-term financing instituticne
is however, very likely to be reqnlired in addition.

CaDital Inflow

66. in all there appears to be a reasonable possibility that1 the
internal savings estimated would materialize if the growth of output and
income in the period should be as projected. Wh.r-,ether the inflow of
capital from abroad will be at the levels projected depends on decisions
to be made by the aid-givers and by foreign private nvestors. The Draft
Outline of the Plan estimated the gross inflow of capital requiredl at
Rs.6,300 crores or $8 .4 bi1I on excluding P-l 8 d other food ai.L Th
latter had originally been estimated at approximately 20 million tons,
with an f.o.b. value of $1.2 b iion. 19/ The Draft Outline had estimated
that net receipts on invisibles, not taken into account in estimating the
$8.L billion "gap", would cover freight payments, estimated at approxi-
mately $0.2 billion, on PL 480 and other food aid shipments. The total
gross capital inflo-w required had therefore been estimated at $9.6 billion.
Since publication of the Draft Outline further analysis has led the Govern-
ment to ircrease its estimate of maintenance 2mport requirements by almost
$700 million, so that the gap to be covered by gross capital inflow is
now estniated at approximately $10.3 billion. Table 1 summarizes the
Government of Indiats estimate of the Balance of Payments in the Fourth
Plan period, giving effect to the recent increases in estimated -iport
requirements, and compares this with the estimated Third Plan Balance of
Payments. As indicated,total import requlrements are estimated at
approximately $18.2 billion which is $5.6 billion or 46 per cent more
than in the Third Plan period and exports at $10.7 billion which is
$2.9 billion or 36 per cent more than in the earlier period. Gross aid,
excluding food aid and anticipated private investment is estimated at
approximately $8.3 billion which, net of debt service (principal nmd
interest), is a little more than $5.3 billion. Inclusion of food aid
(at the c.i.f. value of the food) raises the gross aid figure to more
than $9.7 billion and the net aid total to $6.7 billion. Net aid in the
Third Plan period excluding food was $2.9 billion and including food was
$4.8 billion. Projected net aid disbursements) including food, in the
Fourth Plan period are therefore approximately 40 per cent higher than those
in the Third Plan period. Projected gross aid disbursements, including food,
are 70 per cent higher than those of the Third Plan period. reflecting the

19/ The unanticipated need for an add3itional 5 miillion tons in 1967/68 mey
mean t'hat food a-id in the five-vear period twould nsed. to provide approxi-
mately 25 million ton3 of foodgrains valued at approximatiely $1.8
bi lion c.i.f.



TABLE 1: Balance of Payments

($ million)

4th Plan (Projected) 3rd Plan (Actual)

Pa,yments

,O ,L~ ~~~~~~le, DY

Maintenance 7,70 0 1/
Project 5,5 I22 /
PL 480 and other food grants 1,187 1,731
PL Lao freight 239 180

Debt Service 3,045 L,140

Total 21,208 13,682

Receipts

Exports 10,710 7,847
Invisibles (net) 2/ 239 271

Total 10,9b9 5,118

Capital Inflow Required 10,259 5,564
Direct private investment 5 - 3/
PL 480 and other food aid 1,h26 1,731
Aid disbursements other

than food 8,333 14,053
IMF Drawings Net 158
Use of Reserves 44
Other Capital Movement

incl. Errors and Omissions -L22

Division between Maintenance and Project imports in Third Plan roughly
estimated.

2/ Assimed in TDrf+ Ail+v.e to appnrox-- atly- offsetT .Ln0 freight payment+s

_e/

Included in "OtSher Capital Movement".



substantial increase in debt service obligations. It should be noted that
gross aid disburwsem.e.nts in +he .11d,d P period were sub Ltanti.l y less
than gross aid commitments. The latter, including consortium and other
sour-ces, appe to have been about $5.5 billion an,d pledges, not aLl of wLich
were tranislated into commitments, were about $6.3 billion.

67. In the large the estimate of payments requirements does not appear
to be exaggerated ,n the context of tne investment and production programs
projected. It may be that the estimate of $5.2 billion of "project imports"
(finished capital goods) required is more than necessary for the investment
program contemplated, in view of the large increases in domestic output of
capital goods which should be possible with the production capacity available
and with larger supplies of imported production materials and components.
Furthermore, it is likely that some of the projects which are planned will
simply not be executed as rapidly as projected, with the result that some of
the project imports will not be required within the Plan period, although
they will be subsequently. Moreover, as we indicate later, there is doubt
about the wisdom of some of the particular investments contemplatecd, notably
in heavy industry and in shipping where the purchase of fewer ships would
affect no other part of the program and might have little or no effect on
net payments for shipping services.

68. On the other hand, the estimate of $11.5 billion of
"maintenance imports" (principally production materials, components, spare
parts) required may prove to be too low. A comparison of the ratio of
maintenance imports (excluding food and other finished consumer goods) to
the gross value of industrial production (excluding food and textile products)
in 1964/65 with the ratio projected for 1970/71 indicates a sharp decline
between the two years, so sharp as to seem imnossible. Furthermore, we
anticipate that some of the domestic output of production materials which
the Plan proJects will not be realised and that if final outnilt eoals are
to be achieved, additional imports of some of these materials will be required.
A case in point is fertilizer We estimate that in the year 1970/71 the
shortfaU in domestic output of nitrogen fertilizers alone will be approxi-
mately 700,000 tonnes; and t -hat el-mu tiv-lv through t-he Plan period it wil1
total 1,200,000 tonnes. To make good this shortfall, and it will need to
be made good if the food and ot-her agricult-ral production targets are to
be met, $320 million for imports of nitrogen over and above those already
planned will be required in the Plan period. To the extent that the short-
fall in domestic output is the result of a lag in the investment expenditure
on fertilizer plants, there will be some olf.SeLt. reducisn in project
imports directly required as well as maintenance imports indirectly required
for construction of these plants. Especi 'ly since it is likely, '-' eve r,
that within the Plan period it is the output of fertilizer which will lag
much more than th.e in-vmestment- expenditure, the reduction in imports on this
account is not likely to offset more than a small part of the increase in
fertilizer import req-uir- ements in the period. The fertilizer case is
duplicated in the case of a number of other production materials where it
seems unikel3 that, the output levels projected will be fully achieved
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w4thin the Plan- period, but the corresponding reduction in imports required
by the investment program will not offset the increased requirement for
im,port of the particular production materials. The net effects of all
this are that project imports might be lower than estimated and that
urLports of certain production materials also might be lower than forecast,
reflecting in part a slower rate of investment expenditure, but that importo
of other production materials are likely to be higher than forecast as a
result of the failure of domestic output of these materials to reach the
levels forecast within the Plan period. On the other hand increased effi-
ciency in the utilization of existing capacity may mean larger output of
some materials than is forecast, Steel is a case in point. On balance,
we believe, total import requirements would not be reduced and might well
be increased, unless the investment program should be significantly curtailed.

69. All of this discussion is of course within the context of the pro-jected investment and output prograxm. It need hardly be stated that a
reduction in this program would of course reduce the import requirmenlts.
A reduction in the investment program could be made which would have n'ore
effect on output in the Fifth than the Fourth Plan period. This would be
one which cut out of the program investment projects which will not vield
output until the Fifth Plan period. Our own rough estimates indicate that
approximately two-thirds of the investment expenditure pinmnned for the
Fourth Plan period falls in this category. This is to a considerable degree
inevitable in view of the time lag in the best of circumistances between
investment to expand capacity and oatput from such capacity. Such a step
would; of course, have some e'ffect on output i the Fourth Plan period and
would reduce requirements of both project and maintenance imports in this
period, but at the e-pense of increasing tbhem and also reducing the gro-wth
of output in the next period.

70. The estimate of export receipts made by the Government appears
to be on the whole a reasonable but not ambitious one. On the one hand in
aggregate terms it puts exports in the Plan period as a whole at 35 per
cer, alove their level J-n he Third Plan period and it calls for an increase
by 1970/71 of 50 per cent over the level of 1965/66. On the other hand,
evrn by 19I0/71 exports -would be only 5.4 per cent of GDP just as they were
in 1965/66. With the stimulus provided by devaluation and special organi-
zational efforts it should be possible and it is certainly desirable to
increase exports more rapidly than GDP. The rate of increase of export
would in that event seem high, but the base is low. Examination of specific
commodity forecasts made by the Government suggests some possible over-
optimism with respect to a few commodities, including tea, but indicates
considerable caution with respect to other comodities, including some
agricultural commodities where the possibility of substantial increases
in output may not be fully recognized, and also including the newer
industries where the increases forecast seem large, but represent only
tiny fractions of the increment in domestic output anticipated. It should
be possible here with appropriate export subsidy treatment and organized
marketing efforts to do better. Nonetheless time is required for such
measures to be fully effective. In the light of these considerations the
export estimate made seems on the whole as reasonable a one as could be
made at this time, although it should, we repeat, not be regarded as
ambitious. This judgment, we emphasize, assumes sDecial efforts, rot yrt
under way, to expand export.
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Project Imports

71. Table 54 summarizes laintenance Imports by category, as projected
hbr +.h' Grvermnii+t Tab-l %I sumom.ac zes by sector the Gover aentesti mn of

project imports, the latter being defined as finished capital goods required
for pr-cs (rJc and Lnna:-ntenance J-,ports are not nece-sr-ilyidn t

with project and non-project aid. Project aid may and frequently does finance
L,.ports of prodUCtL,ULc mLabtr;.LCLWI wIIUc L LU Ufallinthe Uca1td Iy - HI I0ine1CUIC

imports"). The projected maintenance imports, as Table 54 indicates, include
large amTounts for fertilizers, steel, non-ferrous metals, cruue pUtrule-uJ,
components and spare parts for machinery and transport equipment, and also,
in the "miscellaneous-: category, for non-PL 480 food and for defense item1s.
As Table 55 indicates, project imports are required in large part for the
investment programs of a few sectors. Almost $2.6 billion or virtually half
of total estimated project imports are required for the expansion of industrial
capacity, split almost evenly between the public and private sectors. More
than $750 million are for the steel industry alone and an estimated $380
million for fertilizer projects. Another $443 million is for mlneral develop-
ment, including principally petroleum exploration, production and refining,
and also coal and iron ore mining. Out of the remaining $2.6 billion of
project imports $1.4 billion are for electric power, transport and communica-
tions development, writh the acquisition of ships, airplanes, railway and port
equipment figuring heavily here. Some $550 million is estimated to be required
to supply equipment for agriculture and irrigation, with about 40 per cent
of this tractors and other power equipment. The remaining $265 milLion is
for capital goods required for all other purposes, including health, water
supply, education and research.

The Structure of the Plan

72. Although the Plan is often thought of as essentially an investment
program, it is both more and less than this. It is less in the sense that it
sets forth in specific terms only part of the prospective investment program.
It is quite specific about the investment program of the Center Government
which represents about one-third of the total investment program. It
specifically identifies parts of the State investment programs whicth represent
another one-third of the total, and it identifies specifically only a few
major projects within the investment program to be undertaken by the private
sector. For the rest. with resnent especially to the nrivate sector, the Plan
merely indicates the sectors of production in which it is either hoped or
exnpnted that invnAtmAnt wi11 hA made. The Plan in this wrav and in the
production and capacity targets it sets gives some guidance to Government in
the shaping and operation of incentives and controls which influence nrivate
and also State Government decisions, but especially in the case of the private
sector these are only general guides*. The capacity and output targets in
some degree determine public sector investment and output operations, but
+vhey are, espec-ally,* in theJ case of the privt cor, oQQontininX

rather than controlling.

73. In another way the Plan is more than an investment program in that
it specifies-4-U -h ,fig-td and. the typ of4 4acti-on to 'be taken to --bI, 4Ize
investment resources, it gives general guides to fiscal, monetary, credit,
price and oVthr policies ancd it- suggts instit-uional arraigerueur:D for the
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effectuation of policies and programs. There is another important aspect
of the Plan which is not treated in any but the most general terms in the
published Draft Outline but which is plotted in the associated Plan documents
in more specific detail, This is the import program and the progrlam for
foreign exchange allocation which in so many ways is determinative of the
structure and level of output in the economy. Another matter T`ich is also
important in this regard, though less so than formerly, and which is not
treated at all Jin the Plan, except in the mrost general verhal terms of
priority, is the allocation of scarce domestic materials. These broader
but not very precise aspects of "The Plan" are at least as important as
the more sharply drawn program of investment in fixed assets - the Planihnvestment program. These considerations are partaularly ±JIHVant in
assessing the structure and character of the Plan, since some of its
essential characteristics are not visible from an inspection of Plan
Investment or Plan Expenditure alone.

General Objectives of the Plan

74. The Draft Outline's statement of the broad objectives of the Fourth
Plan I ff'ers strikingly from that contained in the Third Plan document. It
puts the major emphasis on "self-reliance"l or rather "the attainment of
economic self-reliance"l. Although it "reaffirms the objectives enunciated
in the earlier Plans", it does so only by a rapid reference in the opening
sentence of the section entitled "Objectives and Strategy of the Fourth Plan'.
The comparable sections of the Third Plan document developed the theme stated
in its opening sentence - "The basic objective of India's development must
necessarily be to provide the masses of the Indian people the opportunity to
lead a good life". The emphasis was on the goals of a higher standard of
life and social justice. It spoke of a socialist society but took care to
characterize this not as a rigid institutional pattern but as a phrase
symbolizing the positive goals of higher living standards, enlarged opportu-
nities and democratic participation in the life of the nation. The Fourth
Plan statement does not abandon these goals but clearly puts the attainment
of self-reliance ahead of them. In support it states that "experience during
the recent emergency, when there was a sudden suspension of certain non-
commercial foreign credits and the devaluation of the rupee have underlined the
over-riding importance of attaining this goal as early as possible". The
statement proceeds then to set its sights on 1975/76, the end of the Fifth Plan
period, as the time wThen dependence on external credits for the maintenance of
consumption and continuing economic growth should cease. More specifically
it aims at elimination bv that vear of the balance of payments gan, in the
sense that foreign exchange earnings should at that point exceed payments foc
maintenance imports and the service of debt including both i.nterest and
principal; bilateral aid should, after declining during the 1970/71 to 1975/76
period. have ceased and gross capital inflow should after 197576 be only
"inflow through normal commercial channels or international agencies". With
this perspective the document proceeds t"hen to articulate a strategy for the
Fourth Plan period.

75. The program which emerges is not radically different from
that of the several p"eced4-ng plans, but it does contain soi,e new
emphases and it does strive to correct some of the major imbalances
ozhich had been perm-itted to develop. Speciflcally, tihere is much
more emphasis on the necessity for accelerating the growth of food and
other agricultural pl oduction, on the rie.di nor ac'20).orati')g the 'rol-rh 2-J
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exports, as we±J. as oI import-substlituixg pr-UUULcUtio a,L1 for .L ir.itin the

growth of population. There is reference to the desirability of completing
and utilizing new capacity under construction as well as that already in.
existence, but this is not stressed. There is the suggestion, carefully put,
that for the time being consumption levels may need to be held do-w.^n ad sa-vrngs
rates increased more, projects and expenditures which are not absolutely
essential more ruthlessly excluded, and a greater degree of general discipline
and austerity accepted. There is no clarion call for greater reliance on
private initiative and decentralized decision-making or on the marke-t and price
system as an effective allocator of resources. References to the possibility
and desirability of substituting the market, influenced by fiscal and monetary
policies, for direct controls are matched by references to the necessity for
better machinery for t"the direction and regulation of the private sector in
accordance with Plan priorities". Touched upon, but not in sufficiently sharp
terms or with adequate proposals for action is the problem of ineffective
management of the public sector enterprises into which vast resources have been
poured but from which no commensurate outputs are as yet being obtained. It
would be difficult on the whole to quarrel with the general program, and it is
hard not to applaud the aspiration for economic independence although we
question both the feasibilitv and the validity of the target of a surplus on
current account 10 years hence when per capita income in India, if Plan targets
are achieved; will sti 1 be less than $70 per vear. Regrettably no reference
is made to the significant contribution which could be made to Indian economic
progress bhv rreduction in defense se menditure or to the possible benefits from
economic collaboration with Pakistan. The only reference made to defense ex-
penditure states that it is not more than 4 to 5 percent of national income.
No suggestion is made with respect to the possibility of reducing this ex-
penditure or the con.dik ions urnder wh,r'h rliiet nn mi ght be nossible.

PDr odu cti4on anA L-o-.c .e Targets

,6.~ ~ ~~~---4 mhe 4vera' trefothFohP&-m *s !3na rir.crese in national.ALn le V ovrCld..L UJ. C U rZ V k .L Ui1 J V A V .U44 A ~ ....

income from Rs. 200 billion in 1965/66 to Rs. 295 billion in 1970/71, and
in GuDP Irru 11Rs. * ) bi OJ.J.Ll 1t Ito Rs. 35 _7 bLI-1ion, ^11 _i

prices. Actually the rate of growth implied is not as large as these figures
wo-uld s-ugges-u since '1965?/U6U was, asZ- -weU hCave aL 1Xe=aWd- in 44caved, an. rlbrrmal

year. The year 1964/65 is a better base for this projection and comparison.
In that year, again expressed in 1965/66 p-cs income was Rs. 214
billion so that the level targeted for 1970/71 would imply an increase of
37.8 per cent over the 1964/65 level or growth at the compound rate of 5.5
per cent per year during the six-year period. Industrial output, as measured
by the index of Industrial Production, is expected to increase by 75 per cent
in the six-year period or an average of 9.8 per cent per year. Value added
in all of Indian industry, including tne sma. enterprise secuor aluong vV
the organized sector, is expected to increase by 79 per cent in the six-year
period or an average of 10.2 per cent per year. Agricultural producti,on, as
measured by the Index, is expected to increase by 31 per cent in the six-year
period or an average of 4.6 per cent per year. Value added in agricuLture is
expected to increase slightly less in the same period. The increase in pro-
duction of foodgrains in the six-year period is targeted at 31 million tons
or almost 35 per cent. The more important production targets are lie'tGd in
Table 38. As can be observed from the Table, large increases are projected
in the production of intermediate materials such as steel, chemicals, fuels,
including coal and petroleum products, and machinery and equipment of all types.
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77. Since population control efforts cannot be expected. to have a
signiticant effect on population growth within the five-year period., the
population is expected. to grow by 65 million and. to be 560 million by mid.-
1970-71. Gross domestic product per capita is therefore estimated at
Rs. 637 in that year as compared. with Rs. 475 in 1965-66, an increase of
32 per cent from that year, although a lesser increase measured, from
1964-65. Disposable personal income after personal taxes, is estimated.
at Rs. h69 per capita, the equivalent of $63, in 1970-71.

78. To a major degree, although this is difficult to quantify, the
achievement of both the agricultural and. industrial production targets
d.epends on fuller and. more effective utilization of capacity which already
existed. at the end. of the Third. Plan period. In soame degree it d.epends
on the completion of projects which were und.erway at the end. of the
Third Plan period. and which, as a result of further investment expenditure
during the Fourth Plan period, will begin to produce in this period.
Only to a lesser extent, again difficult to quantify, are the targeted.
outputs to come from new capacity created. entirely d.uring the Fourth
Plan period. and. coming into operation at some time during the period..
We have estimated. roughly that. taking the inuptsment program as a whole.
not more than one-third of the projected. investment expenditure wi:Ll
yield. ary product during the Fourth Pla-n period. itself, although such invest.-
ment is essential to continuing growth in the subsequent period.s. In the
case of the Public Sec-tor Tndustry progamm about one-fifth. of the- projected
investment expenditure in the Fourth Plan period..is to complete projects
alreadv underway, and. altogether about one-third of the total expend.iure
will result in output at some point within the period..

79. This is not to suggest that investment in the creation of new
canacitv is not iml.portant, but only to make the po.int that it sIs the

effectiveness with wihich existing capacity is used. and. the way in which
current resources are deployed. that will essentially d-eterie the levels
of output and income achieved. in this Plan period.. For this reason the
major focus of policy mrust be on the use of existing capa city and.
existing resources and. should. be directed. toward. extracting the maximum
return p i f Afurther point which ollows As "a', tak-ing
into account the fact that capacity was, at least until 1965-66, being
expanded. at an accelerating rate during the Third. Plan period, effective
use of this capacity and adequate provision of the current inputs required.
should. perm.it a significantly higher level of output and. more rapid. rate
of growth of output during the Fourth Plan period. than the Third.. For
this gener-al reason and, also on the basis of such examination as wE! could.
make of the major producing sectors of the economy, we believe that the
output levels and. rates of growth forecast by the Indian planners are not
wild.ly over-optimistic or unattainable. As we ind.Lcated earlier, where
the Indian authorities assume a lag of about six months in achievement of
the overall physical targets of industrial and. agricultural production,
we believe a lag of about one year is more likely. The Indian planners
may in certain respects, however, be over-cautious. We believe that while
the Indian planners are, as we have alread.y suggested., over-estimating
the speed, with which newly undertaken projects may be completed and yield
output, they may be under-estimating the increases in output that could
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be obtained. from existing facilities provid.ed. that ad-equate effort, attention
and. resou-ces were devoted to this purpose and. that policies were framed.
with this end. in view. We refer here to opportunities in agriculture
examined. mor carefully in 1&Iiim. TT of this report= We cite also the
existence of great unused. and. poorly used. capacity in some of the large
public sector industrial -Aertating- end. comrparable under-use of capacity
in the private sector of industry.

Savings and. Investment Targets

80. We have already indicated, in the discussion of resources for
the Plan, that t-he Plan projects not only a considerable increase in t-he
rate of growth of output and. income, but also an even higher rate of increase
in savings and. investment. We addd. here thalt the proportion of gross invest-
ment to be financed. out of external savings .is expected. to be reduced.from
about 27 per cent in 1965/66 to 12 per cent in 1970/71/. 20/ de do not share
this expectation since we expect net imports to rise steadily during the period
rather than to peak in the period, and. begin declining before its end..

The Composition of the Plan Expenditure Program

31. The distribution of proposed. investment by major sectors is not
very different from that which was projected. in the predecessor plans.
The proportion to be invested directly in agriculture and. irrigation
(about 16 per cent) is slightly lower than was proposed in the Third. Plan.
The proportion to be invested. in industry (32 per cent) is somewhat higher
than in the Third. Plan. Comparison of the relative amounts or proport.ions
to be invested in the two sectors does not, however, truly reflect the
degree of emphasis put on each sector. For one thing, the investment
figures reflect only expenditure for the creation of fixed. assets. In
the case of agriculture, increased, production is dependent not so imuch
on the creation of additional fixed assets as on expanded supply and.use
of current imports such as fertilizer, .improved. seed. varieties, and. plant
protection materials. Fixed, assets creation is significant mainly in
relation to the increase in water supplies by expend.iture on either
major or minor irrigation facilities. Increase in tools, equipment, and
farm buildings are not important ingredients of the agricultural program
since the "new technology", although it embraces the use of larger
current input sunplies. is to remain a labor-intensive and. overwhe:kmingly
animal-powered technology. The significant increase in the allocation of

resources to agriculture is th-ref ore not disclosed. by the figures on
planned. investment in the agricultural sector per se. It is evidenced. by
the Composition of investma*ent in the industrial sector and by the proposed.
allocation of foreign exchange resources for imports. Within the industry
and. mini".g sector, investment in fertilizer and. pesticide nrod ction capa-

city accounts for Rs. h93 crores ($650 million) or about 8 per cent of the
-o4-al. T'his is far Iarger th.an -xpenditure in thea Thivrd. Plaqn pericndLJ~ V t.. .1 SLo J. 4.as 1a. .. z .sar. ex.p ...a.- -1 - I -n x--,_

both in absolute terms and. as a proportion of the total. Imports cf
fertilizers and. fertilizer materials are projected at Rs. 1 thousand
crores (about $1.3 billion), which is more than four times as much as was
d.evoted to this purpose in the Third. Plan period.. In terms of Mblic

20/ Using the Rs. 7.50 per $1.00 rate in both years.
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sector ouvula.ys, inc.l-undLng eurrent as we e as investment expenditures,
agriculture and irrigation account for 21 per cent of the total public
sector outlay oL Rs. 16,000 crores. In addition, according to the rlan
documents, construction of new distribution lines for electric power is
to give first priority to irrigation pumping requirements and 20 per cent
of road construction funds to be expended by the States is to be used for
rural roads.

02. investment in transportation, co=munication and electric power
facilities is designed to provide the capacity which will be required during
the Plan period if the production targets should be achieved, and also to
have under construction additional capacity likely to be required in the
post-Plan period. In addition, within the transport sector a substantial
investment in ocean shipping is planned with the objective of carrying
a larger percentage of India's international trade in Indian vessels.
Investment in the social services sector accounts for 16 per cent of the
total projected Plan investment and about 13 per cent of the projected
public investment. Approximately one fourth of the public investment
projected in this .ctor is for the expansion of education facilities.
Water supply, housing, and family planning are the other major objects
of expenditure in this sector.

Agriculture

83. The agricultural program of the Fourth Plan represents the
application of the policies expressed in the '"new strateev". We have
outlined these briefly in an earlier secticn of this report and we examine
them in some detail in Volume TTI The main elemPents Of the strategy are:
first, to assure supplies of the newly developed high-yielding seed varieties,
of much larger quantities of f'rt.ilizer nd plant protectior. materials,
and more and better managed water supplies; second, to provide more ample
and less costly credii. which iI11 enable the culltivators to obtarn supplies
of these current inputs; third, maintenance of producer prices which will
provide f'mlnM an l incentives to their use; fourth, to corntinue nd improve
the research required to permit continuous and increasingly effective use
of the new technologv. Tn, specifirc applicat+ion of t +h s itrty +te Govern-
ment has selected areas with assured water supply, from rainfall, irri-
gation or a comb4ation of the +-wo, .e-A +1h other favoable phys1 cal
conditions. The area selected amounts to 32.5 million acres or some 11
per cent of the normal f4eld crop acreage. As rapidly as the production
and multiplication of the high-yielding varieties of rice, wheat, corn,
sorghrm and mllet permt+, supplies4- u a f' e~%&Jy.LJVQ .L 4Jsz t Qt u N.L.Li. LJ .A _L.J.UU UV'

the selected areas which are also to receive ample and assured supplies
of fertilizer -ad other -q'to materials and facilities. Other areas
also will receive supplies, but it is intended that the selected areas
wILl receive priority; furtherm,ore, tV was Velieved as Wthe programt was
formulated that in these areas of superior physical characteristics,
4.cludig especia"y assured water supplies, cultivators would respond
more vigorously, and the risk of failure would be minimized. The
possibility that supplies of some of the physical inputs, notably seed,
and of credit and administrative talent would not be adequate to saturate
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demnand in all areas was probably also a consideration in the proposed
concentration on selected areas. The Government estimates that production
in these areas will increase steadily and that by 1970 these area;3
alone will produce an additional 25.5 million tonnes of foodgrains, and
other areas an additional 5 to 10 million tonnes, additionality being
defined on the base of 90 million tonnes, taken as 1965/66 output under
normal rainfall conditions.

84.. Our own judgment is that, provided the requisite supplies and
credit are available and price conditions are favorable, the rate of
growth of food production can over the next four years be accelerated
from the 2½ per cent trend of the past 10 years to 5 per cent or even
better subject of course to year-to-year fluctuations reflecting weather
conditions. We believe that the chances of increasing foodgrain output
to the level of 110 to 115 million tonnes by 1970/71 are good. An
even better performance is not impossible, although we would expect
that if foodgrain production tended to rise more rapidly, other crops
would compete for acreage and supplies more successfully. We do not
believe that either the supply of inputs or the increases in output
will or can be so heavily concentrated as planned in the limited area
of 32.5 million acres. Nor do we believe they need be so concentrated,
since the production of the high-vieldine varieties of seed can go
forward rapidly enough to supply a larger area, since a larger area is
reasonably assured of water, and since the demand on the part of farmers
in a wider area seems certain to be effective. We emphasize, however,
that our proviso is critical. There are nrohlems to be solved in the
organization of the seed industry and in the development of additional
water supplies: there are difficult organization and financial problems
still to be solved in providing the necessary credit supplies; above
all there is the problem of providing adenulae fertilizer sflupplies.
We have already indicated that domestic output of fertilizers will in
the five-year period fall far short of the -over nment esti ates &nd tha
provision of the requisite amounts will compel subgtantially larger
imports than have been estiMated by the planners. Specifically, in the
case of nitrogen fertilizers if the supply and consumption target is put
at 7.5~ m*illJon Uons n the five years, rising from 1.0 miu 'ori i tons in
1966/67 to 2.0 million tons in 1970/71, as in the Plan estimates, the
actual imLports required in t'he period will, according to our estimates,
be 3.8 million tons rather than the 2.5 million tons estimated by the
Indian planners, and the cost of the necessary imports will be approximately
$1.0 billion rather than the $700 million they have estimated. If, as
we believe, the supply and consumption requirement for the period as a
whole is almost 1 million tons higher than the planners have estimated
and will reach 2.4 ratner than 2.0 million tons by 1970/71, then the
import requirement in the period will be 4.7 million tons and its cost
almost $1.3 billion rather than the $700 million estimated by the
planners. Shortfalls in domestic production of phosphate fertilizers
and also of plant chemicals will add somewhat, though relatively
modestly, to the additional import burden.
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35. The danger in this to the agricultural production program is
obvious. Although the commitment of the Government to the program is in
our judgment a full one, add.itional foreign exchange renu.irements of
$400 to $700 million for it in the period would. confront the Government
with difficult choices. If the amount of aid. available should be s.ig-
nificantly less than the amoumts hoped for, the difficulty of these
cho.ices would. be magnified. If. f-rthermore, thould.
regard fertilizer as not a suitable object of finance or one for which
long term cred.its were not appropriate, then the possibility of
adequate imports of these materials would. become dim indeed.. Correction
of the itmbalance which has been perm.itted to develop between food. supplies
and demand is vital to both the immediate and, the long-term growth of the
Indian economy. The experience of the past two years has ir.dicated. clearly
that there are limits beyond which in India food consumption cannot be
depressed. below demand without serious repercuss.ions on the whole range
of domestic prices and. costs and. on the balance of payments. Efforts on
the part ofA the Center Goverriment to aver' t,ese b-y rationing, by sub-
sidies, and. by drafts on the supplies produced. in the "surplus" States
have not solved, thle problem, particularly since the "surplus" States
understandably regard. the latter efforts as in effect a spread-the-hunger
policy. In any case in a situation of total shortage such efforts cannot
provide other than temporary and. only partially effective solutions
except where Government has the power, the will, and. the desire to impose
a degree of d.eprivation not voluntarily accepted. by its people. The
Government of India has now chosen to d.evote scarce resources to the
.increase in food. production. However pending the development in Ind.ia
of sufficient output of the necessary input supplies, substantial -and.,
in our judgment, much larger than planned., imports of such supplies
will be required., supplemented also for a time by supplies of food.
itself. It is to be hoped. that in this interim period., the Government
of India will make the difficult choice in favor of maximizing agricultural
input supplies by import, and. that attitudes on the part of the aid-givers
will not compound the difficulty of this choice.

Industry

86. The investment program for industry resembles an expanded
vers.ion of the Third Plan program in many respects. There is the same
emphasis on the creation of capacity, on import substitution, on capital
and intermediate goods (investment in consumer goods accounts for only
about 12 per cent of total industrial investment and. less than 4 per
cent of investment in public industry) and. on the metals and. machinerv
industries. Metals and machinery account for over half of the industrial
investment program and, 60 Per cent of investment in public industry.
Much of the public sector program is worked out in considerable project
detail. This is less true for the private sector where there is some
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project identification, especially in fertilizer, non-ferrous metals
and steel. but where most of the other industrial nrograms are roughed
out with broad investment allocations presumed to be consistent with
planned increase -in enarpit.v andi tnt The nlanneri allocations
of industrial investment are as follows:

Fourth Plan Allocation of Fixed Investment

rublic Psri-vate Totual

Me+l -'I6 ,80n 2,0 o

Machinery and engineering 347 450 797
Fertilizer and pesticide 273 220 493
Intermediate goodsl/ 310 640 950
Consumer goods 82 640 722
Minerals and oil 891 100 991
Miiscellaneous LO 220 260

Total 3,5h3 2,650 6,193

1/ Mainly petro-chemicals and other chemicals, cement, paper, forgings,
and castings.

87. The concentration of nearly a third of total industrial invest-
ment in metals reflects the heavy emphasis of the plan on steel which
accounts for 40 per cent of the proposed investment in public induStry.
Most of the rest of the public proeram is for non-ferrous metals,
heavy machinery and heavy electrical equipment, fertilizers and other
chemicals, coal and iron ore. ind oil production and refining. Private
expansion would also be in steel and non-ferrous metals, a variety of
machinery and engineerine industries. fertili7ers and other chemicals and
coal as well as a large number of other intermediate and consumer goods
industries. Some of the gains in inAqtrina o1itnpit ennViaged during
the Fourth Plan are indicated in the following table:
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FotUh Plan IindustUr"i Pro`uctionrOlb. O bJ iv

1965/66J -19701%/71-

Estimated actual Target

Finished steel,million tons 4.6 8.8
Aluminium, 000 tons 65 330
Copper, 000 tons 9.8 37.5
Cormercial vehicles, 000 34 80
Passenger cars, 000 24.5 60
Electric generators, million Kw - 2.2
Transformers, million KVA 5.3 12.0
Klectric motors, million Kw 1.8 4.5
Machine tools, Rs. crores 23 105
Metallurgical equipment, 000 tons 11 70
Textile machinery 28 55
Railway wagons 33.5 Lo
Agricultural tractors, 000 5.6 35
Power pumps, 000 200 400
Diesel engines, 000 85 200
Nitrogen fertilizer, (N) 000 tons 233 2,000
Sulphuric acid, 000 tons 664 2,400
Drugs and pharmaceuticals, Rs. crores 150 250
Automobile tires, million 2.6 6.0
Paper and news print, 000 tons 580 1,050
Cotton cloth. million meters 14*34 5.486
Rayon and staple fiber, million kgm 93.5 102
Iron ore, million tons 23 5
Coal, million tons 70 106
Petroleum products- million tons 9.86 20

88. In total the objective of industrial production is an annual
avera-e increase by 1970/71 of aLmost 10 per cent over the 19614/65 level.
This is slightly less than the Third Plan target of 11 per cent but would
be considerably more than the actual record of about 7.5 per cent in the
first four years of the Third Plan period. Highest priorities among
industries are defirned in. the Fourth Plan to be "industrial inputs for
agriculture, such as, fertilizers, pesticides, farm equipment, etc.; metals
an,d rr.achi-ne buildi.g d J 4 iust sa incl - r1 ste4 n ao l te .1 im, , 11 4 nc, etc.;
intermediate goods industries, namely, industrial chemicals, petroleum,
coal, iron arnd steel castings and forgings, refractories and cement; and
industries which produce essential consumer goods such as sugar, cloth,
kerosene, etcU.

Q9. Industrial planning and project preparation has been i-mproved
over Third Plan practices. Estimates of costs and foreign exchange require-
ments seem realistic. Technical groups for industrial guidance w_ithin the
Government have been strengthened, and economic aspects of industrial
projects are given much more attention than in the past. Efforts a:re being
made with some success to standardize the procedure and content of
feasibility studies for public sector projects. Furthermore, a much needed
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program has been started to assemble information on the actual sta1;us of
construction and operation of public projects.

90. The imnprovements should not be taken to mean, however, that past
shortcomings of industrial plan prenaration and exerution have been
elinlinated. It has not been possible of course to make any complete and
detailed review of the industrial program andj hence, the following conmnnts
are based on only a partial coverage of industrial plans. This has been
sufficient, however, to indicate that there is still wide variatir i- n the
quality of detailed industrial planning. For example, heavy electrical and
petrochemicl development appear to be supported by more capable p1 aning
efforts than previously. But the effort put into planning for the steel
industrv see-ms deficiert consideri.ng the resoces lv a 
bilities for economies in their use. While costs and returns are being
given increasing attention in the selection and prioritoy of projects, t1here
is still much of the industrial program which is wanting of any very definite
return on in-vestment or cost-benefit caLculaLions or ot -x 1atL L
either short or long-term comparative economic advantage. And it is still
not clear that these economic considerations are nearly as inportant Un
project selection as the place of a particular plant in the conception of
a ph>.ysically-balanced Ionrg-run industrial input-output mosaic. A major aim
of industrial policy is still to meet the longer term input-output targets
as much as possible from domestic production. There seems to be little more
emphasis in the Fourth Plan industrial program than in earlier ones on
identifying and fostering the kinds of industrial development in which India
might have an international comparative advantage and which might extricate
the Indian economy from the export stagnation which so clouds its economic
prospects. There is, of course, recognition of the importance of industrial
export expansion as well as industrial import substitution. But most of the
considerable preoccupation of the Fourth Plan with "self-reliance", i.e.
eventual achievement of an external balance, runs in terms of domestic
substitutes for imports and there is little specific attention to the
development of some export dynamism in manufacturing.

,L. Another and a major matter which seems inadequately considered in
the Fourth Plan industry program is the necessity for effective use of
existing or nearly completed capacity. Part of this problem in the past
stemmed from foreign exchange bottlenecks which are no longer such a diffi-
culty under the recently adopted liberal import licensing policies. But
there are other difficulties of capacity use, especially among public
sector industries completed or nearly completed in the Third Plan period.
A number of these are to be producing far less than their facilities permit
and in some maintenance also leaves something to be desired. Much of this
reflects inexperience, some of it reflects unwillingness to use outside
experience, some of it reflects the problems involved in developing a new
organizational and conceptual framework within which efficiency in the
operation of public sector enterprises can be achieved. Another factor is
that the approach to planning of public industries in India has tended to
set up projects to supply particular products to particular industries - a
plant to produce steel mill enuipment, another for nin nP equipment.
another for chemical plant equipment, etc. Although conceived as special
purpose plants, many have the same basic faci1ities and, up tO a point; ran



produce a consider-able varie-y of equipment and machinery. Inevitably some
of the original planning forecasts of demand have turned out to be somewhat
off the mark. At present some of the plants are having difficulty in find-
ing markets for their planned specialized products, and also are encounter-
ing resistance from consumers of these specialties in connection w:ith
guarantees of performance, firm delivery dates, etc. If effective use is
to be made of heavy investment in capital goods industries, public sector
enterprises will have to become not only efficient producers of re-Liable
products on schedule but also more aggressive in finding markets for their
products and more flexible and imaginative in adapting their capacity to
market possibilities and demands. If these challenges can be successfully
met, output from these plants could make an important contribution and the
need for investment in still further facilities of similar type may be
obviated or moderated. Otherwise the output of these plants and their
contribution either to domestic demand or to export may continue to fall
short of expectations and opportunities.

92. The importance of making the largest and earliest possible use of
existing and nearly completed capacity is emphasized by the long time
periods that can be expected before additional production can be expected
from much of the Fourth Plan investment in new industrial capacity. This
is due in large measure to the highly capital intensive nature of much of
the public industrial investment and the extended time periods inevitably
required for planning and preparation, construction, and full operation.
The Fourth Plan makes a considerable allowance for these time requirements,
but in many cases it seems doubtful that the allowance is adeauate and that
output will be realized according to the Fourth Plan schedule. This
conclusion is based not on any thorucgh review of all of the industrial
programs but on an examination of a few which make up a substantial part of
the investment in nlubli industry. Partly because of delays in arranging
external financing and partly for internal reasons, it is unlikely that a
number of the prorjects exnected to contribute output in the Fourth Plan
period will be completed and in production by 1970/71. Considering the
staae of prepara-+on +oday nd Uhe required *nder Indian conditionr s to
make project studies, secure government approval, obtain financing, place
tenders, obtain deiveries, n cor.struct plants it is unlikely that some of
the projects are yet far enough along to absorb all the investment resources
allocated in +he Plan by 1970/71 Tn oth ers, where preparations ar-e more

advanced, the investment may be completed but there may still be insufficient
tie o realize th-1e production schedule' for the latter partoft peidme.k 4O a _. iLt UAL ~ jJ .IUu U1.LIJIUL %±Lu Au ±.L U1 .1d. u U J. -JO. U _J± 

Some of the recent revisions in the import requirements estimates reflect new
assessrm,ents of the project completion schedules.

Some examples of probable delay and s,hortfall in output in the
industrial program are as follows:

93. (a) Steel. Production of 1.2 million tons of ingots is expected
by 1970/71 from the second expansion of the Rourkela and Durgapur plants.
Neither expansion is underway and financing for one of the schemes has not
yet been arranged. Further delay is inevitable and output from these
projects within the Plan period is most unlikely.



(b) Copper. The Plan assumption of 21,000 tons of copper from
the Chetri copper project by 1970/71 is not likely to be realized except
perhaps in token amounts.

(c) Aluminum. Considering the present stage of project
preparation on the Koyna and Korba projects it seems probable that the
shortfall in production as compared with Plan targets may be 60,000 to
90,000 tons, or a quarter to a third of the projected increase.

(d) Fertilizer. We have already commented to the effect that
not enough of the needed capacity is as yet under construction so that
achievement of the output targets of the Plan period is not possible.

(e) Iron Ore and Coal. The iron ore program is lagging badly
and, for want of adequate coordination among all the elments of the program -

mining, transport, ports, achievement of production near the target of the
Plan is unlikely. Increased public sector production of coal depends on
the developnert of two new deep mines which are hardly vet at a stage where
they are likely to reach full production by 1970/71. Delays and shortfalls
are nrobably also to be expnected in increasing private coal production.

The consequences of these probable shortfalls -in the Fourth
Plan period are that on the one hand, import requirements of certain
materials required as inputs for other current production, fertilizer
for agriculture for example, will be increased. On the other hand,
insofar as the sh.ortfalls raflrct lags in the Linvestment ependitures,
imports required, of both finished capital goods and of some production
mXateriJals, are ikely 4UUo be reduceLu. It Ls Uj.sicult to detm-ne where

the balance will be. In the case of fertilizer it seems clearly to be on
the side of a net icrease inJ total import requirements. Tn other cases,
steel for example, it is likely to be on the side of a net reduction in
total i-mport requiremerits, within the Plain period, but al'Most by defLniVton
an increase in the post-Plan period.

95. We have been referring to probable shortfalls in output and lags
in investment expenditure which are the unplanned and inadvertent results
of the fact that more time will be required for some of the decisions,
arrangements, and actual construction than has been allowed for in the
planning estimates. It is also possible deliberately to defer certain
new project starts and there are cases where in our judgment delay might
seriously be considered in the interests of first achieving effective use
of and maximum outputfrom existing similar facilities, particularly where
they are under the very management responsible for the projected expansion
programs. We have not studied these individual matters in the de)tail
necessary for firm judgment, but we believe that one or more of the proposez
steel mill expansions may be cases in point. It is possible that the gains
which would accrue from immediate concentration on effective use of existinc
facilities would outweigh the costs that would accrue some years hence if
the initiation of one or more of these projects were delayed a ye'ar or two.
Certainly in the event that choices should need to be made between the
immediate initiation of such projects and other uses of resources, deferral
would commend itself even more strongly.



76' We are not here suggesting general reduction in the size of
the investment program in order to reduce ixmmediately prospective import
requirements. Such a general reduction would of course do so, but we
need not labor the point that it would also reduce the growth of output
in India in this Plan period and the succeeding ones. Our general
conclusions are that the industry program as set forth in the Plan may
need some re-shaping, that some of the long-gestation, heavily capital-
intensive projects may not be well-chosen or at least well-timed, 'that
effective and fuller use of existing facilities and the allocation of
more resources as well as energies to this purpose is desirable, anid that
more careful search for comparative economic advantage and exploitation
of such advantage in the export as well as the domestic market wou:Ld be
desirable and rewarding.

97. In this connection we believe that the relaxation of controls
over investment and production in the private sector and the decont;rol
and liberalization of imports of production materials by this sector,
together with devaluation, may result in healthy and productive develop-
ments as a result of private initiative which are not and could not be
foreseen in the Plan. This is earlv in the stage of transition in India,
if the transition is not put into reverse, and the reactions of private
producers have not yet taken shape and cannot be discerned. It is con-
ceivable, however, that just as during the Second Plan period there! was
an unexpected thrust of nrivate industrial activity, directed almost
entirely toward the domestic market, there may be in this period, given
the recent changes in the climate for private irndustrial activity, a
considerable spurt of such activity in unexpected directions, including
some in the export as well as the domestic market. It may be that this
will not occur and that Indian private industrial firms, as well as those
in the public sector, will prefer t1- o operatue 4 " the ontinu u g shelter of
protected markets and collusive agreements which restrict efficiency and
production, agreem.ernts sometimes supported or sponsored by Government.
In that event appropriate financial, institutional and other policies
*p-T-1l need to be devised tU r,eet t Ai±L-uaS±or. iAt bsi±o poot v ist)

early to tell what will occur in a transition to a new industrial envi-
roMe.ent which,4 is b&el-y under wvay.

Electric Power

98. During 'he Fourth Plan period india hopes to double installed
eIectric power generating capacity from 10.17 million KW in 1965/66 to 20
million vwi 1 L970/7L. This compares with actual percentage increases in
each of the three preceding five-year periods of 55 per cent, 65 per cent
and 80 per cent. The Fourth Plan investment in power is estimated at
Rs. 2,080 crores, all but Rs. 50 crores of which would be public inrest-
ment. The proposed allocation of proposed public investment by purpose
would be:

Generation Rs. 1,150 crores
Transmission and distribution 605
Rural electrification 250
Investigations, etc. 25

Total Rs. 2.030 crores
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ILIt- Th 1vesU1t[I1U1t i"I genier ionr is fairly low in relation 10.o the
planned increase in capacity - much lower than during the Third Plan
period. This is partly because Of a large spillover of uncompleted
projects from the last plan period and partly because the Fourth Plan
has a larger share oI thermal and smaller of hydro capacity than thne
Third, thermal power investment costs being generally lower per unit
of installed capacity. The power program would also put proportionately
more investment this time in transmission and distribution facililies
and would make up for deficiencies of the previous five years in this
respect. It also proposes more efficient use of power capacity through
the integration of State power systems under the guidance of Regional
Electricity Boards. Two other interesting aspects of the program include
completion of 580,000 KW of nuclear power capacity in two plants already
under construction, and the supply of Indian-built generating equipment-
boilers, turbines and generators - for about half the new thermal capacity.
These will be the first large generating units of Indian manufacture,
although the first of these units will contain a high proportion of
imported components.

1t00. Considering that these ventures into the production of heavy
electrical equipment are new for India, and considering also that some
of the manufacturing capacity is not yet completed and may still be a
long way from smooth operation, it seems unlikely that the power program
can be kept on schedule. Delays might be reduced if lags in production
schedules could be detected in time to supply imports when domestic output
falls behind. It is probably not realistic, however, to exnect timely
adjustments of this kind to the extent that wrould probably be necessary
to reach the targets of the nower nrogram

L)1 Nevertheless, some delavs in the program shouldl not be -riomi
because the targets appear to be generous in relation to prospective
requirements. Indian studies of eannaitv required for- varrios eonomic
growth rates suggest that the proposed increase in power supply would be
adeauate for a somewhat higher level of demand than is likely to develop
in the Fourth Plan period. Broad relationships between power and economic
growth must. of course, be adjusted for partinllnr regional requirements
and the load characteristics of particular power demands. It is for
these reasons that the Plan targets are set somewhat on the high side.
It would appear nevertheless that the Fourth Plan provision for power
is airtnn. in rela+.ionto planed- productio 44- 4.- t iII

-- ---.. .-.'-' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ AI.-4~" U4..LW. J. UJ~ W LU 111J. I L 4. L U -LO J91 vaJL,e.LJ
that industrial demand for power will not increase as fast as assiumed,
given the s.hortfalls we anticipate in the estab:iushent of new capacity
and production.

LQ?. Prospects for a slower pace of power expansion than allowed
for in the1 Fourt P.st,hould a''ow for- so,me reutr g -h es- un- e-. .., ., .. ~ .j~. U%k'J L%A~ LJ." W JUL1 bUiULtj J -tUULU L~LOI)11 ll Ullt USU_HL, L't u
of finances required for the power program. Whether this would a:Lso
mean. alower foreign exchange requirerrient is difficult t say. Thlere
should be a reduction in some import items because of smaLLer power
equipment requirem1entvs. On the other nand, this reduction may be offset
to the extent that the dor.estic content of powier equipment will probably
not cerno up to Fourth Plan expectations.
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Transportation

103. The Fourth Plan transportation program would do not much more
than keep up with the traffic requirements which would be associated
with achievement of the targets for growth in output and income. Some
improvements in standards and quality are envisaged for roads and road
transport in order to make up in part for past neglect, and there is
somewhat more emphasis on rural roads. But by and large the main elements
of the program are closely integrated with the freight and passenger
traffic corresponding with the Fourth Plan economic growth patterns.

104. On the basis of the Plan output targets, goods traffic measured
in ton kilometers is exDected to increase by about 55 ner cent in the period
1965/66 to 1970/71. The heaviest tonnage increases would be in coal,
iron ore, steel and foodgrains. Inereases in Passenger traffic are fore-
cast at about 35 per cent, writh the most rapid growth in road (bus) travel
and suburban rail transport.

l05. The bulk of the aoods traffic expansion is expected to be on
the railways, on which the volume of traffic is expected to go up from
114 billion ton kilometers in 1965/66 to 170 billion in 1970/71. The
projected growth in road traffic is from 33 billion ton kilometers to
60 billi7on. Wahile this is less in absolute amount than for the railway
it represents a proportionately larger increase. This reflects official
policy recognizing a larger role for road transport and stated intentions
to relax some of the administrative restrictions and fiscal practices
which in the past have tended to favor rail over road transport. According
to the projections the share of rail traffic will decline from about 71
per cent i 196ff/66 to about 68 per cent in 1970/71 and that of road trans-
port would increase from 21 per cent to 24 per cent. Other means of trans-
port are projected to remain at about 8 per cent. Penrdig comripletion of -
regional transport studies which are now under way, a more precise determi-
nation of the economically appropriate distribution of investment among
rail, road, coastal shipping and aviation has not been possible. It seems
Unlikely, however, that the proposed program involves any serious mis-
allocation of investment among different modes of transport. It does seem
possible, ho-wever, that the proposed allocation for rural roads is not
adequate in view of the important contribution which such roads can make
to the agricultural production program, a matter not sufficiently appreciated
in India.

106. The traffic projections have been translated into physical and
financial investment requirements, taking account of the commodity com-
position of traffic, its length and direction of haul, import and export
patterns, and special requirements such as expansion of rural road services
and overseas shipping for example. In total the Plan provision for invest-
ment in transportation comes to Rs. 3,250 crores (excluding communications,
tourism and inland water transport). Next to industry this is the largest
sector of proposed investment in the Fourth Plan. Actually this figure is
an understatement of the planned net investment in transport since for the
purchase of ships only Government contributions toward installment payments
within the Plan period are included rather than total cost. Inclu<,ion of-
the total would add about Rs. 145 crores to the total. The costs of air-
craft purchases may also be understated sinete they appear to Llave been
calculated at the pre-d&Mvaluation rate. Furtiierniore, that part, of inrt-estment
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in ports which is to be fin-nced fr-'om, port resources in excess of
replacement funds has not been counted. The allocation of total Plan
investmen-t (adjusted for the understatements) amorng the different modes
of transportation is as follows (in crores of rupees):

Railways 1410
RLoads 760
Road Transport 700
Ports 264
Shipping 236
Civil Aviation 160

35330

10'7. Although a very large part of India's proposed investment
during the Fourth Plan period, the transportation program appears to be
tightly scaled to the targets of increased production and traffic. Indeed,
even with the proposed additions to capacity the transportation system
will still be pressed to meet traffic requirements if India's production
objectives are realized. There is, of course, the possibility tha-t the
proposed investments in international shipping and aviation could be scaled
down with a corresponding greater reliance than contemplated on foreign
facilities. These, however, are seen as profitable and needed additions
to India's foreign exchange earning capacity. Some considerations in this
respect with regard to shipping investments are discussed below.

Ica. Some of the more important elements of the transDortatiorn program
may be briefly described, For the railways, over 140% of proposed gross
investment is for rolling stock including locomotives. Improvements and
renewals of line capacity; including double tracking, track and bridge
replacements, electrification and other works would take about anotrher
40 percent. New lines account for under 10 percent and a number oi' mis-
cellaneous requirements makes up the rest.

LO. The roads and road transport programs are divided among the
Center and the State Governments and the private sector. The Center
effort will be concentrated partly on filling important gaps in the
network of national highways and on improving the presently low standard
of the net±irork which consists to a large extent of single lane r.oads of
insufficient pavement strength. State programs, which are still being
worked out in detail, would also nclude both extension and improvement
of State roads with particular attention to rural road construction for
which20 percent of State road investment is to be allocated. This is a
welcome shift in emphasis although the funds that would be available for
rural roads under this provision would allow for only a substantial begil-
ning on the heretofore relatively neglected rural road problem. The private
sector is expected to undertake most of the expansion of road transport
capacity. At present the commercial vehicle fleet consists of about 250,000
trucks and 70,000 buses. The increase needed to handle projected traffic
growth is estimated at 205,000 vehicles. In addition, vehicle replacement
requirements are estimated in the period 1966/67 to 1970/71 at about 95,00o
so that the total num'ber of commercial vehicles needed for the program wlouild



be about Inn,000 Th.e plan is to obtain t.hese entirely Pro. do.estic
production and it is estimated that this will require an increase in
annual output from about 30,000 iy -196E6/66 t about A ) 1 7/71

110. T h.e o& 0JJt- progr,. al,,s at re'"ervng te severe cor,gest-o;; t,hat
exists at present, especially at Bombay, Calcutta and Madras, and in-

creaine ha.dlng capac'ity from. aboaut .50 r,allion. torns of cargo n 96- 6
to about 80 million tons by 1970/71. In addition to major improvement of
the above-mentioned ports and also of Vishakapatnam, Cochin, M TuIrmagao and
Kandla, a major new port is proposed at Haldia near Calcutta, and the

igherage ports of' Tuticorin and Mangalore would be converted into deep
draft ports. The most important single element of expansion in port
cargo-handling requirements is iron ore, exports of which are forecast
in the Plan to double from the 11 million tons in 1965/66 during the Plan
period. Other important projected increases are in fertilizer, 3.7 million
tons; petroleum, 3.3 million; coal, 1.2 million; and general cargo 7.9
million.

111. The main element of the program for shipping is the acquisition
of 1.7 million GRT of additional ocean going shipping tonnage which, allow-
ing for replacements, would increase the Indian fleet from 1.5 million in
1966 to 3 million in early 1971. A small part of this increase would be
acquired from domestic production but most of it would be purchased abroad.
The shipping program also provides for a small increase in coastal vessels.
At present less than 15 per cent of India's foreign trade is carried in
Indian flag vessels. The Indian shipping fleet is divided among 13 well
established companies with long experience. The largest of these and one
of the smaller companies are government-owned and the remainder are private.
They are all full members of conference agreements on lines between India
and U.S., U.K./Continent, Japan, Australia, Middle East, USSR and Poland.

112. The program for civil aviation consists mainly of additional
planes to carry prospective domestic and international traffic and, in the
case of Air India, to keep up with changing technology in competitive
international air operations, Air India expects traffic expansion of
nearly 90 per cent by 1971 and Indian Airlines foresees an approximate
doubling in the same period. The Air India program consists of the
addition of 5 subsonic jets while Indian Airlines proposes to acquire
28 medium-range aircraft. The aviation program also includes Rs. 360
million of investment in ground installations many of which reflect
commitments made in agreements with the International Civil Aviation
Organization.

11_ As noted, there is not much "give" in the transportation
program if it is to measure up to the traffic wihich would be generated by
Plan production targets. There are, nevertheless, parts of the program
which may be difficult to carry out within the Fourth Plan time limits.
The nartioular problem areas in this resnect are in road transport and
ports. In road transport both vehicle producers and truck operators face
rNf'1'Ult.y in financing the e-,ansion of their onperations. In the case
of ports the problems are physical. Progress in the detailed planning
of port expansion has been slow, and it is not clear that the remaining
time available in the Fourth Plan will be adequate for the building of
the additional port capacity projected. Nor is it clear that the cost
estimates are adequate.
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114. There is room for doubt about the wisdom of the proposed
exnansion of shinping capacityr On the basis of present -em"'-It rates
the proposal appears sound from the standpoints of both a satisfactory
retnrn on investment and a sigenificant favorab'e cont,ribut4ion to the
balance of payments. There is, however, uncertainty about future freight
rates for two reasons. First, the rapid developmuent of container vessels
is likely to release large shipping tonnages and thereby to depress rates.
Recon.d, te i -h ,--e poss'I`--- of release o- large -ornages -- hich are-..- ~ ULL L. J.L V V.1 L vI gL u iihag
now employed in military supply operations. These developments could
depress rates so much that for somse time to come the margin between costs
and rates would provide a totaUy unsatisfactory return on proposed
investmets insp 

Fam ily Pliar-. nrg

115. Wk-te have little to add here to what has already been said with
respect to Family Planning. The Plan provides unlimited funds for this
purpose, adequate supplies of the materials required are assured, the
beginnings have been created of an effective organization and a suffi-
ciently large corps of technical and other personnel to conduct a
genuinely large-scale, vigorous and intensive program. There are, and
there will be, problems to be solved, largely in connection with the
mobilization and employment of qualified personnel and possibly in
motivation of some sectors of the populatibn although, as yet, there is
no evidence indicating how important this last problem will be. Ldever-
theless, we are encouraged to believe that the program may succeed in
reaching its goal of some 25 million contracepting families in India by
about 1972, in which case a significant decline in the rate of population
increase may be experienced in the years which immediately follow.

Economic Cooperation Between India and Pakistan

116. The Plan documents make no reference to one of the important
economic opportunities before India - namely economic cooperation wJith
Pakistan. The published Plan documents may not be considered the
appropriate means of initiating either action or public discussion of
action in this direction. There are, nevertheless, a number of areas
in which economic collaboration between the two countries might well be
economically advantageous to both. Some of these areas which might be
explored are the use of one another's natural fuel resources - Pakistani
natural gas in India and Indian coal in East Pakistan: trade in other
commodities such as Pakistani cotton, rice and jute and Indian cement and
machinery; coordination in the use of transport facilities and water re-
sources; and agreement for coordinated marketing of jute manufactures.



Si--,1ar but less extensive opport-unities exist for economic cooperation
with other countries of the region including Ceylon and Burma.

Conclusions

.117. We have indicated that the Plan embraces the strategy required
for a successful attack upon the two major problems which India faces:
that of sharply increasing, approximately doubling, the rate of growth
of food and other agricultural production and that of sharply reducing
the rate of population increase. The Plan appears to us to give these
two programs the priority which they deserve, although the foreign
exchange resources which it has estimated will be required for the
agricultural program will need to be augmented. We have also indicated
that the Government of India has, since the beginning of the Plan period,
taken critically important economic policy steps in devaluing the rupee,
decontrolling and liberalizing imports, and significantly relaxing govern-
ment controls over industrial investment and production. We have indicated,
furthermore, that these latter steps may have positive consequences for
production and export as well as import substitution. 1re cannot predict
the size or the precise nature of these consequences and we have suggested
that the Plan itself may not take them adequately into account. On this
score the output and income and export forecasts of the Plan could turn
out to be over-cautious. On the other hand, we have suggested that the
specific industrial investment program contemplated in the Plan, particu-
larly in the public sector, does not seem fully to have been influenced
by the newJ policy directions and mav need some re-shaning in its particu-
lars. We also have judged that some of the particular outputs forecast
will not be achieved and that some of the investment expenditures forecast
in the industry, power and transport sectors may be overstatements simply
because more time is likelv to be required for tbPe spleific pl-an'io- and
execution of some of the projects. UHe have also indicated that in general
we believe that; provided adequate amsoants of capital inflow and, more
specifically, foreign aid are available there is a good prospect that
somet.hina approaching the overall rates of growth of outpu+ and income
forecast can be achieved. Finally iwe have suggested that achievement of
all- of these resul-ts depends very he1avily not only on contin.uvirng movementV
in the new policy directions and effective implementation by the Government
of Tndia but also on the proision of adequate amounts of foreign aid. I-Te
have indicated that the amou)ts required seem likely, in the aggregate,

r -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ J1- "±I"n. fL±.J. CLsJamunJJL md g'1±Lto be a pr--)d,,atel',y the amoun-,> sugges-tled 10,y thle -C-an.L.. Thi a,_on Ii.
conceivably be reduced by some recasting of the industrial investment
program and by some unplanned lags in this programT but we would not
expect the reductions to be appreciable. The internal savings problem
coi,Id be eased and reducti.ons of scrne significance could be nade in
foreign exchange requirements if it were possible to reduce defense
expenditures. Iu is difficulL to Judge what the effects would be of
the provision of significantly less aid and we have no guidance in this
matter froml tlhe Goverrnmienrit o' India, but the Government would in this
event face very hard choices. These choices could be made in such a
m,anner that they would have relatively small effects on the growth of
output in the Fourth Plan period but larger effects on growth in the
post-Plan period. Choices could be made in a different manner and the
final outccme of possible alternative choices is problematic.

118. We address ourselves in the next and concluding section of
this report to the matter of aid requirements in the Fourth Plan period
and more specifically in the current year.
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AID REQUIRIEENTS

In the Fourth Plan Period and Beyond

419. The total capital inflow required during the Fourth Plan period
is, according to the Goverrnment of InUdia estinates, almost $10.3 billion,
gross of debt service estimated at $3.0 billion 21/ and including food aid
esti.mated inclusive of freight at approximately $.4 Dillion. (See Table 1,
page 31). These figures represent actual disbursements required. It may
reasonably be estimated, however, that the carryover of undisbursecd commit-
ments will be the same at the beginning and the end of the Plan period, so
that Lhe $10.3 billion figure can be taken to represent new commitments
required. 22/ If food aid (including freight) is excluded the figure is a
little more than $8.8 billion. The Governunent has estimated that approxi-
mately $500 million may be provided by private capital investment. Gross
non-food aid required is therefore estimated at approximately $8.3 billion.
The Soviet Union has already agreed to provide $1.0 billion of aid in the
Fourth Plan period, including in the total the undisbursed portion of commit-
inents made during the Third Plan period. 23/ If Fourth Plan aid commitments
from other Eastern European countries (Poland, Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia)
are assumed to equal those made by the same countries in the Third Plan
period, namely $70 million, and if non-food Fourth Plan comnitments by other
non-Consortium countries are assumed to be $30 million as in the Third Plan
period, then the remaining non-food aid commitments required amount to $7.2
billion. This is an amount 27 per cent higher than the amount pledged by the
Consortium for the Third Plan period.

120. If $7.2 billion of gross non-food aid were to be provided by the
Consortium, it would amount to $L.9 billion in net aid, since principal and
interest payments due to Consortium members during the Fourth Plan period are
estimated at $2.3 billion. This $2.3 billion includes $11.9 billion due to
Consortium members on commitments in existence April 1, 1966. If the terms of
new aid commitments should be such that no principal or interest were payVable
durirng the Fourth Plan period, then the gross aid required would be reduced
by $0.4 billion to 16.8 billinn; net aid woll-d of couvrse remn $4,(D billion.
At this level gross Consortium aid in the Fourth Plan period would be 24 per
cent higher than the amount npledged hv the Cronsortiin-m for the Third Plan
period. As we have already indicated, we believe that with approxinately
this amount of gross non-food aid from th.e Consortium, $7.02 billion, or some-
what less if the terms are improved, and with continued movement by India in

21/ As indicated earlier t'he figure of $3.0 billion includes $2.5 billion
estimated to be due on account of aid committed (including undisbursed
portions) as of March 31 196, plus the amotun of $0.5 billion es -mated
by the GOI to represent service on new aid commitments expected during
tnhe Fol--th man period.

22/ The carryover of undisbursed commitments as of April 1, 1966 was approxi-
mately $2.1 billion. This figure does not include Consortium pledges
which had not been translated into commitments, nor does it inciude food
aid commitments.

23/ Our assumption is that the entire $1.0 billion will be disbursed in the
Fourth Plan period, since it includes the carryover of Soviet aid from
the Third Plan period.



the new po7icy direct-ions and effectvive implmnation, India can Xake
solid economic progress in the Fourth Plan period. We should make clear
that even though, in ou.-r ju. t'ee, may be a lag of about a year in
the achievement of the overall physical targets for industrial and agri-
cultural productior, and somje muidest shortfail in the overall income growth
achieved by 1970/71, we believe that aid commitments of approximately the
m.agrniude nudicated -will be required and appropriate in the period April 1,

1966 to 'Iarch 31, 1971.

121. One can only speculate with respect to the longer term perspective.
Wle carnnotu, however, share the degree of optimism With which the Fourth Plan
documents view this perspective. They suggest that given continuous growqth
of the economy at about the forecast Fourth Plan rate, India's gross aid
requirements in the Fifth Plan period would be significantly smaller than in
thle Fourth Plan period and its net aid requirements of course smaller by a
wider margin, and that by the Sixth Plan period gross aid required would be
quite small, substantially less than debt service in that period. This
Indian projection assumes for the Fifth and later Plan periods, a high rate
of internal savings, a high rate of growth of exports and a growth of imports
so low as, in our view, to be incompatible with the rate of growth of output
wfhich is anticipated. Our difference, hownever, is one of degree. We think
it entirely possible, although a forecast would be idle, that India will be
able to sustain a satisfactory rate of future economic growth including some
improvement in living levels with gross capital inflow in the Fifth Plan
period at approximately the level required in the Fourth and .ith the modest
beginnings of decline in this level after 1975/76.

122. The growring magnitude of India's debt service obligations bears
directly on this outlook. If aid commitments fron all sources during the
Fourth Plan period should be at approximately the level discussed here and
on terms similar to those of 1965/66, then debt service obligations would
be approximately $3 billion in the Fourth Plan neriod aMnd wronid rise to
$5 billion in the Fifth Plan period. They would be in the neighborhood
of 30 per cent of Drosnective export receipts in both periods, assum.ing ve-rhealthy export growth in the Fifth Plan period, and they would be equal to
approximately 30 per cent of required gross eapit-al inffloTr ;-n the Fourth Plan
period and a higher percentage in the next, unless gross aid were to increase
very substantially in that next period. Obviously any improvement which can
be made in the terms of new aid will moderate the growth of debt and debt
service and improve the outlook for the years ahead. Reduction in the
interest rate on debt outstanding would have the same desirable effect.
It also seems clear that if there is not improrement in the +erms of aid, ther.
the amounts of gross aid required could not begin to decline until after
1975/76; if thenj and in addition debt service wll have became a completely
unwieldy element in India's balance of payments.

123. The figures cited above make clear that an improvement in the terms
of aid granted du-ring the Fourth Plan. period would sormew-hat reduce the aruount



of gross aid required in this period. This reduction in itself would
reduce the amount of debt on which payments were due in the subsequent
period, and unless the new terms were perverse would consequently also
reduce debt service in that subsequent period.

Immediate Aid Requirements

12h. The pressing problem for India and for foreign sources of external
financing for India is the problem of immediate aid requirements. India
in 1966 set out on a new policy course with respect to imports. It requested

and received the support of the Consortium in the form of commitments of
$900 million of non-project aid designed to assist in meeting the demand
for maintenance imports which it was estimated would materialize subsequent
to devaluation and partial decontrol and liberalization of imports of pro-
duction materials. During 1966/67 it has also received new project aid
cornnmitments from some of the Consortium members as well as other donor
countries, although no great emphasis was given to this type of aid. The
question at this point is, within the context of the Fourth Plan. and in
the light of actual developments thus far in 1966/67, what aid commitments
are required and desirable at this time, and qnepificall for the year
1967/68.

125. As we have already said, implementation of the new policies and
programs has only Just begun. It is too early for s f results to

have occurred or new judgments to be made. We have no reason to doubt,
subject to qual'fications we will discuss below, that all of the desrable
consequences of the shifts in policy can occur. Hence, it is most important

to maintain t,he external support, required for the import deconttrol-liberaiza-
tion program and simultaneously to begin to provide the project aid required
lor the investment program of the Fourth Plan. For reasons whidch -we shal
explain we believe that in addition a substantial amount of food aid is
required immediately, and that it is the most critical aid need at this time,
on which the success or failure of the entire newy policy and program probably
depends.

126. At this time in India industrial production activiy is, on the
whole, stagnating. Although the picture is both mixed and cloudy, it seems
that, largely as a result of high and rising food prices, demand for other
consumer goods has declined and as a result production of such goods has
declined and investment in the expansion of capacity for such production is
not going forward. Furthermore, Government, in the effort to hold down the
deficit in its budgetary operations, has cut its investment expenditures, so

that demand for and output of many types of capital goods produced by Indian
industry has declined, or at least has not risen. The further consequence
has been that private sector investment in the expansion of capacity to
produce capital goods has also declined. Prices of food, as a consequence
of food shortages and the relatively inelastic demand for food, continue to

rise and the resulting pressure on wage rates has been pushing other prices

up as well. The Government has been attempting to deal with this problem
of rising prices by as restrictionist a fiscal policy as it could manage,
attempting to hold down its total spending and its total deficit by restrict-



ing its investment expenditure. It has been especially cautious in this
regard because it has taken steps to permit this year a sizeable expansion
of bank credit to the private sector. partly in recognition of the need
for financing of a larger volume of and higher cost imports and a higher
level of industrial oDeration on the basis of these larger maintenance
imports. As of this time, however, the flow of maintenance imports has
not increased. It may be that there simDly has not been sufficient time
for an enlarged flow of imports to occur and that inventories were too
depleted to permit an immediatelv higher level of onerations in anticipation
of this flow. It seems increasingly possible, however, that the import
licenses issued have not been rapidly utilizeci and that inventories continue
to be husbanded simply because of deficiencies in demand.

127. So long as the food bottleneck persists there is probably no
alternative open to the Government but to pursue as restrictionist a nolicv
as possible, in the attempt to restrain continued rapid price rises, despite
stagnation in economic activity. Given continuation of this situation it
is entirely possible that the foreign exchange resources provided to finance
increased imports of production materials may not quickly be used, as was
intended, in the interests of expanded and more efficient output. This
would defeat the pu-roses o the devaluatioQn-dcr oln Tuld
prevent the growth of output which is the objective of the entire Indian
aid program. W^Je believe it entirely possible that if, as a result basicaly
of the food shortage, no positive effects in the form of increased output
anLd er,.ploym,ent- ad also in.vesQtiment andu export sh-ould ube fe'lt 4t4hen theC
policies run the danger of being discredited and abandoned.

128. It is for this reason that we urge that the food bottleneck be
broken and wqe stress the critical importance of immediate action to break it.
At this time this can be done in significant measure only by increased food
aid shipments. With sufficient food supplies to meet the demand for food
without higher, and preferably with somewhat lower, food prices, Government
investment expenditure could safely be expanded somewhat, demand for both
investment and consumer goods other than food would rise, the level of pro-
duction wjould rise, the existing recessionary mood would change, and private
sector investment to expand production capacity, especially of capital goods,
would increase. Obviously this could go beyond the levels desired and ap-
propriate, but at this time the problem is that it is below those levels,
with the anomalous result that there exist unused production capacity,
unemployed labor, and, possibly, slow use of foreign exchange which has been
made available to finance imports of production materials. In our judgment
food aid which would permit India to acquire from abroad approximately
10 million tons of foodgrains in calendar year 1967, and as much as possible
of this amount early in the year, would be adequate for the purpose, espe-
cially if at an early date the Government of India could be given assurance
that this total amount could be counted upon.

129. As of early February 1967, food aid commitments had been made
which provided approximately 2.1 million tons of foodgrains although they
left for India payment of most of the cost of ocean shipment of these
grains. In addition India had purchased approximately 200,000 toins. Late



in February the United States Government made a further food aid commitment
in the amount of $135 million which is expected to provide, in the secondu
calendar quarter of 1967, 2 million tons of foodgrains valued at $122
million plus some fats and oils, but which will not finance ocean freight.
The Congress of the United States was also requested to authorize additional
1967 food aid in the amount of $190 million, estimated to be sufficient to
cover the f.o.b. cost of up to 3 million tons of foodgrains, provided that
other countries appropriately matched this effort. It is understood that
matching "food aid" may be food itself or aid funds which can be used to
pay for ocean freight on food, or for the purchase of agricultural :Lnputs.
To the extent that "food aid" is in this last form, it iwill help to provide
the necessary quantity of food if India can use equivalent amounts of money
for the purchase of food. If the outcome of this United States' initiative
is that $P380 million of additional food aid is provided, then India will have
received approximately enough food aid in 1967 to finance the f.o.b. cost of
the 10 million tons of foodgrains which we estimate to be required. India
will need to pay out of other than food aid funds (a) for foodgrains (wheat
and rice) commercially purchased, largely in accordance with "normal market-
ing" obligations, and (b) for almost all of the ocean shipping costs on
foodgrains provided by aid. The Government of India estimates that expendi-
tures under (a) will amount to $57 million and under (b) to $108 million,
a total of $165 million.

Non-Project Aid

130. Demand for maintenance imports in 1966/67 was assessed by the Bank
early in the fiscal year at about $2.500 million and it was estimated that
in addition $100 million would be required to finance imports of capital
goods not financed by nroiect aid. These figures excluded all food imports,
however financed, as well as cotton and other commodities financed by
PL 480. Resources TThich t-he Govern-ment of Tndia could count on to meet this
demand, and on the strength of which it could make the commitments involved
in licensing the imports demanded, were assessed at: (a) $614 million which
would remain from its prospective 1966/67 foreign exchange earnings after
"ayMer.t -iyn 1044/A7 on 1 Yicessiprssued in eanrlier years, and after navments
for PL 480 freight, on debt, and profit remittances; plus (b) the amount of
its prospective 1967/68 foreign exchange earn.ings which won d remain after
similar 1967/68 payments, which amount we estimated at $1,075 million. The
sum. of the twro items was 1,699 m-llion, loea.nrg $900 milion as the estimated
amount of the additional resources required to cover the payments which would
need to be made during 1966/67 -Ad 196,7/68 on +te $2,600 m-llinn of lienses
expected to be issued. We reproduce here the three tables summarizing these
calc lations as Tables 2, 3 and h.

131. hlle Vovernment of India estimates, on.the basis of the licenses
issued up to the end of October and the applications in hand, that licenses
issued in 1966/67 for -maintenance im1ports plus cap-tal goods not financed
by project aid will total $2,392 million, or approximately $200 million less
than estimated in barly 1966. Infmormation is currently- beig co,mpiled
on the extent to which orders have actually been placed under these licenses
and on the probable time of arrival of goods. Applications for supplementary
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T hBLE 2: Pew Consortium Aid Commitments Re-nuired i n 1°Q6/67
($ million; Ex PL 480)

Demand for Irmports Not Financed by Project Aid

1 - Estimated Demand for Tlaintenance Imports 2,500 1/
2 - Est:,Xated Der(iand for Capacity-xpanding im±ports

Not Financeable by Project Aid 100 2/
3 - Total Import Demand Not Financable by Project Aid

Existing (April 1, 1966) Resources Against W'hich
Linenszes Can be issued

) - Net Free Foreign Exchange Available in 1966/67 257 3,
5 - Net Rupee Trade Exchange Available in 1966/67 357 '/
6 - Unobligated Non-project Aid Commitments C
7 - Total Existing Resources 67L

Antic r, ted Resources

E - Aiti-cinated Net Free Foreign Exchange Available
in 1967/68 8 5/

9 - Anticipated Not Rlupee Trade Exchange Available
in 1967/68 641 / 6

10 - Total Anticipateri Penurre' .

Total Resources

11 (7 + 10) 1,69o

1Dap to be Filled by New Aid Commitments

12 (2 3 = 1

13 ^ Plus Minimum Amount of 1967/68 Earned Foreign
Exchange Which Must be Reserved to Meet
Payments in 1967/68 on Licenses Issued in 1967/68 200 LI

14 - Total New Non-project Aid Cormitments
Reouired in 1966/67 901 6/ 9/

1/ Calculated as follows:
1 - Maintenance imports licensed in 1964/65 = $1,615.
2 - Assume denand (at 1964/65 effective exchange rate) was b0% higher than

allocations =$,615 x 1.10 = $2,261.
3 - Assume demand (capacity requiring imports) has increased by 5% per year

or 10%P in the two years - $2,261 x 1.10 = $2,147.
a - Assume price increase of 68% (40% devaluation).
5 - Assume price elasticity of demand = -0.2.
6 - Demand will then be reduced (by shift to domestic supply.sources) by

13.6% = $338.
7 - Demand is then $2,48? - $338 = $2,149.
8 - Assume speculative and re-stocking demand = $400.
9 - Total demand = $2,550.

10 - This is 58% higher than 1964/65 allocations
11 - And estimated base demand ($2,149) is rmore than 1/3 higher than 1964/65

allocations.
12 - PL IAn cotton supplies $50 m4i l ion of this dem,and.

2/ GOI estimate reduced by $37 million.
3/ See Table 3.
r/ See Tabule 4.
g/ From Table 3.

/ F--om Table 4.
7/ For commodities such as foodgrains (other than PI 480), raw jute, chashew nuts,

some P.O..., etc., which involve quick delivery and payment and are not
ourchasable from aid-giving coun-ltries.

8/ Figure obviously requires pre-emption of major part of 1967/68 foreign exchange
earnings for payments on 1966/67 licenses. Clearly. therefore, 1967/68
licensing will require substantial nonproject aid in that year.

9/ Additional licensing of S42 mi llion equivalent from rupee trade area possible.

Sourcet Bank estimates as of early 1966/67, see paragraph 130.
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TABLE 3: Free Foreign Exchange, 1966/67, 1967/68 and 1968/69

($ million)

-1 n4 /I7 19/68OA 18/6

Receipts

1. Exports 1300 1380 148u
2. II-IF drawing 187 - -

3. U.K. Balance of Payments Loan -- -

4. Debt Deferment --
Total 1487 1380 148U

Less:

5. Debt Service -317 -365 390
6. Invisibles and private cap. move - 0 - -
7. Profit remittances - 69 - 70 -70
8. P.L. 480 freight -130 - 70 50

Tota i16--15 1

9. Balance available for import
payments 971 875 970

10. Less: payments on licenses issued
in earlier years -714 -675 -770

11. Balance available for payments in

year on licenses issued in year 257 200 200

Source: Bank estimates as of early 1966/67; see paragraph 130.
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TABLE 4: Rupee Payments iraae - 1b66/67,_, 19676o ana lbod/by

($ million)

1966/67 197/68 . 1968/69

Receipts

1. Exports 431 470 500

Less: Non-Import Payments

2. Debt Service 42 60 70

3. Balance Available for Import
Payments 389 410 430

4. Less: Payments on Licenses
Issued in Earlier Years 32 h10 h3o

5. Balance Available for Payments
in year on licenses issued
in year lq7I/1/-/

1/ Plus $2 millinn in eithfer nne orr the M-.hn year of principal payVments
on debt deferred.

Source: Bank estimates as of early 1966/67; see paragraph 130.



licenses may, according to the regulations, be requested whenever letters
of cre di have been opened to the extent of 90 per cent of the license or
shipments have been made to the extent of 70 per cent, or 50 per cent in
the case oI the rupee trade area. To date we have received no report that
any applications for supplementary licenses have been submitted. 24/ The
Indian authorities believe, however, that such applications may begin to
come in at any time. They are anxious to be in a position to meet this
demand wrhen it arrives. In the circumstances, neither they nor we are in
a position to predict precisely when thlat will be. If there has in fact
been slow and incomplete use of the licenses the demand will arise :Later
rather than early in the course of 1967/68. The Indian authorities have
not attempted to estimate precisely what the magnitude of the demand for
maintenance imports Twill actually be in 1967/68 and we cannot confidently
forecast it in view of the present uncertainties discussed above. If the
shortage of food and the related need for caution in increasing Government
expenditure levels persists until near the end of calendar 1967 wJhen the
next major food crop is harvested, then the actual demand for maintenance
imports will probably be lower than either the Indian authorities or we
anticipated earlier, and, contrary to all plans and desires. manufacturing
capacity in Indian industry will continue to be under-utilized. If, as is
desirable, food supplies should be quickly and significantly augmented and
investment expenditure increased, or if that should occur for other reasons
which we cannot foresee and do not predict. then the demand for mairntenance
imports will, as iwould be desirable, rise to levels which wrill be commensurate
with much fuller use of existing industrial canacitvy

132. In the present circumstances the level of licensing in 1966/67
gives no better basis for estimating the level of maintenance imports which
might be demanded under such conditions of relatively full se of c-apaciiy,
or at least that major part of capacity which produces capital goods. With
no information on orders placed or stnolck it is not possible to do mr.oe
than revert to the earlier estimates of the probable demand, given reasonable
buoyancy in the eronomy On this basis, demand for maintenance mpnrts in
1967/68 is likely to be in the neighborhood of $2,200 million. The Indian
authorities believe that the fig-re of $2, r milion is more like' u
conditions of reasonable buoyancy in the economy. They suspect that demand
for licenses in 1966/67 was restricted by prodicer e -ectations of lm-ited
demand and that, wlth an improvement in the general demand situation a
largepr rather thin n 2 m.lalle -vr_e%,m ofP irpo.-+ lcne -A-ll be requeste__ C - -- ' V.L.LJ. L' U UC

in 1967/68. Their view is that last year's Bank forecast of demand for
li^-ense at9 abu e26 .ilo -. In66/4-7 -nd abut.4 62,20 )r%n 'o in 1967/68,-t ~ ~ ' "IL'~ .L 7% J'.J/1 CU%I ±k I L.UUU PC )_1UV I4LL.L- ILLA .Li 7l . OU

will prove correct, although the distribution between the two years will
be i;fferent. 4 e are .more inclined to believe that despite the depressed
expectations of 1966/67 the initial post-decontrol volume of applications

24/ Since the writing-of this report the Indian authorities have informed
us that as of mid-Januarv applications for s1inplementary licen-ses had
been received in the amount of $98 million; these were being processed
and supplemental licenses were bhing s
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i*n 1?AAI/7 io nort+ lil-k1y I-r 'h b qiinlledq o-r Pexrpedpd in 1907/68 RBth the

Indian authorities and we are obliged to speculate about prospective demand
for liceL-e_s we havre no firm or adequate basis foir Stirint±n the

volume of imports of production materials which wJould be required for
reasonalDl INUII util zat ' 'r , T,sA- A; A -,+,, .1 "4 n;I i +-r Tn +.hp ni rir-im-

stances we adhere to tho earlier estimate for 1967/68 of $2,200 mi:llion,
recogniz-ng that there -s inevitably considerable possibill+ of error in

this estimate.

133. We call attention to the fact that this estimate fits we:Ll with
tne esti.mate of malntenarnce ±irlport requirements in the Fou th PLAn period
as a whole which we cited in an earlier section of this report. T.nat
estimate, which assumed full use of Indian industb-y'S capacitLy to produce
capital goods, was, for the five-year period, $11.5 billion. The figure
of $2.2 billion for the second year of the Plan period is COI1sibLeUwitU

it.

134. In February 1967 the GOI attempted to forecast India's balance
of payments in 1966/67 and 1967/68. Table 5 presents these forecasts and
also the Government's latest estimates for 1965/66. As the table indicates,
the Government of India estimated that the loss of foreign exchange reserves
in 1966/67 will, including net use of $137 million of IMF resources, amount
to $227 million. As of February 10, 1967 the loss in the year had been
$177 million.

135. As Table 5 also indicates, the Indian authorities forecast that
payments for maintenance imports other than food, however financed, and
other than cotton and other commodities financed by PL 480 (but including
a small amount of capital goods not financed by project aid) will amount to
$1,706 million in 1966/67 and $2,293 million in 1967/68. They also estimated
that in 1967/68 after payments of $515 million on account of debt and
invisibles, there would remain $1,270 million out of their export earnings.
Of this, $165 million would, according to their estimates, be requ:ired to
pav for food imports principally normal marketing purchases and freight on
food shipments, not paid for by food aid (see para. 130) so that $L,105
million would remain available to pay for maintenance imports. In addition,
the Indian authorities estimate, some $480 million of the 1966/67 $900 million
non-proiect aid commitments would be available for payments in 1967/68. As
the table indicates, $240 million of the $900 million is estimated to have
been used for navments in 1966/67, leaving $660 million available. The
Indian authorities believe, however, that because the commitments were made
so 12Ite and beeinuse they are surrounded bv restriction on their use, only
$480 million of the $660 can be used for payments in 1967/68 and $:180 million
w ll be useahle for thiq purpose only in 1968/69. On this basis their

estimate is that they will have available to pay for $2,293 million of 1967/68
maintenance imports a totq1 of $1 585 mi1lion, consisting of the $1.105
million mentioned above out of export earnings plus $480 million out of
1966/6~7 nor.=project tcm,^rni+.mon+,c* Th.yr indic2nte thprefore that $708

million, the difference between $2,293 million and this $1,585 million, will
need to be paid by disbursements out of new 1967/68 non-project nii. They

suggest further that so large an amount as $708 million could be disbursed
.-n 1 r967 1 ut of - i C1967 / no n-p roj- -ct+ -dA ^,m,n-, +Ypn+i, nnly , if a sub.hstantial

±7'-' V -'J UL, VU _-' J7W.J If IJ. 1 j'IW .JIL J~,S 'SCi.iL 'S'S- ~ " 
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TABLE 5: Government of india Estimates of Balance of Payments.
1965/66-1967/65 17
($ Million)

1965/66 1966/67 1967/68

T" ~ ^-L U te- J n A l I ______1. T.porup (c.i.f.) ~ C 2,803) JL_ 3,1 3,,91+

Food imports (aid-financed and other) 598 791 721
.Loject aidU .1WtLsnL pUIIrJUsUz UL4U 77I 620

Non-food imports financed by PL 480 66 36 60
Other lMaintenance inports 2/ 1,291 1,706 2,293

L . IxpurGS ,C.D.o ),4± J.__ 1,fU

3. Trade Balance -1,16i -i,748 -i,909

4. Other Payments -386 -1427 -515
Interest on foreign debt -139 1T51 -214
Principal payments on debt -176 -223 -235
Repayments to I.M.F. -75 -50 -57
Other services and capital +4 -3 -9

5. Overall Deficit -1,547 -2,175 -2,2424

6. Financing of Deficit 1 547 2175 2,424
Food ai )t6 5535 /
Project aid 848 777 620
PL 1480 aid (other than food) 66 36 60
Non-project aid (1966/67 and prior

-yaes' co>,um, Wm,2nt 137 531 '-
I.M.F. drawings 137 187
TTse of foreigr. exchange resenmres -

= increase) -101 90 -
197UJ/68Ju N4on-pr-oject a dLu 4/ -

1967/68 "Cash" aid 5/ - 277

L/ PreparedU l Februar-y 17Ur.

2/ Including small amount of capital goods not financed by project aid.
7 / T _ _{\.1 _ I _ .q_ _ .__ __ I _ _ _ o, Y S _ 1_ .n n r%4 73/ includlng (a) commitments already maue as Uo February 2, Y1967

(b) $380 million of commitments anticipated in accordance
witn February 2, 1967 proposal of President JoUlson,

(c) anticipated commitments for January-March 1968.
4/ Provided out of new commitments of $900 million.
§/ Provided by debt rescheduling or refinancing.
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part, $277 million by their estimates, were provided as "cash", either by
reshedduling or refinancing of debt service payments. The balance of the
gap, namely $431 million, can be met, in their view, by new non-project aid
commitments of $900 million, provided that these commitments are made early
in the year and are free of most of the usual restrictions. Thus total non-
project aid commitments, they suggest, should be $1,177 million.

136. We do not concur in this Indian estimate of 1967/68 non-project
aid requirements. We do, however, agree with the judgment that India will
not be able to meet its 1967/68 payments obligations on account of mainte-
nance imports unless a significant part of the non-project aid it receives
is in a form which makes it as freely useable or almost as freely useable
as its free foreign exchange earnings. It has been apparent for some time
in considerations of external assistance for India that in the nature of
the balance of payments problem it is necessary to provide non-project aid
of a quick-disbursing character, and that to the maximum extent possible
it should be free of commodity restrictions and not country-tied. When a
large proportion of maintenance imports must be financed by aid, it is
extremely difficult to reconcile decontrol of such imports with country-tied
and, more especially, commodity and otherwise restricted non-project aid.
The combination of several types of restrictions which, in varYing ldegrees
of severity, surround the use of such aid in effect compels the Government
of India to operate a series of separate Dools and sub-Dools of foreign
exchange and to attempt somehow to fit import license demand into this
mosaic. It is difficult to do so and vet avoid the imnosition of stringent
administrative controls over imports involving exactly those inefficient
Government-determined allocations rather than prodnier derc-i i n. wh ch the
Government of India, with Consortium encouragement, has been attemptjing to
abandon. The avoidance of such controls does not de.and that all thie foreign
exchange available to India be completely free of use restrictions. It
does, however, require that a larger pool of freely useable foreign exchange
be available than at present.

137. Another reason, closely related to the first, is that a significant
nar+, of India's- maintenance imports consis's o- L co.modities which are not
produced in and cannot be purchased in aid-giving countries. Among the
conmodities which are ei1her not available at all or not available in suffi-
cient quantity from the aid-giving countries are: crude petroleum, copper,
tin, n5tural rubber, cashew ruts, rock phosphnate, raw Juue, Long staple cotton.
In the case of still other commodities which are available in aid-giving
countries, restrictionLs 4imposed -or a variety of reasors on the use of non-
project aid prevent the use of this aid for their purchase. Some agreements

P-. ~ L LA. …eJspc - a *" Jte* -3u ibe ofexclud-e specified co.mm,od 4-1es, other agree.,.er.ts spcdy "al'l'd nuJtbro
eligible commodities. Agreements prescribe procedures which are sometimes
difficult or impossible for Irndian importers to follow or conditions diffi-
cult to meet. Some fix order or payment eligibility dates which exclude
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substantial amounts of imports. Removal of many of these restrictive
provisions would go some distance toward meeting the Indian problem.
Changes in Government of India procedures and some greater ingenuity there
would help. It is doubtful, however, that the problem can be fully met in
the years immediately ahead unless a part of non-project aid is provided
in "cash" form, as it would be by either refinancing or rescheduling of
debt. lie have already indicated that action to reduce the burden of debt
service in the near future is in any case necessary, if debt service pay-
ments are not to become an unmanageable element in India's balance of pay-
ments.

138. Although we agree with the Indian authorities that a part of
1967/68 aid needs to be provided in "cash" form via debt refinancing or
rescheduling, we do not, as we have already stated, agree with their esti-
mate of total 1967/68 non-project aid requirements. We believe. first
that it should be possible to use more of the 1966/67 $900 million of non-
project aid to effect Davments in 1967/68. This would reduce the amount
to be paid out of new commitments from approximately $700 million to $650
million or less.

139. Furthermore, we believp tha 2. tota1 of tQ00 million of new
1967/68 non-project aid, rather than the $1,177 million estimated by India,
shol,ld hp adeiqAte. tn meet theeo mainiinc pnarnopcntierP npvments, nroevided that
part of this is in "cash" form, that the balance is subject to fewer restric-
tions on use than t. present, and that it is madre 1vilnhl earlyv in the
year. Wie believe, in short, that under these conditions it should be pos-
sible to make payments of $6f 0 million or less out of $900 million of new
commitments.

140. Our estimate can also be put in commitment rather than payments
terms. It is so put + Tables 6 - -d 7. A there 4 rdi cated, - e ntMa +lmh+

after various payments obligations other than those for maintenance imports
-,re met, the1-Lre may- rer,,lain ap-PrL0--Li- 4 -elyC $1,-100f 4I' m,illion outf n-ai. ii9 J Ia11C.JjI J L1.LZ.L.y 4 J,JA'JILL-L.JI 'LLL WJJ

resources to pay for maintenance imports in 1967/68. Payments on such
I _; - 1 _- __ _- --- - __ ~~IL. £L.~ 1- -~ ~ d- -rrlicenses issued in tear-lie ye,-s mfay Ue in 11the neJg1bor0Od uoL $,L0

million but approximately $530 million out of 1966/67 non-project aid will
be available for this purpose. Thus -more than. $500 m,illion may be avail=
able out of 1967/68 earnings toward the issuance of new licenses. Taking
intuo acco-aul.that actual payr,,ents on ruch of the $2,200 million of licenses
which may be issued in 1967/68 will come due only in 1968/69 when further
earnedu resources w-ill be available, it would appear that an, addiionlal %y9'00

million of non-project aid in 1967/68 would be an adequate basis for issuance
of the $2,200 million oI maintenance import licenses which may be requested.

W4e emphasize that this estimate is of necessity an approximation. If it
should turn out to be high, an unlikely consequence, the only result would
be that India's reserves might in the particular year increase somewhat or
its obligations to the flF be reduced. If they should turn out to be iow
then the matter of the amount of such aid in 1967/68 and related matters
affecting the demand for maintenance imports would require reconsideration
at some point late in the year.
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TABLE 6: Estimated Non-Project Aid Required in 1967/68
to Meet Anticipated Demand for Maintenance Imports

1. Estimated demand for maintenance imports,
excluding food 1/ 2,200

2. Resources available in 1967/68
(a) 1967/68 foreign exchange earnings remaining

after payments on non-trade obligations and 2/
for food or freight on food. 1,105

(b) Portion of 1966/67 non-project aid ($900 3/
million) not utilized for payments in 1966/67. 530

Sub-total 1,635

3. Less: payments in 1967/68 on licenses issued in 4/
1966/67. 1,109 -

4. Balance available in 1967/68. 526
5/

5. Plus: anticipated 1968/69 foreign exchange earnings 787
remnnining nfter nvnymnts OD non-trqde obligations
for food or freight thereon and after reservation
of $400 million for payments in 1968/69 on licenses
issued in 1968/69.

6. Total resources against which licenses may be issued in
167/67 /R 1 R'

7. Non-pnroject diA c, r for 1967/68 (1-6). 8R7

or say 9C0

1/ Including small amount for capital goods not financed by project aid.
/ S 'ee Tzbe 7.

C4 IU ± c.L'. I 

3/ Our estimate.
r/ Govern,eLnt of India data.
§/ See Table 7.
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IAni~ 7; Estimated Foreign nzxchange marnings, i96o6/6-196,8o/69
(In US $ million)

1966/67 1967/68 1.968/69

Receipts

Exports 1,562 1,785 1,950

Less

Debt Service -37h -449 -560

Net invisibles and private capital -3 -9 -9

PL 480 and other purchases of and freight
for food -239 -165 -71

Repay to DIF -50 -57 -123

Total -666 -680 -763

Balance available for import payments 896 1,105 1,187

Source: Estimated by 1Mission.
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Project Aid

141. The Indian authorities have presented a list of projects and pro-
grams which they believe to be at the point where loan commitments would
be appropriate. This list totals $1.6 billion. We have not attempted to
examine or evaluate the merits or the status of the specific projects and
programs listed, but it is apparent that many are appropriate elements in
the Indian investment program and merit consideration. We recommend there-
fore, in the context of the total Plan and the total aid roughly estimated
to be required in the Plan period, that pledges of project aid commitments
in the amount of approximately $600 million be made for 1967/68 and that
the project aid proposals made by the Government of India be considered on
their merits by the individual members of the Consortium. This suggested
magnitude while not precise is, in our judgment, broadly consistent with
the perspective of the years immediately ahead. It would provide a degree
of assurance to the Government of India with respect to the amounts of
total aid commitments which could be counted on in this year, if projects
should have merit and be ready for implementation. With the private invest-
ment commitments of at least $100 million to $200 million which ought to be
obtained in this year. the $600 million amount should permit the investment
program to be carried forward but without so many new project starts that
all flexibility in the size of the program Tgould be removed.

11±2. In sum we have recommended for 1967/68: (1) food aid sufficient
to deliver approximately 10 million tons of foodgrains to India in the
1967 calendar year; (2) non-project aid commitments of $900 million, partly
in the form of debt rescheduling or refinancing; (3) project aid commit-
ments of approximately $600 .m4llion. e have suggest4e tha this level of
aid is required to support India's efforts to accelerate the growth of its
economy and would be consistent with a 1 r
year. We have also suggested that this total amount of aid would permit
and is .needed for the Indian authorities to conin=ue to m,o-ve in the new
policy and program directions in which they have begun to move. What
should be dorne in future years should rest on actual performance. Mean-
while a genuinely cooperative effort of the aid-givers and the Government
of Ir.94a .;.s been 1 au,nchXed ar.d deserves con' rrued and so"'d support to' ~ L~'A.L~ ALOQ 'J1 .L .UUUdIU Utif ~ UL.LfUU .IU "U.L~ ipUL A

ensure an adequate trial of the new policies which we believe offer the
bDest pro.,ise of-L sign.-IfIcarn econor,dc progress,

InU'an Perforalnce

143. Throughout this report we have indicated the policies and actions
on the part of the GOI which we believe are important to the effectiveness
of India's development effort. Tnese may be briefly summarized in the
following paragraphs.

Of first importance is the continuation of the new agricultural
program with continued high priority to providing an adequate supply of the
physical inputs required, including especially fertilizers, plant protection
materials, high-yielding seed varieties and water. It also means renewed
and more vigorous efforts to expand domestic capacity to produce fertilizers,
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high-yielding seed, and agricultural chemicals and to enlist private foreign
capital and experience in this effort. It calls for immediate steps to
establish new and effective farm credit institutions and to provide them with
resources, and continued assurance to farmers of satisfactory and assured
minimum prices.

1h5. Continued movement in the new policy directions means also con-
tinuation of the import decontrol and liberalization and, as resources per-
mit, further steps along these lines. Along with this goes further relaxation
and preferably elimination of the remaining controls over industrial invest-
ment and production.

146. A vitally important part of the effort is further vigorous pro-
secution of the massive and intensive Family Planning Program which has been
initiated, and rapid effective response to all the personnel, organizational,
motivational and other problems which will be encountered.

1L?. Continued effort in the new d:irections requires also immediate
steps to expand exports by ensuring that the existing export taxes are not
an impediment; that the export subsirdy program is appropri2telyv Wade in
application, that selected excise taxes discourage rising domestic consumption
of exportable products, that organized efforts to find and develop markets
and marketing chz-nnels are made and facilitated, and that the necessary steps
to in…rease production and facilitate transport of exportable products are
taken.

148. Beyond these efforts, all of which are under way, there should be
a concentration of effort ard V+-J. or. t- .4e more effec+iJ u.ve u.il. -i4aon

of existing facilities in industry, in agriculture, transport and other sec-
tors, and a careful consideration of the plans for establishment of new
capacity in the light of the potential of existing facilities, and the extent
to w7hich additions to those may further expand that potential.

1hs9. There should also be vigorous efforts to restrain publ"ic expenditure
which does not contribute to India's economic progress, including defense
expenditure. N'vot unrelated to this is the desirability of econuiIic coopera-
tion between India and Pakistan as suggested in paragraph 116.

150. Continuing efforts along these lines by India justify continuing
support froru abroad a-n-rd provide a basis for the hope of significant economic
progress by India.


